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PERSONS:

Part IV.

Theoretical Persons

The concept of a person is the concept of an individual
whose history is a history of intentional action~, qualified,
elaborated, and interrelated in w~ys described previously
(r-::n~O!: :J:

Part II) •

Just as the primary function of the

rules of Bridge is to guide the behavior of one Bridge player
with respect to others, the primary function of the concept
of a Person is to guide the behavior of one Person with respect
to other Persons.

And jus-t as the rules of Bridge are constitutive

of Bridge-playing, behavior and r.ct· -m-e~~.J,y a theory about Bridgeplaying, the concept of a Person is not merely a theory of
human behavior.

What keeps us from giving this fact its modest

due is that as empirical scientists, we want to hold that nothing
about the world is a priori-we take pride in being hardheaded
(an ambiguous term that):

"But how can you tell if it's true?"

"Show me."
To doubt, to raise a question as to the truth of certain
statements, is itself an instance of rule-following behavior,
and to make investigations regarding the truth of statements
is likewise.

It is not always appropriate to engage in that

kind of behavior (that is a necessary part of its having any
significance) •
The negative "never ruled out a priori" is not to be
confused with the positive "always appropriate".
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This is clear

enough in the arena of daily human activity.

The results of

investigation are given a particular kind of authority.

That

is because what we accept as an investigation is an activity
the results of which we do give that kind of authority.

In

brief, we have criteria for whut is and what is not an investigation.

The authority of investigations is no more a feature

of the specific techniques of investigation (including saying
"How do you know that such and such . . . ?") than the authority
of a trump is a feature of the specific coloring and composition
of that piece of cardboard (cf Wick, 1964).
To recosnize instances of the concept "investigation"
and to imp~ement that understanding in action requires a
certain kind of competence,

just as it requires other skills

to recognize instances of "anger", "green", "meter reading",
or "ice cube" and to react appropriately to them or to references to them.

And because it does, it is possible to make

mistakes in this regard.

Not all mistakes are the same here.

Some arise from simple clumsiness, from lack of skill, some
from careless observation.

These are the mistakes against which

we are well warned and prepared.
There is another kind of mistake about which we think
and do very little.

That is, the indiscriminate use of the

performative techr.iques which have a significant normal use.
We have some awareness of this when it comes to the use of
statistical methods, experirnetnal designs, or physical apparatus
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in experimentation: here, we recognize the point of the old
saying that if you give a small boy a hammer he will discover
that everything around him needs to be pounded on.
it comes to verbalization, it is more nearly
"anything goes".

Yet when

the case that

To a large extent this may be seen as a con-

sequence of casting science in the image of semantic theory.
In any case there is a place for an occasional reminder that
the "Law of Lhe Instrument" holds for language as w~ll as f ·: :.:
apparatus.

We do not express a doubt, and thereby signify

that an investigation is in orjer, merely by looking wise and
asking "How do you know that such and such?"

or by looking-

puzzled and asking "How do you explain such and such?"
No more do we perform a marriage merely by looking solemn and
saY-ing "I now pronounce you man and wife", or play a trump
merely by laying a piece of cardboard on a flat surface.
In each case it is the place of the performance within
the wider circumstances of its occurrence which determines
what took place. , In the right circumstances a trump was play~1 ,
a marriage was performed, a doubt was expressed.

If the

circumstances do not provide reason enough for doubting, the~
the person who says something which constitutes an apparent
expression of doubt will not be doing anything intelligible
just because he goes through some familiar motions ("How do
you know that such and such?").

His behavior will not be intel-

ligible as an action unless he or we-can provide a speciul
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explanation which removes the "apparent exception" (Part I)
by an appropriate specification of something he wants or knows
or is trying to accomplish (and then it may simply be his
doubt, but not ours}.

Without such an explanation, we under-

stand his behavior as a defective performance, a symptom of
incapacity, just as we should understand an examination paper
which showed "18 + 43

= 71" (or, frequently, the way we under-

stand a slip of the tongue).
In this light, it is easy to see that much of psychological experimentation is not investigative in nature but is,
rather, an ordinary sort of activity of a generally observational and exploratory sort which carries no particular
authority.

Previously (Part III), it was argued that the

primary importance of this kind of activity is that it is
potentially a part of a socially creative process.
ever, this potential will be poorly

How-

realized so long as psycho-

logists perceive themselves as engaged primarily in trying to
achieve an authoritative account of human behavior (to "explain"
it} rather than as trying to increase our understanding of it.
Yet it is clear that the former is what most psychologists who
perform experiments take themselves to be doing.

This is per-

haps best illustrated by the way in which experimental findings
are generalized to "explain" the behavior of everyday life.
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I.

The Mediation of Generalization
"What has the same description is the same."

havior of

The be-

pDychological investigators is highly predictable-

they will generalize experimental findings along verbal lines.
I present N subjects with Test X and Task Y, and I describe
the results by talking about, e.g., "the effect of high drive
on performance in a complex task".

To be sure, I selected

Test X and Task Y with this end in view.
To proceed in this general fashion is one of the things
a psychologist knows how to do.
But after all, it is having concepts,

co.di£ ied in just

such expressions as "performance" and "complex task", which
involves our having criteria for what is to be counted as being
the same.

so the other instances of "high drive", "complex

task,", etc. which have not been examined~ "the same" as the
ones we now examine.

Then why~ generalize along verbal lines?

Generalizing is not a verbal exercise.

The warrant here

is only the warrant to try to generalize, and the constraint
is one of ability, not respectability.

It is the practices

that go ill!!_ calling something "an X" that give significance
to the practice of calling a thing an X.

Ordinarily, what we

give the same description to are a set of things which we do
treat in the same way (the same color, the same intention, the
same illness, e~c., e~c.).

Our language reflects this, as it

reflects, too, what we count as treating different things in
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the same way.

(To treat this thing as a pawn is to treat it

the same as i treated ~hat .other pawn, but that should not
suggest, for example, that I make the same moves with it; or
that it serves the same end.)

Our capacities to agree in these

respects are among the basic human capacities codified in language.

Without these capacities we could not understand one

another, and doubly so, for there would be nothing to understandthere would be no such event as the event of someone having
said something.
So unless there are practices (or until there are) that
go with calling a thing, e.g., "high drive" or "complex task"
or "impaired performance", calling it that is a non-committal
gesture, and its being noncommittal here reflects the immunity
previously described as "linguistic irresponsibility".

If I

thus deploy my terminology in the absence of supporting practices
relating, e.g., to the real life "high drive• cases to which I
"generalize", I may nevertheless insist that I have said something. But then, others will know -how to make allowances for
that.

If scientists were held to the standards of linguistic

rigor which obtain in ordinary discourse their task would be
well-nigh impossible.

Practices do not spring full-fledged

from the scientist's brow.
But it is not a simple linguistic excess to "generalize"
along verbal lines beyond any vindication of the attempt.

Sev-

eral additional behavior-guiding concepts are commonly involved
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in this practice.

Central among these is the concept of the

"genotypic description", the "essential common element".

Along

with this are the concepts of "psychological process" and "determinism".
Briefly:

A major paradigm for psychological explanation

is that the event P (what is to be explained, e.g., seeing an
object as red, or as hostile, or forgetting a name, o~ performing poorly)

is the outcome of a deterministic psychological

process (e.g., adaptation, repression, extinction, increase in
response probability, etc.)

It is this process, or perhaps

Gcveral, which provides th~ genotypic description (what really
happens) of event P.

And it is the common presence of this in-

gredient in cases of P which provides · the vehicle for generalization; it provides the antiphonal "because • • . " to the query
"Why P?lf not merely for this, but for the other, unexamined,
cases of P.
If the event Pis my seeing something as red, our explanation will begin, e.g., with the frequency-energy spectrum
of reflected light as the

( for our purpose) initial determining

factor, and it will involve some reference to a capacity for
reacting to such stimuli, and some reference to perceptual
processes of, e.g., "adaptation", "summation",
"integration", "leveling", or "closure".

11

decoding",

And if event Pis my

treating someone as an old grouch, we will commonly ask "what
is the objective basis for the perception of hostility in
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general and for this instance in particular?".

This will

normally be like asking "what is the emotional wave length, the
"invariant", of the phenomenon which sets into motion the pro~
cesses which eventuate in the perception of hostility?".
What is questionable about this strategy i~-everything:
(l)

What is implied by the process approach is that there must

be something about each instance of hostile behavior~ virtue
of which it is an instance of hostile behavior, and only by
reference to which we are justified in calling that behavior
hostile; and it is because this something is the same some~
thing in all the cases that we call "hostile" that all cases
of "hostile" are the same.

And there is no question that there

is something common to every instance of hostile behavior.

What

is common is that it is an instance of hostile behavior, and if
we

observe it what occurs is that we observe an instance of

hostile behavior (cf Bambrough 1962).

Nothing else is required

for there to be instances of hostile behavior except that we
should have the concept and the ·. capacity to implement descriptions

of that sort.

To ~uppose that there is a specifi-

able something else that occurs every time is to engage in the
remarkable supposition that when it comes to person description
everything happens in pairs (and why restrict it to person
descriptions and why to pairs?).

It may be so, of course, and

we may yet find the elusive alter ego of hostile behavior-
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that is an empirical question.

But if the value of empirical

studies in psychology depended on there being wholesale coincidences of this sort, psychological science would be not
merely a gamble, but sheer speculation.
(2)

Psychological "processes" are not processes at all.

Or,

these "processes" share no significant features with the more
familiar, paradigmatic cases from which we derive our concept
of a process.

The general characteristics of a process are

that (a) it occupies a solid interval of time (thus, processes
account for the connections between "discrete" or "separate"
events, e.g. outcomes), (b) it has a beginning, middle, and
end or at least, (c) the state of the process at any arbitrarily selected moment of time is describable, and therefore the
difference between the states of the process at any two times
during its history can be described, (d) the process is identifiable add describable separately from the initial conditions
or the outcomes on .any given occasion, so that, for example,
we can speak of "the same" process having different outcomes
on different occasions, and we can speak of the process being
interrupted or arrested.

The flow of water down a slope, the

burning of a candle, the growth of the pile in the hourglass, and the filling of a cup are paradigm cases of processes.
Not all processes have all the characteristics mentioned
above-that is why we speak of paradigm cases.

But psycholo-

gical processes are distinctive in that they have~ of these
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features.

Instead, they have the general characteristics of

outcomes, or changes of state.
clocked.

They can be dated but not

(Running a race is a process, and it occupies a

period of time, which can be clocked as, e.g., a "four-minute
mile": winning or losing a race is an outcome which occurs
at. a given time, which can be dated as, e.g., 9:05 a.m.
Monday, October 14, 1984, but it occupies no time at all.)
This feature of psychological processes is most clearly
brought out by asking for descriptions or identifications
either of intermediate stages

of the process or of the process

separately from outcome and initial conditions.

What, for

example, is the situation part way through the "process" of
deciding between alternatives (not of trying to decide, which
may take considerable time and never eventuate in a decision,
but llterally, of deciding), or of increasing a response probability, or reducing dissonance, or recognizing an object as
red, or sampling a stimulus element, repressing an idea, projecting a wish, or making an inference, drawing a conclusion,
or addrng 18 and 43?
be-nothing.
lacking here.

In each case, the answer would seem to

It is not information, but concepts that are
It is not that the relevant observations are

thus far impossible for technical

reasons, but rather,

that no observations of any kind are relevant-at least, no
terminology and no description of hypothetical observations
toward this end have been advanced by psychological theorists.
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"But if we can treat these things, e.g., increasing a response probability, as processes, as apparently we have, what
difference does it make whether they demonstrably have the required features?"

Precisely.

To raise this question is to

adopt the functional, pragmatic point of view, and it is to
recognize that although there is nothing positively reprehensible in talking about underlying psychological processes, there
is also no particular point to doing so.

That is to say, if it

is useful to talk this way, that is not because our talk refers
to a process, but at most, because it is process-~.
(3)

But it is not just any kind of process that in fact is

involved here.

It is specifically the asymmetrical, or "under-

lying", type of process that has been so sought after, and
there is some reason to believe that this search has been primarily motivated by the part that such processes play in implementing the requirement of determinism in the paradigm of
explanation identified above.
The principle of determinism appears to be generally regarded by psychologists, though perhaps not by philosophers of
science, as a basic assumption about the world which is necessar}
in order for scientific investigation to be intelligible.

The

notion here is that without such an assumption, scientific
activity would be pointless, if not actively irrational.
There appears to be no evidence to support such an assumption.

It would be difficult, if not impossible, to identi fy
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anything that could count ~s evidence.

But then there need

not be, and no such assumption needs to be made.

There is

necessity here, but it is a linguistic necessity, not a factual
one.

And, it is properiy expressed as a maxim rather than as

a substantive assumption:

If x happens, then "t.:hy x ?" is

never ruled out in advance, theogh it may happen that "shy

x?" does not succeed in raising a question. "Why X?"

r.: ...:: r

succeed in asking a question without thereby raising a question, e.g., when the answer is "no reason at all",
Anscombe

1957 and Manser

questions).

~9Cl

{see

for a discussion of "why"

This is a general feature of any descriptive

system which involves "event" concepts (though it is not restricted

to only these).

physical,

In particular, it is the case for

biological, psychological, and sociological des-

criptive systems.

Each generates its own questions and makes

provisions for the ans ~~=s-only what can be answered can be
asked.
Here it is worth noting that an entire genus of paradigm
cases of processes if found in observable human behaviorthe "overt attempts" discussed earlier.

Getting a camera from

an automobile, playing a tru.-np, d·~inking tea, and acting like
an old grouch have the "process" characteristics identified
above.

The question of the describability and identifiability

of these processes separately from the initial conditions and
outcomes on specific occasions has already been handled in the
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expository outline of intentional action (Part I).

The ques-

tion has sometimes been put in a different way (Ginnane 1960)
which is apropos here:

A process involves a change in some-

thing (and to speak of an event is simply to mark such a
change), but what is it that changes when psychological processes are involved?

The answer which is implicit in the

deterministic paradigm given above is:

What changes is the

internal configuration of the organism.

The conceptualization

of social participation as (a) constitutive of human behavior
and (b) codified, in their separate fashions, by language
and by the concept of a Person provides a different answer
which is verbally simple but has its own complexity which will
need to be explores:

What changes is the position of the person

vis a vis the intelligible world of persons and objects, where
the range of possible "positions" is given by the concepts by
which the w~rld is intelligible.
In connection with this answer, compare:

(a)

What

changes when a trump is played is the position of that individual (that card, e.g., the queen of hearts) with respect to
the other cards in the game, where the range of its possible
"positions" is given by the rules of the game.

(b)

What

changes when the moon suffers an eclipse is its position vis
a vis the remainder of the solar system, where the range of
possible "positions" is given by the rules under which the
solar system operates.

(c)

What changes when I buy something
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is my position vis a vis the world of persons and objects.
That change is directly characterizable as a change specifically with respect to the practices, or "rules", embodiea in
the concept of property or ownership.

Because practices are

interrelated, that change may also be a change in social status,
a change in my capacity for operating a business, etc.

(d)

When I come to fear someone, what changes is my position vis
a vis him in respect to-what?

Well, we have no other or bet-

ter way of talking about this relationship than to use "fear
terminology:

I am · "threatened" by him.

vis a vis the world changes:

An~

11

my position

Now I am in a "dangerous" pos-

ition, or a "defensive" position; I am "insecure", where
before I was less so or not at all.
We know that what can be treated as a Person can also
be treated as a biological object and as a physical object.
Persons have bodies and bodies are masses.

Presmnably it is

this certainty which accounts for the commonly expressed conviction that in principle one could give a rigorous, definitive
description of the physiological and physical correlates of
hmnan . behavior and thus, "explain" the latter.

But that con-

clusion follows only in a particular way which should provide
no motivation for asserting it.
To the extent that we allow that t h e ~ thing can be
described as a person, as an organism, and as a massive, extended body, it is also the case that person descriptions,
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biological descriptions, and physical descriptions cease to
be isolated from one ancther in their application, though it
does not follow that there are no longer the three distinctive
descriptive systems involved.

The relationship here is quite

similar to the mutualassi.milability of the distinctive concept-types in PII, the paradigm for the Person concept, except that what we have here are not part-descriptions but something which it seems appropriate to describe as "explicit
partial-descriptions" or as "relational descriptions".

"The

neurological processes which occur when a person sees red",
"the physiological processes which occur when a person is
angry", "the physical processes which occur when a person forgets", "the unconscious mental representative
and "the

of the mother'' .

psychological processes which occur when a person

learns something" have the logical status of partial-descriptions relative to person descriptions (and person descriptions
are partial-descriptions relative to the concept-of a Person).
That is, they would be unintelligible and would refer to nothing
whatever (cf the discussion [Part III] of "saying so doesn't
make it so") if it were not the case that the corresponding
person descriptions were already intelligible and had a factual
reference.

They are explicitly so (unlike person descriptions)

because they do mention what it is that the process in question
is relative to, hence "relational descriptions".

But they

!!:!, descriptions of a neurological process, a · physiological
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process, a physical process, etc.
So it is not "in principle", but here and now that we
can say rigorously

and definitively what the physical and

physiological antecedents and correlates of person descriptions
are.

To assert or assume that there is a logically : independent,

second description of these neurological, physiological,
physical, etc., processes (for example, to assume that such
processes can be described within the simple biological or
physical descriptive systems, with respecttowhich it is
the case that it would make no difference whatever whether there
was any such thing as a Person) is to go beyond what can be
derived from the linguistic necessities

of the situation.

If the foregoing gives the appearance of an attempt
to secure the advantages of theft as against honest toil,
it may be instructive to reflect on the history of

'i"J2".

We may imagine an earnest mathematician of now-outmoded vintage
saying:

"There is nothing in the domain of mathematics

except numbers and the relations between them.

Then obviously

i t ~ be possible, in principle if not at present, to say
what that number is which, when multiplied by itself has the
number "2" for its product. "

In fact there was no Slch number

until the concept of 'Lnumber" was revised to include numbers
which have only a relational description, like
the former "domain" consisting

"Tiu,

and

of rational numbers can now be

seen as a special case of the real numbers which include
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"72

11
•

Here again, it hardly seems possible to identify anything
that might serve as evidence that there is always another
description which has a one to one relation to a person description.

Ncr does there seem to be any linguistic system

within which a proof could be given that there is always a
second such description~ that there i s ~

(contrast the

existence of proofs that -lf2 is irrational).

Thus, the ab-

sence of a proof that there are no second descriptions paralleling person descriptions does not have the force that it
is sometimes taken to have.

(What would constitute a proof

that shapes are colorless or that a coffee cup has no firing
pin?

That we don't mention color?

firing pins?

That we say nothing about

Neither do we mention physical objects in giving

person descriptions.

But that is not proof.)

As to the like-

lihood that there is always that second description, perhaps
the most pertinent fact is that no case of any such description
has been presented (see Long, 1964 for answers to some
"obvious" possibilities).

It would seem therefore, that those

who look for physiological correlates of person descriptions
in a reductive spirit, i.e. because they suppose that there

-must

be those second descriptions, are operating on a sort of

blind faith.

Likewise, someone who assumes (a) that the des-

cription of a human body as a physical object is in any relevant sense prior to er more basic that its description as a
hWBan body or (b) that physiological descriptions refer
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indirectly to "the· same thineJ as" wha-t person dP.scriptions
refer to directly or (c) that· person descriptions muse be
given "real definitions" of their "referential meaning",
would seem to be begging the question at issue. (For example,
Brodbeck, 1963, seems clearly to make all three assumptions.
They are not uncommon.)
Nevertheless, there is something to be said, equally, for
physics, biology, and rational numbers.

That is that even if

they were inadequate in principle, they might be quite adequate
in fact, by providing suitable approximations.

We can approx-

imate ""ft'" quite closely by "l.4141 ..• ", and it might be that
we could come to approximate those other relational descriptions
equally well for whatever we needed.

This appears to be a live

possibility because the simple descriptions (rational numbers,
biological descriptions, physical descriptions)~ already
implementable-we can recognize instances of these descriptions
and act on them.

Thus, the psychologist who looks for physio-

logical correlates of person descriptions as a matter of empirical inquiry rather than as as an expression of a metaphysical
attitude is !!2! thereby operating on the basis of faith alone.
To follow the maxim "Look for causes of behavior" will . be
a rational procedure for psychologists if following that maxim
has in the past produced results that psychologists value {no
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one questions the value of many of our
correlations).

psychophysiological

We do not need to assume that there are causes

"out there" to be discovered. With respect to the underlying
psychological processes which have appeared in psychological
theories, it appears that they are in general not implementable
except as relational descriptions relative to person descriptions (cf Jessor 1956 and Chisholm 1955).

Thus, we may expect

no essential simplification to be accomplished by reference
to them. Although pursuing them may lead to some unforeseen
and interesting observations, that kind of activity will not
as such carry the authority of an investigation of human behavior, and so it will not provide a general "explanation"
of the latter,

either.

From the foregoing, several conclusions may be drawn.
(a)

The first of these is simply that the concepts, practices,

and forms of discourse embodied in ordinary language are not,
so far as anyone has shown or given reason to believe, lacking
in any characteristic which is essential for the understanding
of human behavior.

(b)

The next is that the concept of a

Person, in conjunction with the

pragmatic methodologywhich

stems from the same linguistic conceptualization, provides a
basis for understanding human · behavior.

Further, this basis

does not suffer in compa~ison with any of the currently available theories, models, and descriptive systems in psychology.
As soon as we eschew the chauvinistic satisfaction of regarding
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formulations in ordinary language as pre-scientific, it becomes apparent that, on the nace of it, the concept of a Person
introduces conceptual "muscle" in areas where current formulations are recognizedly most deficient, and it does so without
any corresponding disadvantages.

This is,

(1) it provides an

articulated framework for dealing with "higher mental processes"
and "rational behavior", including an unmystical and unparadoxical account of how linguistic behavior is importantly different
from, and not merely similar to, other kinds of behavior, and
(2) the conceptual channels to physiological, biochemical, sociological, and mathematical methods and formulations are relatively
noise-free in both directions via the relational description
formulation.

(c) Until and unless we are prepared to give up

the concept of a Person in toto (and does anyone know how to
do that?), any explanation of human behavior that is presented
in terms of the Person concept is more parsimonious than any
explanation of the same behavior given in other terms.

This is

because (1) person descriptions cannot be reduced to descriptions
of another kind, and (2) any alternative explanation could, even
if it were maximally successful in its own terms, provide only
the equivalent of a partial description-it would constitute
an "explanation" of something which was itserf not intelligible
except in relation to the concept of a Person (this is why the
alternative would be to have something comprehensive enough to
do the job that the Person concept now does).
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(d) A conclusion

with perhaps more immediate im~act is the following:

The Person

concept not only gives significance to results and procedures
associated with other disciplines, it likewise assimilates the
empirical results and procedures of current psychological
models and, ih a sense, assimilates the models themselves.
the following sectiott this conclusion is developed further.
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In

II. The Mediation of Responses
What was suggested in the preceding section was that
(a) any behavior theory in Psychology can be translated without
significant loss into ordinary discourse via the concept of a
Person and (b) the consequences which can be drawn from the
ordinary language formulation provide a translation of consequences drawn within the theoretical formulation.

Only an

illustrative demonstration can be attempted here.

(Something

approaching a second such demonstration is given in Persons:
Part V.)
For this purpose it seems appropriate to take the "mediatiod'version of SR theory as presented by an authoritative
spokesman (Osgood, 1957).

The basic structure of the theory,

which would serve as the basis for the initial translation,
would seem to consist of the mediation hypothesis and the phenomena of "decision" and "control".

In the work cited (page·

numbers will refer to Osgood, 1957) these are described as
follows:
A.

The Mediation Hypothesis (355):

"Whenever a neutral

stimulus (sign-to-be) is paired with a significate and this
pairing occurs sufficiently close in time to a reinforcing
state of affairs, the neutral stimulus will acquire an increment of association with some distinctive portion of the total
behavior elicited by the significate."

" . • • the self-stim-

ulation produced by this representing reaction can become
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associated, through ordinary instrumental learning, with various
overt responses appropriate to the object signified."
B.

Decision (359):

" . . . decision in the behavioral system

is simply the selectioh of the most probable alternative within
any divergent hierarchy."

c.

II

Control (359):

...

cotrtbirtation and patterning within

converg ent hierarchies modify the probabilities of aiternatives,'
and this constitutes "control" in the behavioral system."
Assuming the Person concept as presented in Part I and
Part II, the following translation is made:
A.

Rule I:

11

By experience, a person comes to know what goes

with what, i.e. he comes to know the significance of what he
encounters."

For example, he comes to know (a) what parts go

together to make wholes (355),

(b) what objects, states, or

events go with which, and (c) what objects, states or events
lead to which (378).
distinguish between

(Note that "know" explicitly does not
11

being aware of X" and "being aware that

Xis the case.")
Rule Ia:

"With experience (practice) a person acquires

the capacity to implement his expectations and inclinations
without deliberation, i.e., with practice, his spontaneous behavior comes to be what he has learned to do in the light of
what he knows (356) and wants."

(Note that a reinforcement

principle is already implied by the formulation of intentional
action:

If, wanting X, I do Band achieve X, I will come to
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know, after one Or N occasions, that doing Bis the sort of thing
one would do in trying to achieve X, and from that time on, my
wanting X will explain my doing B.j
B.

Rule II.

"If a person

has

teasoh to do a thing, he will

do it, unless he has a strt:)riger reasoh for doing something else."
(359, 381, 387, 391)

c.

Rule III.

"How much reason a person has for doing some-

thing depends on the prevailing circumstances."

(365, 388, 398,

404, 406).

The prevailing circumstances will include, e.g.,
he wants (or has reason to do) at the moment (369)

(a) what

(b) what he

knows about his current surroundings (389) and of himself,
his capacities at the time,

(c)

(d) his current state (369), and

what he expects.
Maxim:

Unless all the prevailing circumstances are taken

into account, an adequate assessment of his reasons for doing
a thing cannot be expected (though it might, with luck, succeed)
(367).

Strictly speaking, Rule IIIa-e are not required for the
translation, since they are merely a set of distinguishable instances of Rule III.

(Rule IIIc, "his capacities" does not cor-

respond to anything mentioned explicitly (hence no page reference) but we may assume that it is the person's behavior repertoire rather than what he is physically capable of eoing
that is involved in any SR theory.)
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Of these five, three are
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is rendered as "what he expects" which would fit either a state
or an attitude of expectancy.
Some remarks are in order about such a translation.

It ·

seems quite clear that a mediating response is conceived of as
a physiological event, although its location and extent are unspecified.

This kind of event, however, is quite different

from other kinds of physiological events.

Very simply, there

are no physiological identity criteria for this kind of physiclogical event.

(Or, if it is taken to be a physical event, therE

are no physical criteria of identity, and if it is some other
kind of event, X-kind, there are no X-kind of identity criteria.:
There is no way that we can raise the question and no way of deciding, either, whether a physiological event is a mediating
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response or whether an event E

1

which occurs today and qualifies

as an instance of a mediating response is "the same" as event
E

2

Which occurred five minutes ago and qualifies as an instance

of a mediating response.

It is not only the extent and locus

of the mediating response which is unspecified, but all of its
individuating characteristics (physiological or otherwise) except one.

That one is the relational description which appar-

ently ties it to an object or "significate".

("Apparently" be-

cause there is the same obscurity and potential confusion here
that is involved in singling out a "cause" foi.- a piece of behavior.

Some of this potential comes out in the anomaly of

picking out a single "significate'' in dealing with acquisition
but insisting that the entire current internal and external circumstances must be taken into consideration when giving an
account of "behavior" in the general case.)

Thus,

the one and

only essential characteristic of a distinct mediating response
is that it is "the kind of thing which'' is part of "the kind of
thing which" has a one-to-one relationship to (was "elicited
by") a distinct something which is only a distinct something
for persons who use a certain descriptive system and use that
descriptive system in relation to behavioral descriptions.

This

characterization makes it clear that as a physiological entity
and as an event entity a mediating response is a "grammatical
fiction".

It is a grammatical fiction because it satisfies the

two conditions that (1) the justification for talking about
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these "physiological events" by calling them mediating
responses is not any knowledge, evidence, or asswnption in
regard to anything

physiological or in regard to any event

inside any body, and (2) to doubt that there are any physiological events of the kind designated by mediating responses
is not to raise a question (a forteriori, not an empirical
question} about the justification for referring to them.This
is

11

·.f2 "

again.

There are only certain descriptions which

now qualify as physiological descriptions, and it is to be
expected, though not certain, that none of them picks out the
same set of instances as the description, "the physiological
event which occurs when mediating response 'P' occurs".

So

we would have to change the criteria for what constitutes
a physiological event in order to deny that the kind of
talk in which "mediating response" occurs is unassailable
in the light of any general facts about physiology or any
historical facts about any events whatever except those concerning the commerce had by a person with a 'sign' and a
'significate' together.

The other side of the coin is that

no amount of successful use of such talk qualifies as evidence
for the occurence of physiological events any more than the
sucessful use of the word "of" as we now use it would qualify
as evidence of the occurence of physiological events, even if
we were

to say that "of" referred to a physiological event.

(It is only in a pragmatic context that statements of this
kind can be made simply and bluntly with any hope of successsuccess is not guaranteed.

In a semantic context, "words mean

what we want them to mean," and so nothing is clear.)
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The point here is not to advance any kind of skeptical
conclusion about the "reality" of theoretical terms, but to
call attention to the fact that the imagery associated with
words such as "mediating

"response", "physiological", and

11
,

"event" is entirely irrelevant to the "grammar", or logical
employment, of these words.

For then there will be no serious

obstacle to seeing that the logical employment of such terminology in stating and using the mediation hypothesis~
differ basically from the use of the same words in connection
with either physiological or behavioral descriptive systems

--

but does not differ basically from the ordinary use of a word
which normally carries very different imagery and subjective
associations, i.e. "know".

Saying that a person acquired a

mediating response with respect to a significate does some (and
only some) of the jobs which can be performed by saying that
he comes to know about the significate including its association with the "sign".

To say subsequently that "the

self-stimulation produced by this representing reaction can
become associated •.. with various overt responses appropriate
to the objec~ signified" seems even more clearly to do only a
part of what can be accomplished by saying that a person does
what he knows how to do and does it in the light of what he
knows and wants.

If it makes sense to talk of the self-

stimulation which occurs when a representing reaction occurs
it makes the same kind of sense to talk of the physiological
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event (or indeed, the self-stimulation) which occurs when the
person acts in the light of some identifiable knowledge.

What

is missing from the latter is the subjective impression that
there is a certain kind of asymmetry between two kinds of talk
such that what is talked about one way explains what is talked
about the other way.

Nould it be heresy to say that the knowing

explains the occurrence of that physiological event rather
than vice versa?

There would be a point to that, for example,

because we could say, "The dependent variable is the physiological one.

I cause that physiological event to happen by manip-

ulating knowledge as the independent variable-I cannot cause
the knowing to happen by manipulating something physiological."
Or, it could work the other way some time.

But why should we

feel a general need to say something about "explanation" here?

We may, of course, but that should not lead us to suppose that
then we are talking about explanations.
The presence of Rule II has been discussed previously in
Part III.

It is the pragmatic maxim which is paraphrased by

every general behavior theory, including this SR theory.
Since "convergent hierarchy" is simply a way of referring
to the relation of a mediating response to those various "signs"
to which it is conditioned, no basic addition to the discussion
of the mediation hypothesis needs to be made in order to take
account of the joint effect of several currently present '.' signs 11
in eliciting the mediating response at its current level of

1~7

intensity.

What is desirable is to have some classification

of the different kinds of "signs" which contribute in significantly different ways to the elicitation of mediators and to
"unmediated" behavior.

Among these kinds is the kind stemming

from physiological states of motivation, arousal, activation,
etc.

Other kinds of signs are also introduced in an ad hoc way,

as they must be, since SR theory makes no provision for distinguishing theoretically among different sorts of stimuli.

To

identify relevant stimuli on the basis of an ad hoc review of
the circumstances which might attend an experimental procedure
may give the impression that the number of kinds of stimuli is
indefinitely large.

However, the survey of such circumstances

as are brought in in Osgood's presentation shows that no further
basic taxonomy is required beyond what is automatically provided by the articulation of the Person concept in PI and PII.
The earlier discussion of the Person concept has shown
that to characterize an "overt atte!':\pt" as an intentional action
is not to refer to an ineffable something - somewhere, but is to
relate it in an essential and coherent way to the circumstances
of its occurrence, including the learning history of the person
whose action it is.

That is one volte-face.

Now an examination

of SR theory provides reason to say that in spite of an abundance
of satisfyingly concrete imagery it refers to an ineffable something which relates behavior to circumstances only i~ an accidental, ad hoc way which requires the intervention of a skilled
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psychologist to make it even verbally plausible.

(To claim that

this was the whole story about SR theory or to dismiss it ou:t
of hand because it is not, would both, equally, be merely to
continue an old polemic.)
of

the

theory

And when we observe the application

we may well be imoressed by how little depends

on anything distinctively SR in character and how much depends
on the logic of part-whole relationships (cf P.389) both internally and externally.
For example, internal part-whole relationships are represented schematically in a complex "physical" system characterized by (a) an indefinitely large number of functionally
related discrete parts,

(b) a variety of independent input

sources, each generating an internal spread of events, (c)
complete interaction such that what happens at any point is
potentially conditional on what happens at some other point or
region, including (d) feedback from events at the loci of later
stages in internal process to events at the loci of earlier
stages, so that self-maintaining or self-cancelling effects are
possible.

It is within such a structure that SR connections

find a use in distinguishing one functional pathway from another
among those functional pathways assumed to exist.

Toward this

end, there is no upper limit to the number of conditioning
"principles" which may be employed in deriving the current existence of a functional pathway as a function of some set of
prior events.

(In fact, Osgood makes do with three-contiguity,
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frequency, and reinforcement.)

It is because the physiological

characteristics and the event-like characteristics are carried
by this part-whole structure that the selection of functional
pathways which is achieved by the SR talk is, in its logical
structure, basically like talking about "the physiological
events which occur when I know about X" and basically unlike
talking in physiological terms about something physiological.
If, as indicated above, the principle of "Control" is
"nothing but" the statement that the relevant circumstances make
a difference in the reasons one has, and implementing this
principle depends almost wholly on part-whole relationships
which are only incompletely formulated in the notion of a "convergent hierarchy", it might be expected that dealing with totalities is not one of the strong points of the system.

This

is perhaps most clearly brought out in connection with the interaction maxim (which is itself only informally brought in in
relation to the theory).

Because of the interaction among the

"effects" of relevant circumstances, all of the relevant circumstances must be taken into account, otherwise failure in
prediction is to be exoected.

This would seem to be the SR

analogue of the logical indeterminacy discussed in Part II. Because taking all the relevant circumstances into account is not
something we know how to do.

And if we laid that consideration

aside and supposed that it might happen accidentally that we
had taken all the relevant circumstances into account, we would
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find that we also do not know how to tell whether something of
that sort has happened.
"If I predict correctly, then I have taken everything into
account."

l·7ell, if I limit my language for describing behavior

to, say, two possibilities, "He doei; nothing" and "He does something", and if the possible circumstances which I take into account are, e.g., "He is alive" and "He is dead", then I will
generally do pretty well at predicting, and that may give me
a glow of satisfaction.

If I describe "behavior" in relation

to descriptive systems which are a little bit more complex, for
example, if I use the kind of description which is appropriate
to a physical object, or to an automaton, or to an animal, I
may still do fairly well at predicting.

There is sometimes

some point to doing that, and to adopt it as a program would
have the appeal of the prospect of doing something successfully,
with its attendant satisfactions.

Of course, such a program

would be something other than the study of human_behavior, too,
and could contribute to the latter only indirectly, if at all.
With respect to a straightforward study of human behavior,
reasons were given in Part II for concluding that all relevant
circumstances cannot be finally established by observation,
owing to the discrepancy in the conceptual complexity of observations and actions, respectively.

(Ironically, this discre-

pancy is what makes possible the scientific endeavors of those
behavioral scientists who insist that the only adequate
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explanation of human behavior is a reductive one (cf Wick,
1964)).

It was seen as an essential feature of human be-

havior (and a feature made possible by rule-following) that
neither certainty in advance nor predictive accuracy verified after the fact, nor any belief or conviction about
either of these, is essential for effective
much less for action as such.

(Compare:

action,

It is an essen-

tial feature of any game that what a player does, even at
the most molecular level of a single "move", is in general
not [and in some games, n~ver] determined completely by the
rules, in the sense that he has no game options within the
rules in the light of the concrete game-circumstances.
Examples of this kind serve to remind us that a person who
professes to believe that performance descriptions can be
replaced by situation descriptions [i.e. that behavior is
completely "determined"] is almost certainly not someone who
is then and there engaged in a task which has intrinsic value
or requires effective dealing with people, but is quite
likely to be someone who is arguing psychological methodology.)
And if actions cannot be established for sure in present
tense, they cannot be established in

future tense, either,

and so talking about "predicting" an action as a criterion
for having taken everything into account gets us: no farther
ahead.
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It would be unfair to suggest that Osgood (or indeed,
most experimental psychologists) sees the complete prediction of particular historical events as a goal to be striven
toward and to be legitimately evaluated against.

But S-R

psychology has been frequently associated with positivistic
philosophies in which the emphasis is on complete predictibility "in principle" and neither Osgood nor other prominent S-R theorists have actively or openly resisted the
association.

Thus, there is some point in a reminder that

the indeterminancy which is openly and systematically a
feature of the Person concept is implicitly and informally,
but no less definitely, a feature of what is commonly recognized as one of the most conceptually sohpisticated and
empirically viable

s-R

theories extant.

If the translation is accepted as adequate, or at least,
as having no significant defects which could not be removed
by more assiduous application of the same approach, then
it may be superfluous to go on to the applications, for then
the basic concepts of the theory will already be seen as
subsumable under a portion of the Person concept and as
being somewhat less coherently articulated than the latter.
Under these conditions, it would be extremely strange if
we could not derive from the Person concept anything that
could be derived from the mediation formulation.

(It may

be worth noting explicitly that assigning numbers to
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instances of the concepts in question would not differ
except in detail as between the two formulations.)

However,

for illustrative ourooses there is some point in going somewhat beyond an

11

this point, there

in principle 11 demonstration, although at
should be no doubt that in principle,

it can be done.
Rule IV.

"If a person has an opportunity to get some-

thing he wants, he has a reason to try to get it"

(373).

(And, by Rule I, he comes to recognize opportunities as a
result .of experience.)
Rule V.

"If a person wants an X or has an interest in

an X (or class of X's), he will have a stronger reason than
most people to try to treat something as an X.

This will

also be the case if he is looking for an X or expecting an
X or thinki~g about an X, and any of these latter may be an
expression of his interest in an X or of his wanting an X."
(The foregoing rules are regarded as trivial exercises in
the use of the Person concept, with particular reference to
the PI concept-type "Want" and the PII concept-type "Interes~~)
Under any of these conditions, therefore, he is more likely
than most to try to treat something as an X.
(a)

For example:

He is more likely to do it successfully-he is more

likely to notice or recognize an X which is present (390,393).
(b)

But he is also more likely to do it unsuccessfully-he

is more likely to mistake something else for an X, especially
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if an Xis not present (387, 392).
(c)

If a person both wants an X and is thinking of an X

he is more likely to try to get an X

than someone who has

not these reasons (because he will do that unless he has a
stronger reason not to).
(d)

If he starts to try to get an X he has a reason to pay

attention to what he is doing and to complete his attempt, so
he is more likely to do that than if he had not that reason
(389).
Rule VI:

A person who gets something he wants by trying

to speak the language that is spoken has a reason to continue
trying.

A person who keeps trying to speak the language that

is spoken

will normally learn to speak the language (from

Rule Ia).

Assumption:

A person who speaks the language that

is sp0ken is more likely to get something he wants than
does not speak that language (375).

if he

Consequently, when a

person · who knows the language speaks, he is likely to speak
correctly, i.e. he is likely to use words he understands and
is likely to say what he intends to say (402, 404).
the light of Rule

v

and VI:

And in

If he wants an X or has an inter-

est in an X or is thinking about an X, he has a reason to talk
about an X, and so he is more likely to talk about an X than
he would be if he hod .no . such reason (408).
If the foregoing do not appear to be particularly informative, it should be recalled that they represent merely some
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specific applications of the geheral principles.

Two other

applicatons were made which are still of some current interest, i.e. "perceptual defense" and the effect of "high drive"
or performance:
· Rule VII: · A• person rn21y ·be u~nre of - sooething (and his
awareness may involve an appraisal or evaluation of it) without being aware that that something is present or is the case.
This is not derivable from the basic mediation theory
but is a theoretically phrased statement motivated by the empirical results of certain laboratory experiments.

In contrast,

the Pe?SOn concept includes this principle as an integral part
of the concept, since it is a necessaJy feature of intelligent
behavior, including being a necessary condition for fear,
anger, guilt

and other feelings (which have evaluative aspects).

An example was given previously in relation to "ego defenses 11

Hypotheticul Rule VIII:

A person may enter into a

state which leads to the following general change in what he
has reason to do, and therefore, in what is to be expected of
him:

If the reasons he has are assigned numerical values

to index how strong a reason each of those is for him, and if
these indices have the values Ni before the change of state,
then following the change of state, he has the same reasons
but their index values are now given by C x Ni, i.e., the new
values are a multiplicative function of the previous values,
In the simple case, a result of this change is to increase
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the absolute preponderance of what were already his strongest
reasons.

It is possible, however, that the change of state

as such gives the person a greater reason or a lesser reason for doing some particular thing.

If the contribution

of the change of state to the strength of his reason for
doing that particular thing is given a numerical value, then
....

Here all of the numerical apparatus of the "high

drive" genre can be introduced, giving the same results.
It may be noted that Hypothetical Rule VIII is not, as such,
part of the Person concept, but rather the formulation, within the Person concept, of a particular sort of model.

Its

~model" characteristic becomes apparent as soon as we ask
how those numbers get assigned and how we check on the
appropriateness of a particular assignment.

For we then dis-

cover that the only constraint is the persistence of the investigator who can, upon repeated

failure in prediction,

revise and modify the way he assigns the numbers and continue
to say, "But now, this ti1J1e . .

"

The relevant experimental

evidence appears to be based on qualitative considerations in
situations where inequalities can be guessed at ~nd secondguessed) rather than on any prior numerical commitments.

If

we turn to a more objective kind of talk, talk which we do
know how to implement, and ask more specifically, what sorts
of situations would (and did) provide the basis for those
inequalities, we are able to give a less heroic formulation:
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Rule VIII:

A person is likely to act differently in

different states, and his caoacities are likely to differ also
(381).

(This is oart of the analysis of the "stQte" concept-

ty~e.)

For exa~ple!

(a)

In a state of moderate concern, or of heightened atten-

tion, interest, or alertness, a oerson is likely to perform
many tasks more effectively than usual.
(b)

In a state of considerable concern, or pain, or strong

emotion, a person is likely to oerform any imposed task (i.e.
one which is contrary to what he would otherwise have had
most reason to engage in) in a oerfunctory, automatic way
(which is not to say that he will behave in a perfunctory,
automatic way-it is his performance which shows these features [383, 386, 406, 407]).
(c)

Under these conditions a person is likely to express

his feelings, and this is most clearly shown when there is no
competing task to be performed (403, 406).
(d)

A person in a state of extreme pain, shock, fear, rage,

ecstasy, or other strong emotion, will lose most of his capacity for engaging in overt attempts to do anything whatever
(404); thus he will be unable to accomplish anything which he
does not have a very strong reason to do or which is normally
not extremely easy for him to do.
The foregoing are not merely the specific sorts of instance on which the "high-drive" research was based .
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They

are also statements of necessary relationships, in the sense
that if our descriptions of fact did not conform to these
requirements, it is the descriptions of fact that we would
question.

For example, we do not accept any and every feeling

state description in conjunction with a given sort of behavior.

I cannot casually remark that I have been in agony

for the last ten minutes and expect to be believed in the
absence of a very special expl.:1nation.

And we do take it that

feelings will be expressed (cf Part I) unless the person has
some reason not to, and it is hardly an empirical assertion
that a person who is trying to do two things (e.g. one of which
is to control his feelings) will generally do less well than
one who approaches a task singlemindedly.
Finally, mention s~ould be made of the function of
and R-R connections in Osgood's theory.

s-s

These represent sen-

sory and motor integration which are acquired on the basis of
frequency and contiguity (spatial, temporal) rather than reinforcement (p. 350-353).

These integrations are" . • • assumed

to reflect redundancies in the experience of the organism.
is entirely a ' driven' system:"

It

Evidently, therefore, S-S and

R-R connections are special cases of Rule I and Rule Ia, above.
These rules refer to the person's ability (learning by experience) to recognize

(S-S) what parts go together to make what

wholes and to execute (R-R) overt attempts rather than parts
of overt attempts.

The R-R formulation reflects the fact that
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an overt attempt is a performance and not merely a collection
of constituent movements. In the light of the formulation of
intentional

action, Osgood's reliance on

s-s and R~R integ-

rations may be seen as reflecting the recognition
and "know how" concepts are no·

less basic than·

that "know"
"want" con-

cepts (reinforcement, drive) in the description of behavior.
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III.

Parsimony, Understanding, and Psychological Explanations

A pragmatic formulation provides a modified outlook on
concepts such as parsimony and objectivity.

In this context,

an account of~ given phenomenon is parsimonious to the extent
that it is

given in

~

descrip·l :ive system which is generally and

effectively implemented.
consideration.

Verbal simplicity is not a decisive

Nor is the number or kind of "assumptions" which

might be attributed to the account, the giving of it, or the
giver.

Verbal simplicity and limited assumptions are correlated

with parsimony, so that they continue to provide useful rules
of thumb.

In those cases, however, where they are not associated

with wider or more effective implementation, they have no special
merit which calls for the designation "parsimonious".
This concept of parsimony reflects the recognition that
special~purpose descriptive s.ys_tems (including scientific theories
-

.

.

..

--·

•· ·

.

and most philosophical systems) have the same kind of drawbacks
as those which we recognize so clearly in ad hoc explanations.
These drawbacks are still relatively apparent in the intermediate case where we invent special-purpose terminology which is
not systematic-we recognize quite clearly that making up a word
for Xis not the same as giving an explanation of
a description of
adaptation to X.

x.

x,

nor even

Rather, it is perhaps best described as an

If no more than a verbal baptism (either sys-

tematic or not) of Xis involved, that will be a primitive form
of adaptation and its prospects for success will likely not be
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great.

If the new terminology becomes part of a significant

activity and that activity is viable, the adaptation is correspondingly successful.

(But it will not constitute having

an explanation, either, if itis nc:.t one of our old activities
to which we assimilate the new phenomenon.)

In that case,

too, the new terminology is objective, because it has a
public use, and the part it plays in that activity (or activities)
is its significance.
"agree about it".)

(And if it has a public use, then people
This concept of objectivity may be

regarded as a generalized version of the special case with
which we are familiar, i.e., the notion that the objectivity
of terminology is guaranteed by, and only by, a special
kind of activity, namely, a "show and tel1 11 procedure in
which observers use the terminology to report observations
of "the same thing" and their reports match (or the terminology
is used in giving them instructions, and then they do "the
same thing", or etc.)
X in a

11

That two persons, when presented with

show and tell" situation treat it the same to the

extent of calling it the same could hardly provide a guarantee
that upon encountering X in the course of a different activity
they will even recognize its presence or that being aware of
its presence, they will treat it the same even to the extent
of calling it the same (e.g., for "X" substitute "an insult").
And it would be audacious indeed to suppose that the foregoing
refers to the behavior of experimental subjects in a reliability
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experiment without holding as well for experimenters in the
course of their professional activities.
This is not to say that the "show and tell" kind of
agreement has no methodological interest.

It would be

difficult to imagine people agreeing in the general sense
if they did not frequently agree in this particular sort of
way.

But it is equally important to keep in mind that in

human activities reciprocal behavior is the rule and parallel
behavior is the exception.

Human life as we know it would

be impossible if everyone did the same thing (consider the
gross cases of parent-child relationships or masculinefeminine relationships).

One of the critical ingredients

in making this state of affairs practical and usual and not
merely possible is the use of PII descriptions which permit
us to make allowances for the differences between other
persons and ourselves.

Individual differences of a person-

descriptive sort are not the error variance which remains
when we have exercised our descriptive and experimental
skills, and so they are not something which we need to try
to whittle down to zero by improving our measurements or
adding new empirical generalizations or devising more convoluted
verbalizations in order to be able to give a single coherent
account of everybody's behavior equally.

The latter is already

given by the Person concept, and the formulation of PII is
a coherent general account of everybody's behavior equally
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and without remainder (but see below under "what can be studied")
Not too surprisingly, this formulation in which the
critical importance of crude verbal agreement is denied and
the possibilities of adequate substitutes for person descriptions is questioned leads us to look for, and find a surprising
degree of agreement in places where it has not been sought.
The remarkable factorial stability and validity correlations
in the Classification Space studies are a case in point.

A

current study by Clapp (1966) shows inter-observer correlations
of the order of .70 to .90 in applying person descriptions to
children in free play situations.

Comparable figures are

obtained by Sidman, whose judges give person descriptions
of the self-predicted responses of subjects to hypothetical
situations involving "mentally ill" persons.

The behavior-

guiding, as opposed to observation-summarizing, function of
person descriptions was demonstrated by Schneider (1965)
who provided experimental subjects, P, with trait, ability,
and pathology descriptions of other subjects, O, and showed
that P's behavior toward o was contingent on the particular
description and highly predictable in an experimental setting
in which a good many alternative behaviors were possible.
These studies are consistent with the Person concept formulation that (a) the primary basis for the application of a
person description to one person, P, by another person, E,
is not merely the observation of P by E, but rather, the
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observation by E of how P treats some other person, O (who
may be E), on some number of occasions; and (b) the primary
significance for E of having that description of Pis that
it gives E reason to treat Pin certain ways and not others;
and (c) E's behavior toward Pis a function of this reason,
among others, hence his having this reason is something
we can observe.

Because his having the reasons he does have

is an essential part of our description of him as a person,
this accounts for phenomenon (a).

And there are not, and

need not be, any privileged observers, for in terms of (a),
we can describe Pas O, E as P, and ourselves as E.
Various exercises of this sort can be carried out, and
they have the . heuristic value of sustaining the conviction
that an objective and significant study of human behavior
is an entirely feasible form of human behavior.

Contrary to

the implicit assumptions of our currently predominant scientific
mythos, such a study does not require that we treat human
behavior as something other than human behavior, nor does
it require keeping the human behavior of psychological
scientists as something extra-scientific, hence it does
not need to borrow explanatory or methodological authority
from physiology, physiology, philosophy, or any other extrapsychological source.
In this regard, the prior descussion suggests that (a~
psychological theorizing, involving as it has primary attention
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to notational simplicity and formalism, has failed to provide
a more parsimonious account of human behavior because such
theorizing has remained largely a notational variation,
either alphabetical or mathematical, on the basic logic of
person descriptions in ordinary language, and (b) the attempts
to give a more parsimonious, authoritative account have been
made at a substantial cost in objectivity (the degree to
which the terminology contributes effectively and systematically to significant activities), so that to a large extent, our
technical descriptions mean what any investigator wants them
to mean (and what he wants them to mean is often contingent
on the results of the next experiment, and then the next ••• ),
and so they mean very little, and that is particularly
apparent when they are employed outside of their restricted
natural habitat in giving an "authoritative, scientific account" of behavior generally.
Thus, another maxim for psychological investigation is:
"Except where specific evidence of incapacity exists, human
behavior which can be described as the expression of ~igher
mental processes' is not to be understood in terms of a more
primitive capacity."

This maxim merely reflects the conclu-

sion that person descriptions provide a more parsimonious
account of human behavior, hence that a burden of proof is
properly placed on any proposed alternative (cf the use of
"aseptic technique" in experimental design, discussed in Part V.)
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And although it was not needed for this, the maxim points
th':? way to a significant alternative to the view that the
proper goal of scientific psycholcg•y is to provide authoritative accounts of human behavior by reference to deterministic
underlying psychological processes.

For if to understand an

action is to be aware of its significance (NB the discussion
of PII), and if its significance is a function of the implementable descriptive system within which we place it, then
it is clear that the greater the complexity of the implementable descriptive system we employ, the more significance
the action has.

Thus, if the goal of psychological science

is to increase our understanding of human behavior, we may
reformulate that goal as "to in.c rease the sig.nificance of
human behavior for psychologists and other persons."

And

this involves both finding out more about human behavior
and acquiring the ability to do more about it.

That is,

both as individual scientists and collectively, our increased
understanding will be shown in what we do differently with
respect to human behavior, and that change will be a function
of what we have come to know or know how to do, and optimally,
neither of these two components will be null.

(Our currently

fashionable semantic model of science, by its emphasis on
observation only and a formal neglect of skills, provides
every temptation to hypostatize as "laws of behavior" the
consequences of the historical accident that we now have
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precisely the skills we do have, not those we will or did have.)
Toward such a goal, clearly, the explicitly formulated
concept of a Person provides a starting point.

What can be

studied is (a) the Person concept itself and (b) Persons:
A.

The study of the Person concept
The continued delineation of the concept of a person, and

the continued exploration of alternative formulations is
important because there is an important sense in which the
only possible explanation of rule-following behavior is a
better statement (than we have when we ask for an explanation)
of the rules that were followed.

That is, in certain crucial

respects, no other characterization can substitute for a
characterization within the primary descriptive system for
the phenomenon to be . explained.

To take a trite example,

we sometimes give explanations of the form "He can't read
because he has a tumor at Yin his brain".

Implied in such

an explanation is that the person is in a particular E,§Ychological state which is partially or exhaustively identified
by saying that the difference it makes is that it is more
difficult for :: im to read and so r .,lch so that in fact he can't
(or, conversely, that his ability to read is diminished to
point where he cannot read).

~eference to such a state might

seem a superfluous verbal interposition to the determined
reductionist or Unifier of science but it is important to
recognize that the neurological condition is neither a
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necessary nor a sufficient condition for that psychological
state, and if : there were~ psychological state attributable
to a particular neurological condition, that condition would
have!!.£ explanatory value of the kind illustrated by "He
can't read because he has a tumor".
The foregoing is not a peculiar feature of the Person
concept-it is a general linguistic feature of distinctive
descriptive systems.

It holds, for example, when we explain

physiological or physical phenomena by reference to human actions.
If we say "He wheezed going up the stairs because he ate
too much" we are implying a physiological state which accounts
for his wheezing and for which his overeating was a significant antecedent.

As before, that antecedent is neither

a necessary nor a sufficient condition for that state, and
if!!£ physiological state could be attributed to his overeating (e.g., as against his eating), then that antecedent
could not have the explanatory value illustrated cµ,ove by

"

because he ate too much".

The general case applies also

to a person who rolls a ball down an inclined plane or mixes
two chemicals, etc.

(The content of Appendix B would be re-

levant at this point.)
No claim has been made that the Person concept, as presented in Part I and Part II, is complete or definitive.
is decidedly schematic and admittedly incomplete.

For example,

little has been said about values (priorities among wants)
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It

or of the relation of the series in PII to the concept of
counterfactual conditionals and the literature on this
topic, or of the larger patterns of activities within which
particular actions have significance (another part-whole
relationship) and which provide the subject matter of various
social sciences.

Likewise the concepts of "mistake", "wish",

"practice'', and "status" were mentioned only briefly, yet
it appears that they would be of central importance in dealing
with phenomena of socialization and psychopathology (cf Peters
and Mace, 1962).
There is at least one important empirical aspect to the
Person concept per se, namely, variation across cultures,
groups, and individuals.

The logical structure given in

Part I and Part II is (provisionally claimed to be) invariant
across cultures and Persons.

But this is because the schema

has to be given specific content consisting of a repertoire
of particular concepts within each concept-type, and the
repertoire of such specific content concepts will most
cert~inly show variation across individuals, groups, and
societies.

Both the stability and variation are important.

We understand strangers and foreigners as Persons, because
the concept of a Person is no more culturally bound than
is the concept of a subatomic particle or a nerve cell.
But we understand Persons as strangers precisely because,
and when, and to the extent that, we do not know what
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particular wants, knowledge, skills, traits, etc. they have.
The comparative study of Person concept contents would provide empirical generalizations in regard to groupings of
particular knowledge, skills, traits, etc.

That is, the

co-occurrence of some particulars of this kind may be more
nearly a matter of necessity (at least, of the causal-historical sort) than coincidence.

This kind of investigation

would be illustrated by correlating data on (a) religious
values and beliefs and (b) entrepenurial activities by individuals holding those values and beliefs and (c) economic
systems in societies of individuals of this kind as contrasted
with other kinds.
B.

The study of Persons
It is only because there are rules of chess which people

know how to follow that there are also chess questions and
chess decisions which are not settled by the rules alone.
The statement of such rules, though non-empirical, is not
an attempt to substitute reason (or language) for fact.
On the contrary, such statements, delineating the concept
of chess, generate empirical questions.

Likewise, it is

only because there is a concept of a Person, which people
know how to use, the non-empirical statement of which is
constitutive of a certain kind of fact, human behavior, that
there are significant empirical questions and decisions
involving that kind of fact.
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1.

Knowing More about Persons
Because the concept is a complex one, the empirical

questions are not of a narrowly delimited sort.

For example,

the behavioral (action) significance of various states of
need, deficit, emotion, expectation, etc.

have yet to be

mapped in an empirically adequate way in spite of the fact
that considerable psychological work has been done which
invol ·:cs these relationships in one way or another.

Likewise,

a thorough, systematic description of a substantial nwnber
of Persons has yet to be accomplished.

Or again, we might

inquire as to what other differences, if any, there are between persons who clearly show themselves to be of a certain
kind and those who are judged by others to be, but not
clearly to have shown themselves to be, of that kind (e.g.,
"prajudiced 11 ,

"generous 11

,

"dependent", "success-oriented"

"creative", "abnormal", etc.).

Or, a question that most

clinicians and few other psychologists have occasion to
ask, what is the significance of a given description for
different persons-for example, what differences does it
make to different people that Xis "friendly", or that he
is "agc:rressive", or "an old grouch", "dependent", "ambitious",
etc.

(By and large, psychologists have studied the evidential

basis for giving such descriptions and ignored all the
other aspects of the use of such descriptions by persons in
their significant activities.) A more familiar question would
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be, what are some circumstances (if any) which regularly
provide "reason enough" for behavior which is of independent
interest (e.g. aggressive behavior) or which facilitate the
prediction of behavior which is of interest.

Here we are

not starting from scratch in regard to either experimental
procedures {e.g., Hammond, et al, 1964) or empirical findings
(e.g., Jessor, 1964).
A more systematic survey of the empirical gaps created
by the non-empirical statements i~ which the Person concept
is formulated may be achieved by proceeding in a more or
less mechanical fashion from the two paradigms, PI and PII,
used in presenting the Person concept.

Some of the questions

will be clearly and directly related to the concept, and at
the other extreme, there will be a proliferation of questions
which depend on the existence of a variety of other descriptive
systems:
a.

PI descriptions:

At time t, what is P doing?

What does he want, know, know how to do, and what
performance is he engaging in?
b.

PII descriptions:

At time t, what are P's traits,

attitudes, interests, abilities?
c.

How did P come to have the wants, knowledge, skills,
traits, etc.

d.

What states is he in?

which he now has?

What historical facts about P could have been different,
and how, without the answers to a, b, and c (or any
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given subset being di.f ferent?

e.

How does the description of Patt relate to his description at earlier times?

f.

What circumstances would change the PI or PII characteristics of P?

(Nhich characteristics, and in what

way?)
g.

Other descriptions:

What is the physical description

of P at t and at earlier times?

t>Jhat is his physio-

logical (or chemical, or soci·ological, or legal,
or economic, etc.) description at t and at earlier times?
h.

What correlations exist between (1) answers to items
a-f and (2) answers tog?

Which correlations corres-

pond to manipulations which can be used to produce
one or the other kind of event?
i.

How do various P's and groups of P's differ with
respect to items a-h?

j.

How do human P's differ from non-human P's with respect
to items a-i?

2.

Doing~ about Persons
In this regard, it is clear that many psychologists,

especially in the clinical, counseling, and industrial
"areas" of psychology, are actively engaged in trying to
do something about human behavior of various sorts.

They

are handicapped in this connection in that the pressure
of social need has the general effect of pre-formulating
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the problems and constraining modes of attack on those
problems.

A less well-recognized handicap, which appears

to affect psychologists generally stems from characterization
of certain activities as "applied" psychology.
The fact that we frequently speak of "applied"
psychology suggests that there is also a "pure" version
which is being "applied".

But it seems closer to the facts

to speak of there being two psychologies, i.e. physiologically
oriented psychology and the study of human behavior, both
of which span the range from verbal innovation ("theorizing")
to laboratory experimentation to significant activities
in the world at large.

Neither, unfortunately, has had a

great deal to contribute to the other.

For example, and

contrary to what we frequently profess, there is no "general
psychology" or "basic scientific psychology" having sufficient
human relevance to be effectively used by clinicians generally.
On the contrary, most of our general behavior theories are
personality theories which were constructed by clinicians
and are used by clinicians.

And there is no "general"

psychology which is "applied" by psychologists who take
a psychometric approach to intelligence, abilities, interests,
values, placement, etc.

Their debt is, rather, to mathematics,

statistics, agriculture, and "common sense".
The notion of an authoritative account of human behavior
is historically important because it has been equated with
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"pure" psychological science and has resulted in the relative
isolation of that group of psychologists whose primary
employment has consisted in the application of philosophical
prescriptions for "doing science" in essaying novel verbal
formulations or in the application of statistical and other
technology to the performance of laboratory experiments.
To a large extent, it appears that the preoccupation with
a more authoritative account stems from the notion that
person descriptions represent a theory about

"behavior",

rather than a theory of hwnan behavior (the distinction
"theory of ••• " and "theory about ••• " was made in the Introduction)
Thus, it would be a competing theory, since our underlyingprocess theories are purportedly about "behavior".

Onder

these preconceptions it is not surprising that psychologists
should regard person descriptions as simply "prescientific"
and aspire to more authoritative accounts of behavior.
But the discussion of mediational S-R theory above, and
the further investigations presented in Part V, provide substantial reasons for concluding that all of our existing
underlying-process accounts are assimilable to the Person
concept, and in that case they are not even importantly different
accounts (except insofar as they are essentially incomplete),
much less being more authoritative.
What seems to be required for a viable symbiosis of
conceptual, exploratory, and technological efforts is that
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it should not
activities.

be a one-way street from "pure" to "applied"
Rather, it seems that there should be a special

place in research technology for skills which can be exercised
effectively in real-life situations.

In this way, those

techniques which "work" (i.e., which achieve a significant
place in significant activities) will, on the whole, make
possible genuinely new research findings (since they reflect
an increment in what we know how to do) which in turn will
provide the necessary challenge, support, and empirical
constraint for novel, yet factually significant conceptualizations.

These may then lead to further exploratory activities

(experiments) which may require for their achievement new
techniques which can be adapted or transported to real-life
situations, etc.
Here again, the use of maxims and decision-announcements
represents a methodological exploration.

It is not merely

a stylistic device which might or might not accomplish the
same old things a little better.

Rather, it is an attempt

to anticipate the . kind of linguistic technology which could
exploit the expressive resources provided by the generative
character of rules and thereby serve the communication needs
of a scientific community in which no a priori double-language
assumptions or procedural requirements were in force.
Such talk, as illustrated prototypically in Part III,
would not require giving up reference to assumptions or
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or postulates in those cases where such reference would
be more effective. This kind of talk has many of the problems,
but also some of the resources of both therapeutic communication
and the assessment of individual differences:
(a)

The relation to therapeutic communication comes about

because both are pragmatic forms of communication which
do not require the same sort of prior verbal standardization
which we have been led to believe is essential for "doing
science".

A therapeutic interaction is one in which (if

it is successful) communication is achieved; the assumption
that "we agree" or that we understand each other is not a
precondition for carrying on this kind of activity, at least,
not nearly to the extent that we feel is required in our
technical discourse.

The skills which enter into such an

activity may therefore (with more than minimal expectation
of some payoff) be tried out (the necessary changes having
been made) among investigators or in communicating with
experimental subjects (cf the "aseptic technique" mentioned
of Part V); the reverse procedure is also possible.

And

whatever systematization or conceptualization is achieved
in any area may be trial-generalized to other areas.
(b)

Likewise, maxim and decision messages among scientists

would provide additional means for an individual to communicate
the rationale for his activities in a way which made the
"arbitrariness" of his individual approach public and enabled
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other investigators to apprehend the general significance
of his work by making allowances for his idiosyncracies in
the light of their own, so that there would be a min•ilna:J.
reliance on everyone's having a standard set of metalinguistic and methodological reflexes.

This situation has the

same formal structure as the substantive field in which the
assessment of individual differences is carried out by appraising the significance of an individual's choices and
interests relative to his frame of reference (cf Tyler, 1959).
Since investigators would be particularly concerned to
make explicit their decision structures and since their
work would stand as the objective evidence of the empirical
implications (significance) of those decisions, it would
be surprising if some new techniques for appraising decisionmaking were not soon invented and codified.

Thus, there

is from this source, too, the prospect for the mutual enrichment of experimentation and other "applied" activities
both as to technology and conceptualization.

And, of course,

the appraisal of decision-performance sequences, here referred to differential psychology, is also one of the
constituents of therapeutic interactions in which communication
is achieved.

But this should surprise no one.

A "decision-

performance sequence" is simply a special case of intentional
action, and so this is another way of saying that we may
expect to understand human behavior (whether of patients,
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clients, colleagues, or experimental subjects) by reference
to person descriptions.
Innovations inevitably, are at some cost.

If maxims

and decisions were to gain currency in professional communication, no doubt some degree of initial confusion would have
to be tolerated, and perhaps, too, a period in which our
ignorance became painfully manifest.

But we already know

how to achieve tidiness in our professional activities,
albeit at the cost of other advantages, so that there seems
little reason to defer such innovations in our experimental
technology out of apprehension of a "sorcerer's apprentice"
effect.
There are more speculative enterprises which fall
under the heading of "doing more about human behavior"
but which are primarily constructive and not primarily
directed toward meeting recognized social needs.

The

Classification Space studies were a tentative step of this
kind also.

To be sure, one justification for those studies

was therapeutic, since the present state of affairs in the
production and consumption of information is here taken to
be a chronic and progressive social pathology.

Another

motivation, however, was the intent to foster a certain kind
of technology and conceptual climate in linguistic data
processing which would make certain questions "real life"
questions and, for example, one in which there would be a
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significant place for a full-scale computer simulation of
a Person in case the psycholinguistic research prog ~am
of which the Classification Space studies are a part continues
to generate successful demonstrations.

A hypothetical example

of a similar sort would be to conceptualize and foster a set
of new practices which would have its own logic, be assimilable to the body of existing practices, and incidentally
provide courses of action for potential schizophrenics which
they would have greater reason to pursue than those which
would lead them to psychosis.

(Such an enterprise would be

surpassingly difficult, but one thing that would not be
required is that we should first establish what it is that
now accounts for schizophrenia.)

Here, of course, one thinks

of the recent development of community mental health programs and "poverty" programs.

It would be a mistake to

suppose that the success of such efforts is contingent on
"being soundly based on basic psychological (sociological, etc.)
science".

History may record that our initial achievement

of anything deserving the designation "basic psychological
science" was contingent on the use of skills and concepts,
and practices developed in the effective (or ineffective)
implementation of such programs.
Even more speculatively, one might essay innovations
of such a kind as to alter significantly the concept of a
Person (a related issue is one of the central concerns of
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Part V).

But it would be fruitless to try to prescribe or

predict the course of such creative efforts in any very substantial detail.

That is non-empirical, too.
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PERSONS:

Part V.

Ubiquitous Persons

Even the investigator who finds the conceptualization of
the Person immediately congenial will have reason enough to
say, "To be sure • . . . Of course, that is just one possibility,
though an attractive one at this time."

And to be sure, that

concept has not been presented as the modern moral equivalent
of a Kantian category of mind.

The concept of a Person is no

more of a logical necessity than bridge is.

The expectation

of internal variability across cultures, regions, and Persons
has been mentioned, and the alternative of giving up the Person concept in tote has been raised.

The question which must

be raised seriously in this regard is an empirical one:

Do

we know how to give up the Person concept in dealing with
human behavior?
What gives point to the question is that a survey of the
psychological literature provides a good deal of evidence
that that literature as a whole is not merely consistent with
the Person concept-it is coming more and more to take on the
explicit logical form of the Person concept.
found in (a) the Mediation S-R theory,
as presented by John Atkinson (1964),
the "perceptual defense" literature,
statement for psycholinguistics,
"social

Examples may be

(b) Motivation theory
(c) a recent review of

(d) a recent prescriptive

(e) recent development of the

psychology of psychological experiments",

(f) recent

discussion of the "cognitive aspect" of er,iotion, and (g) the

lb3

still current issues of "ideographic (morphogenic) vs. nomothetic"
and the functional autonomy of motives.

These examples are

presented below and others are suggested more briefly.
(1)

Mediation~ theory.

The analysis given above of the

Mediation Hypothesis as a general behavior theory

provides

evidence of this kind.

The theory corresponds to a fragment

of the Person concept.

And the move from simple SR to media-

tional SR theory is clearly a move in the direction of the
· Person concept.
(2)

Motivation theory.

In Atkinson's account (1964, p. 295)

of the evolutionary results of fifty years of research and
theorizing about learning and motivation, the "contemporaneous
determinants of direction, vigor, and persistence of action"
are given by the expression MG x Er,g x Ig where MG is the motivation to achieve the goal,~;

E r,g is the expectation that

the response, r, will succeed in achie~ing the goal; the Ig
is the relative value of this instance (or of this way, as
against other ways) of achieving the goal.

In terms of Per-

sons, this is to say that a person's action is ex~lained by
reference t!t> what he wants (graded as to priority among his
wants) and what he knows (and perhaps, in addition, by the
amount of interest he has in achieving the goal-the concept
of "motivation to achieve G" does not seem to be sufficiently
articulated to permit an answer to this latter question).
Thus, like the mediation hypothesis, this Expectancy theory is
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clearly identifiable as a fragment of the concept of a Person.
What is even more suggestive, however, is the "speculative
review and prospectus" which Atkinson gives for motivational
theory:
(a)

He points out that a general deficiency of current "Ex-

pectancy x Value" theories lies in their being situationbound and consequently unable to account for the contribution
of the person's behavior repertoire (SR "habit"or, more generally, what he knows how to do).
~ g o o d . ~ ~ arr~ved

~

When this deficiency is

PI, the paradigm e!, 1ntention~l

action.
(b)

He identifies the problem of the persistence of behavior

and the resumption of interrupted behavior as further conceptual
embarrassments.

Toward the resolution of these embarrassments

he proposes the principles of inertia and of motive reduction
via success.

The former consists of the statement that "a

goal-directed tendency, once aroused, persists until it is
satisfied.

The second states that a goal-directed tendency

may be reduced by success.

In the light of the prior principle

that behavior is determined by the strongest goal-directed
tendency, we have the following picture:

Behavior under a dom-

inant tendency persists until either that tendency is reduced
by virtue of success or failure or a different

tendency is

increased somehow so that in any case the first ceases to be
the dominant tendency, and so the ongoing behavior is interrupted.
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Since the competing tendencies are of greater than zero strength,
when the corresponding behavior is interrupted,
sist at greater than zero strength.

it will per-

When the same fate be-

falls the newly dominant tendency and so.me number of successors,
the original tendency may once more bec01ne the dominant tendency, and then the corresponding behavior is resumed.
These problems are already dealt with in the initial,
"roughed in", formulation of the Person concept.

What is in-

volved here is, first, the familiar maxim that "if a Person
has a reason to do X, he will do x-uniess he has a stronger
reason to do something else."

Secondly, the inertial princi-

ple is from the outset a formal feature of intentional action:
Wanting something or having a reason for doing something do

not h~ve-:io be actively maintained-they are .simply not that kind
of concept; if a person has a reason for doing X he will continue to have that reason untilthe circumstances relevant to
his having that reason change.

This was made explicit in

Part II, as was the "active organism" principle:

In general,

a Person has many more reasons than he can ever actualize in
his behavior.
reference).

(That conclusion does not require neurological
The inertial principle

was given a more substan-

tive delineation (Part IV) in relation to psychological processes:
"What changes (or persists or is resumed) is his position vis
a vis the intelligible world of Persons and objects.

"

(The principle of reduction of motivation via success or failure
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is considered to be implied by either the maxim or the "what
changes . . • 11 statembnt.)
(c)

The Person concept formulation, being the more highly art-

iculated, leaves us in a position or sharpen the "goal-directed tendency" formulation:

If I fear that crocodile that

has just entered the door, I may have a goal-directed tendency to jump out the window.

If his keeoer steps in and removes

him before I can raise the sash, I will cease to have a goaldirected tendency to jump out the window (won't . I?).

But

we would not say that that tendency had been satisfied in any
degree, nor yet that it had been frustrated.

(And it would

be difficult to think of e.g. "relief now" as stronger than
"fear then",)

Was something satisfied here?

directed tendency to be in a place of safety.
away from the crocodile.

Perhaps a goalOr to be far

Etc. To say tmt a goal-directed

tendency was satisfied here would seem to imply either a knowledge of my intentions or a lumping
intentions.
dow.

But perhaps my intention

together of all my possible
was to jump out the win-

Some conceot of simply eliminating a goal-directed ten-

dency seems to be required here.
(e)

A similar sharpening can be accomplished in relation to

avoidance behavior (p. 289).

Here Atkinson argues that since

the avoidant behavior in question occurs so quickly (upon
presentation of sor,,e cue) that the animals "do not even have
time to be afraid", fear cannot be the motive.
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It is the

animals who :-1.re "perforr.1.ing ,'1 response with ,'1n expectancy of a negative consequence" who show the visible
signs of being afraid.
cause."

Thus, "fear is a symptom, not_ a

Here we encounter the frequent failure, pointed out

in Part II, to distinguish between the various logical
roles, or concept-types, in which "feeling" concepts
occur.

As a motivational concept, as an instance of

intentional action (NB the analysis of "fear" in Part I),
it takes no time at all to become afraid, because corning
to be afraid is not a process, but the acquisition of
a reason for doing something, and that is an "outcome"
type of event.

In the analysis of "fear" for Persons,

spontaneous, unpremeditated avoidant behavior, with or
without any other appearance of fear, was precisely what
was required to distinguish fear from e.g. prudence.
Since we do not take a rat to be the sort of thing that
deliberates, we do not need to keep this distinction here
and so we have a greater latitude in what we describe
as fearful behavior.

(Our forms of description of animal

behavior are simplifications derived from the general
form of description of human behavior by giving up some
of the characteristics of the latter.

They are not proto-

types from which the latter are contrived by adding nonessentials.)

In the present case, the behavior of the
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rats would qualify as fearful even under the form of description applicable to Persons.

In

·ia •tae state· oe fear

that is associated with symptomatology having generally the
characteristics of lessening of control.

These distinctions

and characterizations are among those for which we do not need
to refer to laboratory experiments of any kind.
(d)

Finally, there is Atkinson's closing prescription for

the "integrative task which lies ahead for the psychology of
motivation":

It must bring together into a single, coherent

conceptual scheme (1) the impact of the immediate environment
on behavior, (2) the effect of stable individual differences
in personality, and (3) "the constant influence on behavior of
the persistent undercurrent of active tendencies to bring about
particular effects which can be attributed to previous inhibbition or inadequate expression of certain impulses in the past".
In Part II the function of the Person concept in guiding
behavior was illustrated as follows:

My reaction to him in

treating him as being resentful of Bill's success will not be
simply a function of that fact of my knowledge of it-it will
also be a function of what else I know and what I want and
what I know how to do, and so my reaction will reveal me to
others in the light of the concept of a Person, PII,
which includes the "personality variables"
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as well as intentional ~ction.

From this, it is clear

that intelligible and stable individual differences are
no less the central feature of the Person concept than
are the rule-following aspects ~bout which much more
has been said.

Thus, the second requirement is met.

The first requirement is met by the "know" concept-type
in PI and the third was deult with previously and has
been reviewed ~bove.
One could hardly present a more convincing case
for concluding that the Person concept does represent
the "ideal type" for current work in motivation.

(3) Perceptuul defense

Goldin (1964) presents a scholarly

survey of experimental evidence relating to "repression
and defense."

His conceptual synthesis eventuates in

the postulntion of two "levels" of awareness--"pure"
perception and "vcrbalizable" perception.

The distinction

appears to be identical with the PI distinction between

-

between being aware of something ~nd being aware that

-

something is so.

As indicated previously in connection

with SR mediation theory, we do not need laborntory
experiments to draw this conclusion.

And no laboratory

experiment could affect the fact that the phenomenon
does occur outside of the laboratory.

More importantly,

we have seen that the c~pacity to react without deliber3tion is an essential fe~turc of intelligent behavior
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generally ~nd that n lack of knowledge o f ~ we do
is something that can be maintained indefinitely.
(4) Psvcholinguistics

The pragmatic formulation of linguis-

tic behavior, which is interrelated with the concept of
a Person and is illustrated by the Classification Space
studies described briefly in Part III and in detail elsewhere (Ossorio, 1964), appears to be consonant with Miller's
seven (the ubiquitous number) admonitions in regard to
psycholinguistics (1965):
(a)

"Not all physical features of speech arc signifi-

cant for vocal communication, and not Llll significant
feutures of speech have a physical representation."
The latter is the significant admonition.

It is one of

the primary mnxims for the C-space studies and has constantly recurred in the discussion of both language and
person descriptions (e.g. as the basis for differentiating
understanding from either prediction or inference in
Part II).

The positive formulation is given in Part IV

("What changes is his position vis a vis the intelligible
world of Persons and objects").
(b)

"The meaning of an utterance should not be confused

with its reference".

This may be seen as a direct deri-

vation from the maxim that "we do not count cases on
the basis of evidence," and again, it is not merely a
verbal exercise-that was the critical step in which the
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rejection of multitrait multimethod thinking in the C-Space
studies was codified.
(c)

"The meaning of an utterance is not a linear sum of the

meanings of the words that comprise it." • . . "The whole is
greater than the sum of its parts."

This may appear to be in-

consistent with the use of factor analysis in the C-Space
indexing system.

However, it should be noted that, first, it

was relevance, not meaning that was dealt with there, and,
second, the data were not fitted to a linear model on the
basis of evidence-they began as criterion data and were put
into that form, which is why the initial relevant consideration
was expressed as a part-description, i.e., "the computations
which are associated with . . . " (and in passing:

The Clas-

sification Formula was multiplicative rather than simply additive).

Interpreting non-linearity as a Gestalt phenomenon,

both the not-otherwise-specifiable nature of the collection of
practices codified by any specific terminology and the "what
changes is his position . . . " formulation illustrate this
feature.

Interpreting non-linearity more literally, it may be

said that what this admonition suggests is the recourse to
non-linear relationships which are nevertheless explicitly
formulable and therefore Potentially do codify the capacities
implied by the "generative" character of language.

A significant

beginning in this direction was made severa~ years ago (Ossorio
1961) and is now seen primarily as an approximative method for
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providing numerical values (of the kind found lacking in the
"high drive"

research) to implement statements of the form

'''x' and 'y' are similar in meaning", since there is no reason
to suppose that the logical complexity of mathematics is adequate for the representation of the logical complexity of human
behavior.

Thus in the present research associated with the

Person concept, the implementation of basic cognitive capacities ( codified as "primitive

..terms in pragmatic discourse")

has replaced the pursuit of non-linear mathematical formulations,
although the success of the latter is not to be ruled out a
priori.
(d)

"The syntactic structure of a sentence imposes group-

ings that govern the interactions between the meanings of the
words . in the sentence."

Thus" . • . simple theories phrased

in terms of the chaining of successive responses cannot provide an adequate account of linguistic behavior.:
to be a development of the

This appears

non-linearity principle: with re-

ference specifically to the kind of structures already identified by linguistic disciplines (specifically, structural
linguistics).

It may be noted that the psycholinguistic studies

(Ossorio 1961) referred to in this connection~ attempts
to identify syntactic structures with characteristic linear or
non-linear formulae for expressing the meaning of any instance
of a given structure as a function of the meanings of its
immediate constituents·.•
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(e)

"There is no limit to the number of sentences or the

number of rr:eanings that can be expressed."

Thus, "our know-

ledge of a language must be described in terms of a system of
semantic and syntactic rules adequate to generate the infinite
number of admissible utterances.

11

The central position given

to rule-following in the presentation of the Person concept
perhaps

makes any comment superfluous.

We may note, however,

that the com?lexity of human behavior was explicitly. related
(Part II) to the complexity of the range of possibilities
(statable, in the light of Part IV, as the range of possibilities
for being in different positions vis-a-vis the intelligible
world of persons and objects) codified by language, a complexity
which, it was asserted, far exceeds what can be established
with finality by obcervation.

(f)

"A description of a language and a description of a lan-

guage user must be kept distinct."

Thus, " ••• psycholinguists

should formulate performance models that will incorporate . • •
hypothetical information-storage and information-processing
components that can simulate the actual behavior of language
users."

And "A description of the rules we know when we know

a language is different from a description of the psychological
mechanisms involved in our use of those rules . . . • the psycholinguist's task is to propo-:;e and test performance models for a
language user, but he must rely on the linguist to give him a
precise specification of what it is a language user is trying to
use."
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This admonition requires so~e discussion.

Miller is

apparently raising the question of what a speaker knows how
to do, and raising it ir. this particular form:

Speaking, e.g.,

English, is a standard-governed set of practices.

To partici-

pate successfully in this set of practices requires the exercise of some kind of skill on the part of the speaker.

If we

characterize the required skills merely as knowing how to speak
English, this is a purely ad hoc account, and we might as well
just say that the person does speak English.

What is required

is a different description of the skills the speaker has such
that (a) we have independent evidence of his possession of
those skills and (b) the exercise of those skills has as its
empirical outcome the result that English is usually spoken
correctly, but it should account for mistakes or shortcomings
in speaking English, because it must provide an account of what
the speaker actually does.

For example, how much a person can

remember on a short-term basis appears to be related to how
he performs in speaking.
First, we should notice that mistakes in performance are
almost never taken to require a reconstruction of the descriptive system within which the performance is described.
Such a requirement would eliminate all our skill-descriptive
resources, simply because no human skill is exercised flaw~
lessly on every occasion in which it comes into play.

What

we generally accept as an appropriate description in case of
mistakes is a description within a different descriptive
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system which is brought forward as the "relevant circumstance".
For example, a missed tackle is a defective football performance, but if we notice that a would-be tackler has just been
clioped, or if we discover that he had been drugged, we do
not then feel that we cannot understand the successful exercise
of football skills except under some new form of description
in which "clipping" or pharmacological terminology plays a
significant part.

Thus, the fact that mistakes in speaking

English are sometimes macle or that certain restrictions on
soeech seem to hold over and above the restrictions imposed
by the rules which are orooosed by linguists as constitutive of

.speech

does

not appear to present any special methodological

problems or to require an alternative mode of description in
which speech phenomena are described as being something other
than speech.
Second, the question of what a "performance" is must be
raised.

In general, a description of a psychological per-

formance will be the description of- a "psychological process"
and this, as we have seen, will provide a classification of
outcomes rather than a characterization of a process.

But

any descriptive system which can be applied to "the same"
phenomena as human behavior (and this will include physical
and physiological descriptions) will orovide a classification
of outcomes.

Some of them may be more adequate, descriptively,

and others less, but all will qualify equally well as descriptions of what actually happens.
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Herein lies the clue.

Such description will provide an account of what actually
happens, bu·t: not what it is the speaker does.

Only the des-

cription of an intentional action can provide an account of
what the speaker does,
happens.

~

contrasted with what it is .t hat

For other kinds of description there would be no

such contrast.

Thus, if there is any non-arbitrary criterion

for selec-~ing the performances which are involved in human
behavior it would seem to be via the description of intentional
action.

And it is a distinctive characteristic of the skills

which are featured in intentional action that the descriptions
of those skills are implementable.

·That is, a person can

decide to do that thing, to engage in that activity, to exercise
that skill, whereas in general, a person cannot decide to instantiate the differential equations that describe his physical
motions or the mathematical formul 2.e which des.c-ribe. his .-information-processing accomplishments, etc.

So that to say that

what a speaker does, or knows how to do, is to speak English
(or ~~ercise component skills) is neither trivial nor ad hoc,
because it can be established through repc~ted observations
and it picks out one possibility from among the myriad ways
in which it could come about that instances of English occur.
Have we, then, still not separated a description of
the language from a description of the language user, or the
"psychological mechanisms" which are involved in conforming to
the rules of the language?

Perhaps not yet.
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But the difficulty

here seems to be that this admonition is not purely descriptive
in its assumptions, but instead makes the additional methodological claim that an "underlying process" formulation is a
necessitv.

But although the possibility of such a formulation

has not been rejected (and no doubt there is, anyway, a good
deal of point to finding out what goes on in people's heads
when they talk), the necessity for it has been rejected and
its general feasibility questioned (Part IV).
Nevertheless, the basic distinction between what the
speaker does and what the language is (e.g., as described by
a structural linguist) has been maintained all along in saying

both that language is a set of social practices and that it
codifies other social practices (cf Part III).
What corresponds to "psychological mechanisms"

. is the

participation of the personin those social practices which are
codified in lanquuqc

those codified by language, and those

which are instantiated in the use of language.

This is what

the person actually does when he says something in English.
That is, he does something (engages in some intentional action)
in saying

something in English; he does something (engages in

some intentional action) which is not a distinctively verbal
move !?,y saying something in English; and in saying something,
he refers to somethinq which may or may not be something distinctively verbal in nature.

His doing any of these (usually, they

all qo together, which is a basic fact for psychotherapy) is

a genuine process (the "overt attempt"-of Part I and Part IV)
and a psycholog~cal fact, so there is a real point in calling
this sort of thing a "psychological process".

The linguistic

practices of saying something are essentially distinguished
from the non-linguistic practices which they codity or
instantiate, but the two kinds of practice are constituted
by their correspondence (cf Part III), so that they are
functionally inseparable.

This dual codification represents

a kind of reciprocity \·1 hich makes the domain of human
behavior a relatively self-contained one (comparable,
e.g., to the dynaMic balance of the solar system). · It
is the tightness of this functional structure which leads to
the expectation that the relation of behavioral phenomena
to other kinds will be most appropriately formulated in
terms of general constraints--boundary conditions, learning
or adaptation gradients, inequalities, and

bottleneck"

phenomena--rather than in systematic, molecular, reconstucti ve dependencies.

(,. 1ould it be perverse to remark on the

analogy between such a state of affairs and the gross
functional relationships ,,hich have been thought to hold
between the cortex and the lower brain centers?

J\nd is

one of these states of affairs somehow more real than the
other?

If so, then it is the participation which is the

more real, because that is the form in which our lives
are lived.)
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A gesture at two loose ends:

First, the notion of

"saying something", suggesting as it does merely the
uttering of a declarative sentence, is far from doing
justice to the variety of ways in which language actually
enters into significant human actions (cf Wittgenstein, 1953,
especially Part I).

Second, the intrinsic connection between

saying and doing may be objected to on the basis that it
assumes something which is known to be false, i.e., that
all grammatical sentences are meaningful.
not the case.

This is simply

The mark of a non-meaningful sentence is

precisely that it cannot be used to say an~hing.

If the

need for some explanation is felt here, there appears to
be no empirical or methodological reason to suppose that the
non-signigicant grammatical sentences are not extrapolations
(via part-descriptions) from the kinds of sentence that

£!!l be used to say something.

(And Carnap [1958, Chapter 13),

working with formal languages, has sho~m how it is possible
to construct a complete semantic system on the basis of
semantic concepts such as "true" and "designates" and
"formula" without any requirement of a previously and
independently specified syntax.)
If the "participation process" which has been proposed
as the alternative to the "underlying process" appears to
be somehow less real than the latter, it may help to recall
that the Classification Space study, which does reflect a
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participation process formulation, apparently provides
substantially more effective linguistic data processing
than is provided by any non-classified technology resulting
from years of work based on sophisticated engineering
techniques and "underlying process" formulations in spite
of the fact that the C-Space procedures were technically
prototypical and represented the most molecular, and
therefore the most disadvantageous, circumstance possible.
(The C-Space taps the single capacity associated with
"relevance", whereas the real power of a participation
process system lies in the mutual assimilation of capacities,
analogous to the mutual assimilation of descriptions illustrated in Part II-Piaget ex machina.) Moreover, the
long-term project of identifying and providing computerrealizable implementation of basic pragmatic forms of
discourse would, if successful, provide something very
much like a set of underlying processes.

That is, it

would provide a set of capacities for "treating something
as an X" which go beyond what a speaker would necessarily
be able to say or decide, but which could be used to reconstruct the latter.
(g)

"There is a large biological component to the human

capacity for articulate speech".

Here it may be noted that

the entire structure of the pragmatic formulation of
linguistic and non-linguistic behavior rests on the bare
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fact that people have the capacity to agree in their
judgments and the capacity to learn to agree in this
respect.

Maxim:

The irreducible and inexplicable is

constitutional.
In surnmary, the participation-process account of
language is doubtless not the kind of "performance model"
envisaged by ~iller.

Nevertheless, it does not appear

to slight the aspects of language which his admonitions
remind
account.

us an adequate psycholinguistics must take into
Thus, the linguistic aspect of the Person concept

does warrant the technical designation of "Psycholinguistics", and it has the apparently unique feature of generating
the study of what happens when people talk, in contrast to

-

the usual psychological device of studying what else
-

happens when people talk.
(5) The Social Psychology of Psychological Experiments
Orne (1962) has described some of the "demand characteristics" of the psychological experiment as a social
setting.

His thesis is that" ... the subject must be

recognized as an active participant in any experiment,
and that it may be fruitful to view the psychological experiment as a very special form of social interaction."
This corresponds to the formulation summarized in Part II
as, "The rules are the same for the obs~ver and the person
who is observed ... making observations is something that
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Persons do."

He suggests some very sensible control pro-

cedures which have some similarities to both placebo
methodology and the usual "control group" techniques, so
as to provide estimates of the contribution of the "demand
characteristics" (which are simply what the experimental
setting as such provides reason enough for the subject to
do in the light of what he knows), and he remarks, "The
study and control of demand characteristics are not simple
matters of good experimental technique; rather, it is an
empirical issue to determine under what circumstances demand
characteristics significantly affect subjects' experimental
behavior."

In his discussion, Orne appears to waver be-

tween (a) an explicit acceptance of the "other things being
equal" principle in evaluating the effects of the experimental
setting and (b) a recognition that since all social settings
have demand characteristics, there is the almost certain con-·
sequence that there is a significant "Demand Character Effect
x Treatment Effect" interaction across the real life settings
to which we would like to generalize, and so we have no recourse but to leave the laboratory and conduct survey-type
studies in order to determine empirically the ecological
validity of the experimental results.
A similar use has been made of the Person concept as a
means of approximating a.n "aseptic technique" in experimentation ("aseptic", signifying uncontaminated variables).
2'03

The

general statement here, of course, is si::iply the maxim:
sutject is a Person.a

"The

As might be expected, the application

of the articulated paradigm of intentional action to the experimental situation offers some advantages over the use of
only the "reason enough" portion of it.
For example, because of its non-empirical aspects, it
provides a means of making allowances for what would otherwise
appear as a second-order demand-character (a consequence of
the fact that the procedures for the treatment group and the
demand-character control group are different and hence may
generate artifacts in the control procedure~. This is because
we can ask, about any experimental setting, "what does it give
the person reason enough to do in the light of what (we assume)
he knows and (we assume) he knows how to do?"

The latter,

the question of what the subject knows how to do is an element
which seems most significantly missing in the "demand character" formulation.

One way in which it is relevant to the

control problem is the question of the extent to which saying
what they expected or would have done is something subjects
know how to do.
Perhaps more importantly, the "know how" concept-type (and
the rest of PI) is also directly applicable to the main experimental desiqn-the experimental setting may present unsuspected constraints as well as unsuspected demand characteristics.

For example:

Suppose that (a) a subject is trained
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in giving numerical estimates of an invisible criterion on the
basis of observable cues, using an explicit rule, or policy,
(b) in a test situation, his estimates are challenged by
another subject (a confederate), and (c) under conditions of
challenge, options are available to our subject:

He may con-

sult a third person who (for different subjects) is described
as having been trained (1) under the same rules as the subject,
(2) under different rules, or (3) under an unknown set of rules.
The experimental variable associated with the latter three
treatment conditions is ".the anticipated likelihood that the
'consaltant' will tell the subject he is wrong."

But the

rationale for the experiment includes the view that on . being
challenged, the subject may feel the need of assistance by t~e
consultant in order to make an effective decision (which is
oart of the demand character).
that cas3,

~

But now, we have to ask·, in

there three options present?

We cannot see

how the subject can be helped by the consultant who was trained
under different rules because there is no reason to believe
that the subject knows how to make that kind of use of that
kind

of

information.

Unless we can revise the procedures so

as to provide a real option here, we cannot regard the three
treatment conditions simply as representing different values
of "likely to tell the subject he's wrong". In going through
this procedure we would not be ruling out a priori the possibility that if we went ahead, some of our subjects would choose
?.05

that consultant.

Rather, we would have discovered that if any

subject did that, we could not understand his behavior and so we
would in that respect be unable to interpret the results of the
experiment.
A related application is one in which we ask, independently
of design and rationale, will a person who takes option X be especially likely to do so for a particular reason, reason Z?

If

so, then is there another part of the experiment where a bias toward having a reason Z will make a difference?
In summary, the kind of experimental control described here
is directed toward the ideal expressed by the maxim:

"The ration-

ality of the subject should not affect the distribution of the
experimental outcomes across the possibilities provided by the
experimental design unless that can be interpreted as a treatment
effect."

And the C-space study illustrates how we can also ar-

range it so that essentially all the treatment effect is of this
kind.

The suggestion was made earlier that rational behavior on

the part of the subjects is the most parsimonious explanation for
what they do, if an explanation of this kind can be found.

From

this point of view it would be especially important to try to rule
cut such explanations by suitable experimental controls whenever
some other interpretation of experimental results is desired .
(6)

Cognitive Factors in Emotion
Schacter and Singer (1962) present evidence and argument to

support the conclusion that "cognitive factors appear to be indispensible elements in any formulation of emotion."
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Their thesis is

expressed in these propositions:

(a) "Given a state of physic-

logical arousal for which an individual has no immediate explanation he will 'label' this state and describe his feelings in
terms of the cognitions available to him."

(b) "Given a state

of physiological arousal for which an individual has a completely
appropriate explanation . . . no evaluative needs will arise and
the individual is unlikely to label his feelings in terms of the
alternative cognitions available."

(c) "Given the same cognitive

circumstances, the individual will react emotionally or describe
his feelings as emotions only to the extent that he experiences
a state of physiological arousal."
Here, some clarification is required.
better expressed in the more

Proposition (a) is

"aseptic" form:

"If a person is

in a state which we identify technically as a state of physiological arousal, then if he describes his state at all, he will
describe it in terms of what he knows, and if he describes his
feelings at all, he will describe them in terms of what he know§;
moreover, he will describe his state and his feelings."

The latte1

is obviously an empirical proposition, but a safe one, since in
the experiment, each subject was instructed to describe his
feelingsr and this description was taken to be a description of
his state.

What follows the first "if" clause is a partial state-

ment of the concept of intentional action:

In describing his

state or feelings, the subject is engaging in intentional action,
and when he does this he acts in the light of what he knows.
Thus, ~reposition (a) simply states a portion of the Person concept
2()7

within the context of a specific empirical condition.

With re-

spect to the initital condition in proposition (a), it should be
clear that if a person is in a state of physiological arousal,
that is not reason enough for him to know that that is the caseon the contrary, if he does know, that requires a special explunation, e.g., that he has had special training or has received
special information from an experimenter.

And if he has not, in

general, reason enough to know about it, it would also call for a
special explanation if he did know how to give an explanation of
his state of physiological arousal.

So this portion of the or-

iginal formulation has the force of saying "under normal conditions".
Thus, the three propositions are subsumed under two aspects
of the Person concept:

(A) A person acts in the light of what

he knows, and (B) In different states a person's behavior will
show overall differences and his capacities are likely to be altered also.

What is added is the survey-type information as to

how this works under differences in (a) the state which is involved,

(b) information available to the person, e.g., information

about his physiological state or about the feelings and actions
of a co-participant, and (c) the kind of action in question, e.g.,
reporting his feelings or interacting with a co-participant.
Note that if our general findings were that "physiological arousal
lik~ e.g., white blood cell count, could vary over a wide range
without having any reportable consequences, we would not consider
this contrary to the Person concept formulation-we would simply
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conclude that no change in the psychological state (the state of
the Person) was involved.
(7)

Uniqueness and Functional Autonomy
The present formulation of the concept of a Person bears a

noticeable resemblence to earlier formulations by Allport (1937,
1961), who has long been prominent for his insistence that the
study and description of individual persons is a primary task
for personality theory.

Of the two formulations, that of the

Person concept is substantially the more complex:

(a) it involves

a systematic reference to language, concepts, and human behavior
~such.whereas psychological theories, including Allport's,
have involved only informal or secondary reference of this kind;
(b) it involves a greater conceptual articulation-the analysis
of intentional action, of types of intentional action, and of conceptually distinct, though logically related, types of personality variables provides a more differentiated picture of human
behavior than does the concept of a hierarchically organized
set of traits together with loosely associated concepts of
interest, attitude, temperment.
At the same time, the present formulation involves a rejection
of several central features of Allport's point of view:

(a)

It

rejects the "building-block" metaphysics inherent in any view
which regards physical particles (for Allport, read "biophysical
dispositions") as being all there really is in the world.

One of

its particular forms is particularly rejected, e.g., the form in
which the bald assumption is made that a human body is ipso facto
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a physical object (i.e., that it falls within the subject matter
of physical theory) so that, for example, if I come to know that
he is angry by observing what he does, this implies that the description "he is angry" is validated by a physical-object description (or, similarly, that a physical-object description of
what I saw is a description, whereas the person description is an
interpretation).
(b)

It rejects the "common element" metaphysics inherent in the

nominalist theory of universals and in the Resemblance Theory
which Allport regards as a watered-down nominalism (1937, p.310).
(c)

It rejects the view that the crowning achievement of language

is to facilitate passive reference to what is already known to be
"out there" prior to language (logically prior).
(d)

It rejects the view that personality variables such as traits

either (1) influence the behavior of the person whose traits they
are, or (2) are generally, or must be, inferred from behavior.
These several differences in scope and form make it possible
to accomplish what appears to have been Allport's primary theoretical aim (to conceptualize a psychology of individual persons)
without encountering the methodological difficulties associated
with his position.
An example of such a diffi~ulty emerges from an examination
of the following statements:
(a)

"Resemblances are never identities, not even in certain

respects.

If I say that you remind me of some friend, and you

ask me why and wherefore, I may narrow down the resemblance to
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similar build or similar resonance of voice.

But even in these

respects you are not identical with my friend; your build or your
voice is only similar to his . • • . Every experience of similarity
implies a paradox.
experience.

There is both sameness and novelty in the

Two stimulus fields are compared, and though forcer-

tain purposes they may be subjectively equivalent, still, they are
known to be disparate and non-identical.
of identical one-ness is always involved."
(b)

A sense of two-ness, not
(1937, p.283\

"Although traits are real enough entities, trait names are

essentially blankets, covering one trait in one person and other
(similar) traits in other people.

Though perceived as similar

and labelled identically, the trait is never, strictly speaking,
in two human beings exactly alike."
(c)

(1937, p.310)

"The scientific evidence for the existence of a trait always

comes from demonstration by some acceptable method of consistency
in behavior (the consistency being not a matter of stereotyped
habits, but of equivalent responses).
prove some people self-consistent:

It is simple enough to

They are, for example, almost

always decisive or almost always fastidious .••• one investigator
may be content with relatively low measures of consistency; while
another • . . may demand almost perfect correspondence among his
measures before inferring a trait."

(1937, p.330)

The difficulty hinges on the use that is made of "resembles",
"identical", "similar", and ~quivalent".

In reference to (a),

above, it should first be noted that the answer to why you remind
me of a friend need not be that you resemble him at all.
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It may

be a matter of association or contrast or for no discernible
reason whatever.

Second, the specific examples of "build" and

"resonance" used by Allport have, ironically enough, the characteristics of common traits, and they involve continuously variable
perceptual features, so that they are incomplete descriptive expressions corresponding to Carnap's "functor" (1957, p. 71).

If

we look to the examples of individual traits mentioned in (c), i.e.
"decisive" and "fastidious", it is a different story.
attributes, not functors.

These are

A corresponding example in respect to

physique is not "build", but "stocky" or "slight".

And we see

that two men who are both stocky, and genuinely so, might be correctly said to be neither identical nor equivalent, nor even similar in respect to physique, and yet they are not merely similar
and not merely equivalent, but literally identical in respect to
being stocky.

To say that they are not identical in respect to

physique is to say that physique terminology provides at least one
form of description under which they are different.

To say that

in respect to being stocky they are identical is to say that under
this physique description, they are t h e ~ , that under this description they cannot be distinguished, for they both meet the criteria.

So it is not the case that one or both of these men is not

really, or not quite, stocky.

There is no need for them to be

identical in any other respect (there need be nothing else in common) in order for them to be identical in this respect.

Nor is

it the case that the physique descriptions under which they are
different are somehow more basic, or carry more authority, than
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the description, "stocky".

To recognize that though they are both

stocky they do not have the same physique is not to have a prelinguistic access to Reality-it is merely to have mastered the criteria for both "stocky" and "the same physique".

(This is not to

say that language is logically prior to perception-NB Part III.)
The way in which this difficulty about identity and similarit~

makes itself felt is illustrated in the following:
"biophysical disposition" (and therefore "real").

Trait Y is a
What dispositi01

A disposition to do X ("do X" will be used in place of "act in an
X-like way", which _is more accurate in preserving the "focal 11
quality of traits).

What is it to do X?

Well, instances of X

differ among themselves, but they are equivalent in respect to
being X.

How does this differ from their being identical in re-

spect to being X?

It doesn't (see above).

It is true, however,

that if two behaviors are identical in respect to being X, they
are not thereby identical behaviors, i.e. they differ.in some other
respect.

But the latter feature is already part of their being

two behaviors (which is not a question of anyone's subjective impression of one-ness or two-ness).

Now, if two individuals have

Trait Y, they both have a disposition to do X.

If we know of such

persons, they do do X, since that is how we know they have that
disposition.

None of the behaviors which are instances of X are

identical with any of the others,
to being X.

All are identical in respect

If we segregate the X's belonging to one person from

those belonging to the other, we iden~ify two sets within the total
set.

Here, to adopt a familiar terminology, there is neither
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"within" nor "between" variance among these behaviors~ instances
of X.

The non-existent "within" variance provides the only basis

for saying that Person A has Trait Y and Person B has Trait Y.
Yet the non-existent

"between" variance provides the only basis

for denying that the Trait Y which Person A has is, strictly
speaking, exactly the same trait as the Trait Y which Person 5 has.
So there is a double standard being applied here, one for which
Allport has provided no justification and one without which it
seems doubtful whether any nomothetic-idiographic controversy
would find a point of application.
The double standard provides convincing evidence (there is
other evidence, e.g., 1937, p.297) that for Allport the "biophysical dispositiong that a person has is logically, not empirically related to that person.

My biophysical dispositions are

unique, not because they show themselves to be so {how could they
do that?), but because they must be so.

Because they are divorced

from language, are prior to language, are "really out there", my

.

biophysical dispositions turn out to be dispositions to do just
those things which I do do.

And so calling them "biophysical"

merely announces a metaphysical commitment without being informative in other ways.

For the next question is "And what is it

that I do?", and how are we to know or answer that except in the
light of the concepts and the language that we do have.

What

guarantees the uniqueness of my disposition to do Xis the uniqueness of those of my behaviors which are instances of

x.

And what

guarantees the uniqueness of those behaviors is not their being
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X (for in that respect they are not unique), nor yet that each is
somehow, uniquely not-quite-X, but simply that they are particular
behaviors of mine.

That I am unique is part of my being an in-

dividual, and that is a matter of logic and language, not something
that one could discover to be so or not to be so.

If we ask,

"Which behaviors?", we simply pick out a number of episodes in my
life history, and each one is a unique historical event.

But if

we ask, " ~ behaviors?", the answer must be a description of
those behaviors as behaviors.
point.

Here, the uniqueness is beside the

What is required is intelligibility, and for that we need

descriptions.

Descriptions involve concepts, and both are public

and general rather than private and unique.

Exemplars of a concept

are "the same" because it is the concept and the description which
codify our standards for what i s ~ ~ -

And in the crucial

cases, the picking out of behaviors is accomplished by describing
them, not by pointing wordlessly to them.
In the Person concept formulation, the phenomena of uniqueness and generality are handled in a straightforward way by distinguishing between descriptive uniqueness and existential or
logical uniqueness in a way which (it may be hoped) does not even
suggest the possibility of a nomothetic-idiographic clash:
(a)

Personality variables (PII), which are by no means restricted

to traits, are conceptualized by reference to actions of a distinguishable and identifiable kind.

All that is required here is

the abi_l ity to use person descriptions correctly.
not logically parasitical on any other ability.
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That ability is
In particular,

when

I observe an action to be of a particular kind, e.g.,

angry then (1) I do not need first to have observed that some
other event has taken place (no inference is made), e.g.,
that a movement of a physical object has occurred; and it is
not logically necessary that any event of the latter kind
has taken place either in me or out there; and (2) I do not need
to have noticed that that action resembles anything whatever
in any respect whatever; and (3) its being that particular kind
(angry) is in no way qualified or watered down by i t s ~
being of some other kind.
(b)

Personality variables are characterized as series of actions

of a particular kind, and so are characterized by part-whole
relationships as well as by type-descriptions (e.g., "angry")
of the constituent actions.
(c)

Each such series is part of the life history of a Person.

There is a second kind of part-whole relationship here--the part
that the series plays in the person's life and the part that
each constituent episode plays in the person's life.

(For

practical pruposes, we might wnat to talk about a heterogeneous
series of actions, e.g., a series that would form a pattern of
some kind, but formally, as soon as such talk is intelligible,
a membership-characterization of the members of that series
will once more make them actions of "the same" kind.)
(d)

Since each Person is an individual, his history is a

unique series of episodes, and every distinguishable episode

in that series is unique.

~he uniqueness (the identity) of each

episode depends on its being distinguishable from other episodes,
and this depends on having concepts o! behaviors as being of
particular kinds and the corresponding mastery of the descriptive
terminology.

So there is no conflict between the general and the

unique.
(e)

To describe a Person completely !s tb make every appropriate

use of all our person descriptions in characterizing him.
we have done that there is nothing we have left unsaid.

When
There

is not then a residual uniqueness which we have failed to describe.
If we later aclhie,e a new person concept, we have added to our
ability to treat people in one way rather than another, and so we
can say more about them, too.
we have

discovered something which we had previously overlooked

or been ignorant of.
asked.)

What is not the case is that then

(Maxim:

Only what can be answered can be

If there is a residual uniqueness in any sense, it is not

a matter of descriptive approximation, but rather, the logical
indeterminacy discussed in connection with the use of PII.
A second controversial issue raised by All port is the principle of functional autonomy of motives.

This is stated in the

following form (1961, p.229):
"Functional autonomy, then, refers to any acquired system of
motivation in which the tensions involved are not of the same
kind as the antecedent tensions from which the acquired system
developed."
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The primary difficulty associated with the principle is that
of making intelligible how functional autonomy comes about.
Other theorists do not deny, for example, that "Sam seems always
to be seeking praise" is not deducible from "Sam has a neednurturance" or any combination of similar statements (1961, p.226}
and that it is not deducible from a description of Sam's needs at
an earlier time.

What most of them would say is that Sam's seek-

ing praise is a historical accident, that it is the way in which
an earlier need was satisfied and continues to be satisfied, though
in addition, that behavior may be shared or preempted by other
needs {cf "fusion", "displacement",
hierarchy").

11

subsidiation", "convergent

It appears to be primarily the methodological dif-

ficulty of accepting a transformation from mechanism to motive
which leads other theorists to maintain that (a) the principle
of functional autonomy presents a question, not an answer and (b}
the answer is that the autonomy is only apparent, and the

eriving

force for the behavior in question is the same old driving force,
even though the behavior is different.

It seems clear, too,

that as long as motives are conceptualized in such inclusive terms
(e.g., "need nurturance", "life instincts"} that any behav:.f".':':
could be considered an instance of the expression of one or more
such motives, no empirical evidence could discourage a determined
theorist who wanted to claim that, for all the superficial novelty
of

behavior, it is the same old needs that operate.

It is from

learning theory, which need not be comm.i tted to any partic'.·.~..:-.:.:

set of drives, that we obtain the clearest indication that the
princip~l objection to functional autonomy is not the priority
of other motives, but rather, the rnechanism-to-~otive transformatic
Allport's final formulation in regard to how functional
autonomy comes about is the following (1961, p.244):
"It would be scientific~lly satisfying if we could give a simple
answer to the ~uestion of how functional autonomy comes about ..
Unfortunately, we cannot do so-and for two reasons.

In the first

place, we lack knowledge of the neurological processes that may
be involved in the transforming of old systems and the maintaining
of new systems of motivation.

In the second place, present-day

psychology has no consistenc theory of the nature o f ~ -

The

phenomenon of functional autonomy will never be clearly understood
until we know more about the relevant neurological mechanisms and
about the correct formulation of the purposive nature of motives."
The specific gestures which Allport makes toward an explanation in the crucial case of "propriate functional autonomy"
are primarily the following:

(1)

If existing motives do not

consume available energies, genuinely new motives will perforce
arise;

(2) growth, compet~nce, mastery, and self-actualization are

basic life urges; and (3) the essential nature of man is such
that it presses toward a relative unification of life.

However,

the first of these would seem to be a promissory note which could
be cashed only if we invented acceptable ways of identifying
different energy states add assigning numbers or inequalities

to them; and the latter two have the verbal characteristics of
explanations, but in fact express the decision that no explanation
is to be had.
The formulation of the Person concept makes a contribution
to this issue in the following way:
A.

Neurological findings are appraised as irrelevant to the ex-

planatory task of making functional autonomy intelligible.

The

non-controversial behavioral phenomena which raise the issue
of functional autonomy serve as a standard for neurological formulations rather than vice versa.

No neurological theory would

fail to be rejected out of hand if it implied that the behaviors
which we know do occur were impossible.

Consequently, no neurolo-

gical theory or findings could do more than tell us what else
happens when functional automony (or any behavior) comes aboutit could not put our kr:o7ledge about functional autonomy on any
firmer basis.
B.

Conversely, the earlier analysis of the Person concept does

qualify as a consistent descriptive account of"the

nature of man"

and as a "formulation of the purposive nature of motives", and
that does permit a more detailed analysis which exhibits functional
autonomy as a non-empirical derivation from the concept of intentional action and yet is quite congruent with Allport's presentatic
The first consideration is that intentional action requires
the exercise of acquired skills.

The second is that the acquisitio

of skills is accomplished only through practice.
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The third is

that the actions which constitute the practice which leads to the
acquisition of skill A cannot be actions which require the exercise of skill A.

(The same methodological consideration is ref-

lected in the concept of "emitted response" in the operant conditioning paradigm.)

An~logous preliminary considerations apply

to the "know" and "want" conccpt-typ9s.
experience.

Ne acquire knowledge by

The actions by which we acquira a particular piece

of knowledge cannot be actions which requ:.:..:-:e that knowl-::dge.
And the actions whereby we learn to make the appraisal of situations as being of a certain kind (e.g., avoidance of danger)
cannot be actions which involve the making of such appraisr.luA.
Thus, the concept of intentional action involves what amounts to
a built-in growth requirement which stems from the fact that mastery of criteria for performance skills and observational skills
must be learned, because the ability to conform to a standard
must be learned.
Given that a particular action, B, requires particular knowledge, X, particular reasons, Y? and particular skills,
cannot perform B before I have X, Y, and

z.

z,

I

But as soon as I

have them, it becomes logically possible for me to perform B.
Once I can perform B, I might have any number of reasons for doing
so.

Some of them might be reasons that I alre~~y had before.

Some of them might not be.

But there is at le:1st one reason which

I might now have which I could not possibly have had before.
is doing B without any further end in view.

That

During the time when

no action of mine could be B, no reason of mine could by my reason for doing B.

And doing B for its own sake is not a reason

that could be a reason for doing anything other than B unless it
was already possible tc do B (i.e., other actions might be performed as a way of arriving at a position where B could actually
be carried off, but that could not happen until it was logically
possible for me to do B).

Thus, my being able to do B brings with

it the logical possibility of my having a reason for action which
I never had before, i.e., doing B for its own sake.

The fact that

among the reasons I could now have for doing B, the one which it
can be stated flatly I could not have had before is doing B for
its own sake enables us to understand :.-,hy formulations of the
principle of functional autonomy have taken the form of saying
that what was previously only a means (i.e., the "overt attempt")
has become an end (done for its own sake).

But this can now be

seen as a special case of the more general consequences of coming
to be able to do Bat all.
An analogous development can be given for cases where it
is the acquisition of knowledge rather than skill that makes the
difference.

For example, going hunting is one of the activities

that might become functionally autonomous.

I might be said to

know how to hunt without ever having done it (if I know how to
shoot, hike, track, etc.).

But if I have not yet done it, I do

not yet know what it is like to hunt, and if I do not know that,
then I could not possibly be hunting now for its own sake.
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Only

from having done it for some other reason could I learn by experience what it is like, and only after that could I do it for
its own sake.

Moreover, this consideration does not apply on1~,

to the initial experien ce of hunting.

Changes in circumstances

(e.g., the opening of a n ~w preserve, ac~ uiring a new rifle)

may make a difference in what hunting is like, so that although
previously it was not something I \·1ould do for its own sake, no· ·
it is.
In sur:unary, to acquire new skills or new knowledge brings
with it the logical possibility and the practical possibility
of engaging in hitherto impossible intentional action, and so i t
brings the possibility of having reasons for action which were
not possible previously.

Thus, the phenom~na which give a point

to the assertion of functional autonomy are rendered intellir ible
by an analysis which 5.s anchored firmly in the logic of behavior
description .ind not bogged dm·m in the paradm:es whi c:1, understandably, issue from the shotgun \1edding of dispardte descriotive
systems, the physiologic~l and the psychological.

Re~ ~ons for

avoiding any a priori fiats about wha.t the~ relationship between
those two must be were indic~tcd in Part IV.
C.

A review of the i?receding analysis will show that as soon as

the possibility fo the functional aut~nomy of motives can be
derived from the formal structure of intentional action, no "drive"
formulations of competence, adequacy, self-actualization, unification,

etc. are required.

H ~ ~~ ,
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the Person concept provides

an advance over a bare "urg~" characterization:
the discussion of P!I in Part II,

As indicated in

(a) that persons have such

"basic human needs" as the needs for competence, order, selfactualization, etc. is a logical requirement derivable from the
Person concept;

(b) a person's self-cohcept is a particularized

Person concept, and therefore shares the coherence and unity of
the latter; and (c) the self-concept falls under the "know" concept-type as a significant determinant of a person's actions,
hence the pattern of his activities will also share in the coherent structure of the Person concept.

Moreover, we should re-

cognize that there is considerable external pressure and support
for growth and consistency and that the social practices which
provide such pressures are, by and large, the same ones which
determine what kinds of consistency we are able to recognize.
Thus, the Person concept formulation is consistent with Allport's
conclusion that being self-consistent, self-actualizing, and being
both "in depth" is "the nature of man", but it has the further
advantage of showing how and why this is so, and requiring
no more mysterious ingredients than the kind of learning by experience the occurrence of which has never been questioned.

(a) Other Suggestions
The reader will be able to continue the list for himself.

Some suggestions toward this end are the following:

(a) A variety of theories make important use of the concepts
of "feelings", "impulses", "unconscious motivation", and
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"basic human needs", concepts which have been dealt with
briefly as intrinsic, but derivative, features of the concept
of a Person.

(b) The movement toward "ego psychology" may

be seen as a move to effect the conceptual parity of "wan~" and
"know" concept types in psychoanalytic theories.

Likewise,

the recent plea for "effectance" by White (1963) may be seen
as a move to achieve the conceptual parity of "want" and
"know how" concept types.

And when we have done both we have

again arrived at PI, the concept of intentional action.

(c)

Dissonance theory and self-concept theories appear to be
fairly direct consequences of the concept of "treating oneself
as a Person", i.e. we understand ourselves in terms of the
concept of a Person, which requires that a Person have reason
enough to do what he does, and we make decisions (which will
in time become implicit and spontaneous) by reference to all
of the PII characteristics which we are aware of having.
Like the system of language and non-verbal behavior (but not
as much), the self and self-concept duo tends to be selfclosing; for example, the failure to perceive that one is of
such and such a kind (e.g., tactless, or selfish, or unselfish)
seems frequently to be an important part of being that kind.
Or it may be an important part of not being of that kind
(e.g. guilty-NB, the "ego defense" example of Part I).

(d)

Psychosomatic and hypnotic phenomena provide the current cash
value of hypothesizing the kind of phenomena discussed in
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Part IV .::..n ·cerms of the analogy with

11

✓2

".

(e) The Person

concept in~orporates the major suggestions made by Tyler (1959)
towa=d a "~orknble ~3ycholcgy of individualitya:

It provides

for (in fact, require~) choices by the i11dividual and provides
tl~(? s•..:ruc·;:t".rG .: 0::~:.nization) fo:.: pursuing the implications
of a parcon'c havins m~da this and othar choices; the potenti~li ~ies of the "inte=est" conc~pt-typa easily span the range
from voca~J o~~l ~h0iccs to object cathex~s as avenues for
unC:2"'"·.,jtanc:.i.r:;- G.nc.; chu.racterizing the i:idi"·idual; moreover these

~=c,

ilS

,I,-.>
.

?h~ r ~rDon ~c~cept p~ovi<les a coherent, articulated syn-

T¥lcr =equires, not din~nsional characterizations.

thesis cf th~ ~a ·\or co~c~ptual trends in the history of Psychology:
( <..... \I

-.;.

.l. ...

:~ t;

b,:~. i!~·-"'.1 i

01... is t:~. c:

Th~ discussion of intentional action

m::iJ:cs i.t cl'.:::i.:.: '.:hat person descriptions necessarily involve
p-..1b 15.'= -::o,~-::~pts 2.r.d practices r.ith-er than something inaccess-

ible or ine).uct-.a0ly private in experience or in the body.
(b)

It i:: thoroug!:ly cognitive:

This should require no

- - 1·.e·l.CiJ. .....
cinp.-l..L
,_:to~'"".•

(c) It is p~eno~enologicRl and field-theoretical: The irreducibl,
capacity for recognizing instanceu of person descriptions by
strai9!1tfon·:arc.1 ('..::ho~".gh not necessarily simple or simplerdn<led)

ob3crvz:i:ion rath~r tha:1 primar ~_ly by inference, and the

central place of the capacity to react spontaneously (but intentio~~lly) to what one observes gives the Person concept a
b~~ic~ll7 ohcnomenological sta~us, and the strategic concept
of "wh~t changes is his position vis a vis the intelligible
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world of persons and objects" is both phenomenological and field
theoretical in nature.
(d)

It is a psychology of individual differences:

The Person

concept is the means whereby we characterize individual Persons
and correspor..dingly, distinguish among Persons.
(e)

It is a psycho-bio-social concept:

The public nature

of person descriptions and the cru~ial contribution of social
practices makes the Person concept inescapably a social one.
Formally the Person concept is distinct from any other kind.
However, as presented above, the mutual assimilation of descriptions, at least via relational descriptions, is contingent only
on the decisio~ (~nd our ability to implement that decision) that
t h e ~ thing can be described as a Person, as a biological
object, as a biochemical object, as a physical object, and
as a sociologicul or anthropological object.

Few of us would

hesitate to t~ke that step, at least, initially.

Thus, no

degrc~ o:: psycho-bio --social integration is excluded.

What

is not done is to prejudge the degree or mode of integration
for.nally by constructing a :. a priori psycho-bio-social "package".
(f)

It is nG strongly worded a functionalist position as

can be coh~rcntly ~tated--both the linguistic practices,
the corresponding nonlinguistic practices which they codify,
a~d the codification itself are functional concepts.
(g)

: ·inally, it is thoroughly existential:

Psycholo1ical

theory and psychological knowledg~ do not "explain" what
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Persons are, and they cannot explain them away either--their
value lies in adding to our understanding of Persons.

Persons

are essentially rational and are therefore capable of irrationality--they adapt, but they are not nonrational adaptive
mechanisms.

Persons are inescapably saddled with freedom,

decision, and responsibility, though there is a good deal
of quantitative leeway here.

These aspects of the Person

concept appear to·cover the central positive and negative theses
of the existentialist position in psychology.

The Person concept

makes the facts of, e.g., ethics, aesthetics, and religion
a part of psychology (cf the analysis of "guilt" in Part I)
without requiring reductive translations of those facts and
without confusing any of those other disciplines with psychology or conversely.
Perhaps, then, it is time to write "Q.E.O.".

If the

systematic relationships presented abo"le are not acceptable
as constituting at least a prima facie case for the conclusion
that the Person concept makes explicit what it is that does
now and has in the past guided psychological research ani
theoriz;ng, .th~n presumably nothing is.
These relationships help to make two things clear:
(A) First, the sense in which deterministic-underlying-process theories have failed:

They provide some new practices,

and sometimes some new concepts, and often a good deal of new
terminology.

But they do not provide a new logical structure-22f.'

they mcrelr provide additional, and in most cases inferior,
inota::ces of scm~, and only some, of the same set of concept~ypes that w·e already have.

Thus, as explanations, they have

rr,ac!1 the sarn:. limitations as the classical "homunculus" theories
(B)

Second, t:1e apparent success of process-talk, i.e., what

it is th3.t c._;i'-·cs the illusion of success in "treating those
psycholc-;ricnl "pro,~c::::scs" as orocesses and thereby explaining

In the delineation of the paradigm for intentional

beh~~icr":

action,o:-.e of the d :i.fficult tasks was to disentangle the "overt
at·i:E::1pt '' frc:-1 the entir.:. intentional action.

This is because

we <lo not normully hav~ occasion to distinguish between the

t1-:-0 9Xcept uhen we ouestion whether something was done inten·d.on:i.lly,
ti·1 0.

'"~a

w;;;

do not have a separate terminology for the

If I sc.y ":&: ~ri;!nk a cup of tea" I have not distinguished

b~t~•~~en the outcome (what I accomplished, i.e. , downing a cupful of tea) a~d -~:~1e oboervable process of doing the drinking.
T':,u:=•~ i3 il c;-:,:,cl reason for this:

the outcome is not a contin-

ger:it o-.:tco;.,a of t::i~ pj;'occss--i t is a necessary outcome, because
we ~~cJ:::.:-i.tif_z the p ::c·c~s:3 by means of the outcome.

There are

an u:ilirrti t~:1 nt~•.::ber of disting~lishably differen:t processes
cac!"l o:: \•;:1i.c:1 would be the process of my drinking a cup of
tea, t ut ~::: c1o not have separate na.-nes for them all any more
tha:i.1 \-; ~ couid hai.re 5eparate nru;tes for all the visible shapes
that cuuld be d::2.~·;n.

. nu.7.::-~=.
.
)
1.n

(Maxim:

Truths are cheap and infinite

3ut there is a good reason for that, too, in
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uddi-:.::ion to it-:: being impossible.

No process, absolutely none

whatevP.r, i.s the proce~s of my drin~-:ing a cup of tea until and
unless the outcome of that process is my having drunk a cup of tea.
And the logical form of the description of an outcome is the
logical fo=m in which we conceptualize something that w e ~ , even
(as almo3t every mo~ivation theorist has pointed out) in those
cases v:11:::?rc 1::e norm2.lly identify some object as being what ,-~e
want.

So

,-1-::?

do not need two descriptions, and it is not an acci-

c.ent that w~ do not refer to behavior processes separately from
their outcc:mc::; o:?:" that the ou~:comes which are most directly codified in language are p=edominantly those which are intelligible
as being sc~~thing that i3 wanted or positively ~wanted either
in itself o= by virtue of what it leads to (cf Anscombe 1957).
Sine.-""- language is co:-:-:non, it is the means and ends repertoire of
t.he social group (,-: i th

~

substantial temporal depth) which is

codified in the langu~ge they speak.

And this adds to our under-

standing of how it comes about that language codifies non-verbal
social practices in such a way that the two a~e inseparable:

those

practices a::c not merely customs-·U··. ,:;y are the organized system
of obj~ctive, observable proces!:les which link means and euds and
wants.

And if we

~e~

th.:it the infinite set of possible processes

~hich corrcspo~ds to a given describable outcome cannot be explicitly de~cribed ar.d therefore must be represented by something
like

;i

" c - ~ ., . . ·:~•

11

,.:•:;:-- ,... 2pt, we also ~ee why it is specifically

"want", "1~·.:. :::·· .· ", and "know how" concept types that give to the
"overt att!'".:npts" the significance of intentional action.

23cf

Thus, there is one thing which we all know how to do as well
as we know anything at all:
way ,-,hich:

That is to talk about behavior in a

(1) conforms to the logical structure (the "grammar")

of the Person concept, (2) refers to things which are the outcom~s
of ob~~rvable processes and (3) does refer also to the processes
which are involved, but not by saying anything in addition to the
reference to outcomes.

The first of these is the conclusion dra\':n

in (A), above, supported by the entire discussion of the Person
concept.

The second and third can be independently established

from any armchair by thinking up instances-the purpose of the preceding discussion was primarily to emphasize that no one is immunG
to this phenomenon and that it is so much "bred in the bone" that
no deliberation or decision is involved, and no sophisticaticn
beyond the bare ability to speak a language.
Under these conditions, it would be extremely surprising if
w~ could~ get away with:

(a) Using the ordinary language

"ontco::ne" terminology as before, but taking it now to refer to the
observable process, the overt behavior which we now set ourselves
the task of "explaining", (b) making up a set of nonsense syllables or theoretical terms, and using them in accordance with the
logical structure of the Person concept, since using words that
way is what we know so well how to do without thinking, (c)
taking these terms to be referring to psychological "processes"
after the manner in which our ordinary discourse refers to obser... able processes, this being what we know so well how to do,
without thinking, (d) 'discovering' that our talk about psycho.2Jl

logical processes correlates with our talk about overt behavior
(after having distorted the behavior 'units' sufficiently, in our
attempts to be "objective" and "precise", so that the correspondence is not great enough to make us suspicious), so that (e) if
we · take our nonsense syllables to be referring to underlying processes we can take our observable behavior to be the outcomes of
those processes,

(just as the motion of a body can be

seen as

the outcome of internal physical processes), in which case we have
"explained behavior" or (f) we can complete the full circle and
take our ordinary language descriptions once more to refer to
outcomes, except that now they are the outcomes of the "underlying" processes, and (g) we have achieved a 'scientific', 'authoratative', empirically confirmed account of behavior and of person
concepts.
To proceed in this general fashion is one of the things
a psychologist knows how to do.
The positive force of these conclusions may be read back into
the discussion of Part IV, where the ?erson concept is described
as a natural starting point for further creative-eonceptualempirical efforts.

It provides the necessary descriptive basis

for such efforts.
The negative force of the evidence is the clear suggestion
(1) that a central theme of psychological research methodology
has been in effect, the avowal that Persons are not Persons unless it can be empirically demonstrated that they are,

(2) that

this has been an empty gesture, like designating that mountain as
a pawn, because the avowal is not one which we know how to
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implement (we do not have other, rea~ descriptions of persons
that would provide the means for asking the questions, and we do
not have other practices that would provide the means for settling
the questions), although (3) because that gesture was not obvious!
a lunatic procedure (especially in the absence of an adequate
account of either persons or language), it has required rather extensive observation to make a convincing case for saying that we
have not succeeded in treating outselves or other Persons in the
ways we have described.
Here, too, is a familiar perplexity and imminent dismay.
is the problem of counter-transference in psychotherapy.

It

"How

do I know that what I claim to be merely observing is not something that is arbitrarily predetermined by my ways of thinking?"
(This is different from the related question of whether I have pro
duced the behavior that I claim to be merely observing.
1964.)

Cf Martin

The significance of this question will be derived from

what I know (and in the longer run, by what I know how to discover) about my ways of thinking, and this includes my appreciatio:
of what difference it makes to see things one way rather than
another.

Which is to say, among other things, that the questions

cannot do service for a destructive skepticism,

If "How do I

know • • • " is not answerable in terms of current practices, in
terms of what I and others know how to do, then I have not succeeded in raising a question by uttering these words.

I have not

succeeded in expressing a doubt, but perhaps, anyway, I have given
myself a caution, or a reminder, or suggested a direction.
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And

then perhaps, I understand differently what it is I am doing, and
so perhaps I do differently also.

And what is the case in

psychotherapy holds for psychological research as well.

We need

not be convinced, or have the proof in hand, of doing poorly in
order to have sufficient reason for doing differently.

We are

not always properly in doubt, but that is not the same as
standing pat.
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Appendix A
Psychological Oeacrjption
and Philosophic~! Theory
(1)

The Issue of "Dodging
the Real Issues" •••.•••••••••• A-8

(2)

Truth, Assumptions and
Philosophical Theory •••••••••• A-2)

Appendix A.

Psychological Description and Philosophical Theory

One of the greatest difficulties associated with presenting the descriptive account of psychological subject matter
is that it is too often mistaken for a philosophical essay
both by psychologists and by philosophers whose primary competence lies outside of psychological philosophy or whose theoretical convictions are of a positivistic sort (in a word,
all but a handful of American philosophers).

To see the

present essay as an attempt at philosophical analysis is only
one form of this error.

Sometimes, for example, the descriptive

account is taken to be the application of philosophical arguments to the subject matter of psychology.

That there is

something to be said for each of these conclusions seems hardly
sufficient ground for so crude an error.
The formulation of the concept of a Person is psychological
in its instigation, in its inception, and in its main concern.
The instigation was a very practical one.

It was the classic

problem of how to teach students something about the interpretation of diagnostic instrwnents, case histories, and psychological theories, and about the conduct of psychotherapy and
laboratory and field experimentation,without requiring that
they give up their own conceptual and theoretical preferences
in favor of those of an instructor (hence the descriptive
focus).

A related goal was to accomplish this within a con-

ceptually coherent, intellectually satisfying, and substanA-1

tively adequate framework, which is something that our current
semantically oriented methodology and underlying-process
theories do not, in any case, supply.

Thus, the remarks on

topics such as observation, inference, direct experience,
feelings, explanations, etc. which are made in the course of
the descriptive account are made with the intention of delineating verbal moves and inculcating verbal skills which are
actually usable in a field of endeavor in which there is a
very significant distinction to be drawn between mere talk
and effective performance.

This concern is reflected in the

pragmatic, or participant, focus which characterizes the
descriptive account, in contrast to the usual semantic, or mere
observer, focus of current psychological methodology.

The

focus is on the observing participant, not on the "participant
observer".
With this focus go several other characteristic features:
(a) Giving up the posture of omniscience which is involved
in semantic theory and relying instead on reference to whatever
knowledge (belief, information) the behaving person has available at a given time.

It is the latter, and not a guess at,

or the ideal of, or the assumption of some Truth, which is
required as a condition for behaving.
(b) Giving primary attention to the effective use of language
rather than to the etiquette of talking about the use of language •
.It would be informative to say that the descriptive account
A-2

is deliberately an "object language" account, so chosen in
order to take advantage of the reality constraints which operate on the connections between what is verbal and what is not
verbal.

It would be incorrect to say this, however, since

the treatment of language bypasses the technical Semantic
distinction between object language and metalanguage.

Instead,

an attempt is made to give an adequate account of the reflexivity of language and of psychological description by using
natural language in its normally reflexive character (see below).
(c) Giving a considerable emphasis to the contribution of
action (rather than merely observation) to knowledge.

This

involves making and using the distinction between knowing
and knowing how (cf Ryle, 1949) and also what amounts to the
old distinction between practical and theoretical knowledge
(being aware of X vs being aware that P).
(d) The participant and reflexive emphasis of the descriptive
account are reflected in the crucial feature of taking as one
of the basic ingredients in the phenomenon to be accounted
for the fact of individuals who need, and attempt, and succeed
in giving explanations, including, importantly, explanations
of the activities of similar other individuals.
account is indispensibly a social one.

Thus, the

This procedure is to

be contrasted with taking as basic either the content of
particular explanations (including, for example, philosophical
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explanations) or the types of individuals which figure in such
explanations (e.g. physical particles, neurones, genes, etc.).
The alternative chosen here has the advantage (as it is taken
to be) of reducing our tendency to reify our explanations,
for example our tendency to go from the unexciting linguistic
necessity involved in using a causal descriptive system to the
supposed Real Necessity of every event having a cause, and
thence to the further conclusion that any non-causal explanation
is somehow incomplete or less than basic.
(e) In brief, the descriptive account is neither nominalism,
naive realism, skepticism, linguistic analysis, nor a return
to the pragmatic theory of truth.

Rather, it is responsive

simultaneously to considerations which separately would incline
us in one or another of these several directions.
It would be crass ingratitude not to acknowledge a major
debt to those philosophers without whose previous work it
is unlikely that the present effort would have been a practical
undertaking.

The initial formulation of the concept of a

Person in substantially its present form was made in 1964,
stimulated primarily by the writings of Wittgenstein (1953),
Ryle (1949), Anscombe (1957), Strawson (1958), Gosling (1962),
and Carnap (1958).

Since that time a considerable amount of

confirmatory evidence pointing to a substantial communality
of thought has been uncovered in the form of similar conclusions
or arguments advanced by other writers.
A-4

Notable among these

parallels are papers by Darnbrough (1961, 1965), Rhees (1954),
and Griffiths and Peters (1961).

The present claim to giving

a descriptive account is supported in significant measure by
the compatibility of the present account with a variety of
more detailed examinations of "mental" concepts provided by
these and other contributors to the literature of analytic
philosophy.
Nevertheless, the requirements for a descriptive psychology
are different from those for philosophical analysis, and the
difference is evident and substantial.
here of a "difference in degree".

There is no question

They are simply and cate-

gorically two different social enterprises.

The former requires

scope and coherent articulation, whereas the latter requires
a great deal of differentiation and specific detail.

Con-

sequently, the present descriptive account exceeds the psychological scope of any of the philosophical analyses of mental
concepts, and its doing so is an empirical condition for its
adequacy (NB the discussion in Appendix B).
The descriptive account provides a number of results which,
at the present writing, would be new to the philosophical literature.

For example, Peters (1958) argues that the "rule-

following model" is the normal form of explanation of behavior,
and is normally the correct form.

Mischel 0.963 ; 1964) argues

that psychologists do use this model and that it's all right
to do so.

But neither of these wri~ers nor anyone else has
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presented anything that could be called "the rule-following
model".

As a state of the art formulation, the concept of a

Person presented in the descriptive account is "the rulefollowing model".
Making the "rule-following model" explicit involves a
formulation of intentional action which is itself appreciably
novel and has at least two results which might be of some
philosophical interest.

First, it provides what may eventually

be considered to be a satisfactory resolution (or part of one)
of the current "issue" as to whether actions can be caused.
Second, it provides the logical structure for clarifying the
disparate-yet-related uses of "emotion" terminology.

For

example, it shows that "He did it because he was afraid of
P" (or any analogous reference to other feelings) is straightforwardly an intentional action description.

And it reconciles

Kenny's (1963) and others' claim that emotions have objects
with Gosling"s (1965) claim that they need not have objects
{in an intentional action description, the feeling has an
object; in an emotional state description the feeling need
not have an object).
If such results are indeed of philosophical interest, that
will not be trivial.

That will, however, be incidental to

the task and the fact of constructing a descriptive account
for Psychology.

The "arguments" which appear in this account_

are not philosophical arguments "applied" to a psychological
A-7

problem if by that is meant something like applying a rule
of arithmetic or a table of integrals to a bridge-building
problem.

The use of these arguments is more like the use of

old paving bricks in the construction of a new oven-they
are part of a different enterprise where the standards for
suitability and for effective performance are different enough
so that it is not a cru~ial issue where they came from or how
well they did there.

Even this analogy is misleading, however,

in that it suggests that philosophical theses are "the real
substance" of the Person concept in the way that the bricks are
"the real substance" of the oven.

Whereas the Person concept

is a more extensive and coherent conceptualization which
provides a place for a variety of heretofore disparate philosophical analyses and thereby gives them a significance and
intelligibility which they did not previously have.
The following examples may help to clarify further the
difference between

descriptive psychology and philosophical

analysis in regard to standards and methods, corresponding to
differences in interest and attitude appropriate to the two
disciplines:
(1)

The Issue of "Dodging the Real Issues"
The interests of philosophers, and the fashions and pres-

sures of the philosophical community, will determine that at
a given time certai'n "questions" are accepted as prima facie
topics for investigation.

They will also determine to a larg~
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extent how each topic is handled.

Issues are defined more

and more explicitly, and any writer who adopts a position on
such a question without answering or acknowledging the current
opposing positions will himself be in a dubious position.
He will be described as arbitrary and professionally irresponsible.

A special case is that in which he fails to observe

distinctions which have been made and accepted in the course of
the communal enterprise of formulating and pursuing the question
at issue.

Here he will be convicted of vague and loose form-

ulations, and he will be said to have "dodged the real issues".
Given his characteristically philosophical concerns,
a philosopher might find much to object to in the formulation
of the concept of a Person.

To be sure, some objections would

be misdirected from a failure to distinguish between dealing
with an issue and merely talking about it.

For example, someone

who knew that there was a current controversy about causes of
actions but had no substantive mastery of the issue might suppose,
because that controversy was not explicitly discussed in the
formulation of the concept of intentional action, that here
was a case of taking an arbitrary position and "dodging the
real issues".

It is a commentary on our preoccupation with

a semantic verbal technology at the expense of a concern for
subject matter that dealing directly with a problem rather than
merely talking about dealing with it comes to be seen as
avoiding the real issues.

An error of this magnitude would
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seriously prejudice the possibility of understanding either
the letter or the spirit of a practical account in which the
giving of an actual resolution is a significant achievement,
even if it has some drawbacks, whereas the prescription of
a hypothetical resolution has no value whatever.
Nevertheless, a good deal of effort has gone into being
quite noncommital at a number of points where a philosophical
issue (or some other kind) might be discerned.

Such locutions

as "whatever difference it makes", "criteria of frequency and
appropriateness", "the part it plays in a person's life",
"do justice to ••• ", "codify", and even the basic terminology of
"wants", "has a reason", "is aware of", "knows", and "knows
how" are expressions of this concern.

The irritation and

impatience that a practitioner or a devotee of philosophical
analysis is likely to experience thereat will also be a measure
of the degree to which commitment on certain "issues" has been
successfully avoid~d.
It would help here to distinguish two different sorts of
"looseness" or, conversely, "tightness".

The formulation

of the Person concept is "loose" in that many specific details
are left unexamined, and so many alternative possibilities
for elaboration are left open.

It is "tight", however, in

that there are no apparent loose ends of a kind that would
affect the overall structure (see below).

The interconnections

among the concepts which are implicated do not depend on the
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details which are left unexamined.

Nothing would be lost if

the concepts involved in the descriptive account were all
completely unanalyzable.

Devotees of analysis are inclined

to forget that "general" terrninology _such as is illustrated
above has a use, and it need not be merely a surrogate for
a more specific terminology, but may be more informative and
intelligible than more specific terminology.

That analysis has

come to be the preferred treatment for linguistic pathology
provides no strong basis for supposing that going through the
same motions for an entire language would have any particular
merit.
Is this terminological policy a case of "dodging the real
issues" by resorting to "loose" formulations?

The answer,

for the descriptive psychologist, is "Nonsense!".

To manage

a complex presentation requires rigor and precision in saying
what has to be said,

~ ~

and no less.

"Rigor", "precision",

and "careful" are honorific terms in the scholarly lexicon.
But none of them implies going into as much detail as possible.
Equally clearly, it is no part of a responsible descriptive
account to try to settle academic controversies, though something
of that sort might go along with a descriptive account.
The real descriptive task is to do justice to what we now
take to be the case, including the fact of controversy, without
merely taking _sides, but also (and this is crucial) without
taking it for granted that there is a solution or answer to
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be had.

(If a philosopher is working on an "unsolved problem"

or "controversial issue" does it then follow that neither
he nor we can know or say what he is doing until he solves
the problem or until the issue is settled?
solves it, was he doing nothing?
be linguistic pathology.)

And if he never

To take any such tack would

It is the mark of sucess in a des-

criptive account to avoid commitment on "questions" to which
we neither have nor need the answers.

(But we may leave

a place for such answers if they are later to be had.)

Possibly

a separate discussion of the "issue" of causes of actions will
illustrate how it was possible to "do justice to the facts"
of a controversial question without taking sides and without
;:uentioning the controversy explicitly in the prior exposition
of the concept of a. Person.

To burden -a psychological account

of actions with the shop talk and extraneous concerns of philosophers
•~c ::J.cl be to do no service to either philosophers or psychologists.

Thus, with respect to those "issues" which are avoided in
the descriptive account, there is a clear and straightforward
position to be taken:

Since we have not the answers to those

"questions", it is quite clear that having those answers
is not an essential part, and never has been any part~ all,
of the way human lives are lived.

A description of the latter,

which is simply a description of persons and human behavior,
hence a description of psychological subject matter,~
therefore refuse any commitment on such an "issue" unless
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in addition to the descriptive account a resolution is being
offered.

Arguing and developing controversial issues is

just one of the many things that persons do, just as they also
play baseball, have babies, or invest in stocks and bonds.
Since the descriptive account gives a schematization of the
totality of human activities, it would be inappropriate to
try to catalogue them in such detail as to include the professional concerns of philosophers, brokers, actors, and others.
A different sort of claim is this:

Some of those "issues"

which are ignored really are basic, and until we deal with them
successfully, no adequate descriptive account of persons and
human behavior can be given.

(The question of causes of

actions might be a candidate here.)

And here, different

responses are appropriate:
(a) If the claim is that having that answer is logically
necessary for the success of the descriptive account, then
the claimant has already demonstrated his disagreement with
the choice of subject matter delimited by the descriptive
account.

But si~ce he has made it a matter of logical necessity,

he is in the position of having taken an arbitrary stand on
what is now a controversial issue, hence he "is dodging the
real issue" and so we might do well to suspect his judgment.
(b) If the objection is not, in effect, a disguised stipulative
definition, then the claim that the descriptive account will
fail may be settled by waiting to see if in fact it does fail.
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If it does fail, that may not be for the reason proposed,
but at any rate some change is called for, and here is a
candidate.

If the descriptive account does not fail, then

the claim was not correct.

The appraisal of success or failure

must not hinge specifically on whether an answer to the purportedly crucial question was provided, for that would be the
aame case as (a), above.

Thus, the mere claim that some of

those bypassed issues are unavoidable and basic requires no
present qualification of a descriptive account which embodies
the decision to ignore those "issues".

(c) The possibility

is not ruled out that convincing reasons might be provided
for appraising the descriptive account as defective, and
that would call for a change.

For example, we might conclude

that it allows for undesirable exceptions or extensions, or
that it fails to cover distinct phenomena coverage of which
is jndispensible, or that it exhibits serious ambiguities
which are not merely absence of detail, etc.

It would be

plainly incredible if an initial construction of the scope
and difficulty of the description of persons and human behavior
contained no mistakes and was as complete as it ought to be.
Nevertheless, it cannot be too firmly stated that!!£
apology for ignoring philosophical issues is in order and
none is being offerred.

In one sense, this is simply because

"questions" such as "Can actions be caused?", · "Can 'mental'
concepts be analyzed into some other kind?", and "What are

the varieties of reductionism?" are as irrelevant for Descriptive
Psychology as they are for Physics, Aesthetics, and Economics.
And the problems of philosophy are no more significant for
Descriptive Psychology than are the problems of Physics,
Aesthetics, and Economics.

If the denial that the problems

and methods of philosophy have any special significance for
Descriptive Psychology appears to be overemphatic, that appearance will be correct.

It is overemphatic, for there is

nothing, really, to deny.

It is not that the connection is

at all plausible, but merely that it has been made by more
readers than can comfortably be attributed to "chance", and
so the present effort is an attempt to do justice to this
fact in a way which goes beyond the simple observation that
such an error indicates a lack of understanding of the Person
concept, of the pragmatic frame of reference, of the substantive
philosophical issues which are purportedly carried over, or
all of these.
If the formulation of the Person concept were treated
as philosophy, and if that were done with understanding, that
might be a way of generating some further "issues" relating
to the making of assumptions.

For example, it may be said

that philosophers who have analyzed mental concepts such as
"fear", "direct experience", "interest", "attitude", "emotion",
etc. have succeeded in doing so only because they have left
implicit, hence "assumed" the concept of a Person, without
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which none of these subsidiary concepts is intelligible.
Because we all have mastered the use of the Person concept,
that omission has hardly been felt or noted in the literature,
but it would seem that it has only to be mentioned in order
to be acknowledged.

In this respect, the present account

represents a technical advance which makes good this omission.
It is therefore directly comparable to nothing which exists
in the philosophical literature, and whatever problems may
inhere in it, they cannot literally be the same problems
as those with which we are familiar in the tradition of philosophical analysis.

What is distinctive about the Person concept

formulation is not that it involves philosophical assumptions,
but quite the contrary-that it replaces by an explicit account
something which is universally assumed by both philosophical
analysts and their positivistic and phenomenological competitors.
So that one who understood the Person concept could only respond
with a certain sense of grotesquerie to the suggestion that
it involved assumptions in the sense of taking for granted
material which is discussed explicitly and held open to question
in the philosophical literature.
This is perhaps nowhere more evident than in connection
with the notion that the present formulation of intentional
action rests on assumptions as to whether actions can have
causes.

For how could any discussion of whether actions can

have causes not involve assumptions as to what an action is?
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Would we not find it ludicrous and somewhat repelling to find
mechanics arguing vehemently over whether an automobile could
be made by hand when all the time none of them could even begin
to say what an automobile~?

And if such a person told us

that what an automobile was was logically dependent on whether
one could be made by hand, what should we tell him?

Perhaps

that only one who already knew what an automobile was could
make such a statement with authority.

(Compare: (a) "What

a cube is depends on what color it is"; (b) "What a cube
is depends on how many sides it has".) To engage in the dispute
without claiming that authority would be simply egregious.
But to claim that authority without being able to say what
an automobile was would be to admit that that knowledge was
in the implicit form of something taken for granted-in a
word, an assumption.

And it is not a different case, nor

yet a more attractive sight, when it is wordmongers rather
than ironmongers who are parties to the disputation.

If we

compare "Can actions have causes?" with "Do Freud and Allport
provide alternative accounts of the same thing?" there is,
methodologically, little to choose from between them.
Because the Person concept is a concept, not a thesis,
it provides a refutation of certain theses about what science,
or psychology, or persons, or explanations must be like, not
by counterargument, but by counterexample.

A refutation of

the thesis that a work of art must be beautiful may be legit~A-17

mately attempted by presenting an item as being (a) a work
of art and (b) not beautiful.

Under these conditions a direct

judgment as to whether it is a work of art must be given, for
to use beauty as a criterion would be to beg the question.
(To introduce other criteria in this example would be an
irrelevant elaboration.) The major claim associated with the
present account is to have presented (a) a science (b) of
psychology, which consists of the construction of (c) explanations
of the (d) actions (e) of persons.

From this follows the

minor claim that any putatively definitive statements about
either science, psychology, persons, actions, or explanations
which are incompatible with the present account are ipso
facto false.
Because the Person concept is a counterexample, methodologically, with respect to certain claims about what psychology,
science, etc. must be, it has a substantive use as well as
the methodological use as a counterexample.

The substantive

use provides a simple and direct challenge to the putative
status of certain questions (Can actions be caused?
person concepts be replaced?
type of reduction to use here?

Can

Is replacement the appropriate
etc.) as genuine questions which

have to be directly answered i n ~ way on pain of giving
an incomplete account.

The challenge is not on the basis that

"I happen to know the Truth of the matter", nor even the
more democratic claim that "One person's opinion is just as
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good as another's".

Rather, the challenge is that these so-

called questions haven't yet been shown to have, and give
every present appearance of not having, and so, descriptively,
don't now have the characteristics which in less controversial
cases pretty clearly distinguish genuine questions from the
kind of thing a child does in mechanically countering every
parental response with another "Why? 11 and the kind of fumbling
that a parent is driven to when he tries to take the later
"Why's" seriously as questions.

These characteristics are,

briefly, (a) that we know what would be an answer, (b) that
we know how to get an answer, and (c) that it makes a difference
which answer we arrive at.
In the present formulation, a "question" which lacks
these characteristics fails to achieve the pragmatic status
of a question, irrespective of it's syntactic status.

To say

this, however, is not to offer a modern pragmatic equivalent
to the old positivistic ritual:
Off with its head!"

"Unverifiable? Meaningless!

It is not to dismiss something summarily

as unimportant or pernicious.

On the contrary, it may be very

important to a practitionerof philosophy (or psychology,
economics, etc.) that a locution is a non-question at the
time it is considered, even though it has all the earmarks
of a question.

That will then qualify as a problem even

though the locution does not qualify as a question, and so
it is something to be worked 2!!_, even though it cannot be
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answered.

In turn, this formulation is connected with the

positive further view (presented briefly in Part III and IV)
of scientific (and philosophical) activity as primarily a
matter of creating or inventing social behaviors rather than
of uncovering hidden, pre-existing truths.

(That is, this

is what'the discovery of pre-existing truths' amounts to.)
The psychologist who tells us that he is investigating the
neural correlates of certain "raw feels" or the "neurological
mechanisms underlying behavior", and the philosopher who tells
us that he is investigating the question of whether actions
can be caused are both in a peculiar (though familiar) sort
of position.

Their position is essentially that of a producer

who is offering stock in a play which has yet to be written
and may never be written, much less acted, even though he can
"already" tell us the plot.

Such a person is not in the posi-

tion of the ticket seller who invites us to attend an existing
set of performances.

In general, then, if we do not yet have

those social practices which have not yet been invented, we
are not now lacking them, because there is not now anything
of the sort to be lacked.

And so a descriptive account which

fails to mention anything of the sort is not missing anything,
either.

Not now, not yet, and perhaps not ever.
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(2) Truth, Assumptions, and Philosophical Theory
A major variation on the theme of failing to deal with
issues is this:

that the descriptive account is built upon

unexamined assumptions which are themselves sufficiently
controversial or dubious to vitiate the value and interest
of the "superstructure".

This is also a variation on the

theme that in the descriptive account philosophical arguments
are being "applied", so that the validity of the results
depends on the initial validity of the arguments as philosophical arguments.

Some candidates for "unexamined assump-

tions" in the descriptive account might be (a) that person
descriptions cannot be reduced to other forms of description,
(b) that there is only one sort of reduction, and (again)
(c) that actions cannot be caused.
Now, perhaps the following claim could not really be
defended in every respect ad infinitum, but there is no doubt
that the place to begin is to say flatly that the concept
of a person involves~ assumptions.

On the contrary, every-

thing is out in the open, schematically, if not in detail.
A concept cannot easily be presented other than by
means of declarative sentences, and when it is as complex
as the concept of a person there are bound to be a substantial
number of declarative sentences side by side.

To a reader

who is accustomed to the Beaux Arts style of academic prose
and insensitive to regional and personal preferences for
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more forthright forms of discourse, this is likely to give
the impression of rashness, high-handedness, intolerance,
or arrogance, particularly in connection with statements
about the non-empirical character of what is being presented.
No doubt such a difficulty would arise primarily for
a reader who thought that there was -:'.ny issue here at all.
For exemple, someone who had misunderstood the kind of effort involved in the descriptive account might fail to see
that the concept of a Person is just that-a concept, not
a thesis, and then he might also fail to keep in mind that
for concepts no question of "true" or "false" can arise
at all, since they are not statements.

And because they

are not statements, neither can they be derived from any
premises, a forteriori, not from unmentioned premises which
could qualify as "assumptions".

Nor can they be asserted,

and so neither can they be asserted rashly, highhandedly,
arrogantly, or dogmatically.

Concepts are unquestionable

because as non-statements, it is part of their business
to be that way.

If they were not unquestionable and imper-

vious to evidence, they could not play the part that they
do in the asking of quest.ions and the gathering of evidence.
And so, if a concept is presented in declarative sentences
in which this is affirmed and that is rejected in no uncertain terms, that will, in the present account, be generally
in the service of delineation rather than an impossible
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and quite irrelevant claim to Truth.

(Compare:

It is

well known, and codified in Carnap's Lambda notation and
Quine's " ••• x ••.

11

notation that the locution "F(X)" may

be used as a vehicle for referring to
X such that F(X).

that property of

A parallel, but less familiar use of

"F(X)" is to call attention to, or present the concept of,
an X such that F(X).

In neither case is the locution "F(X)"

appropriately treated as the statement that F(X) or anything
else, hence there is no question of truth here.)

That this

should be so ought, it would seem, to be clear from the
presentation itself, for here, consistently, reference is
made, not to the truth of statements, but to the use of
a concept, i.e. the concept of a Person.

Moreover, a simple

summary of the concept is provided several times, so that
there should be no question as to what concept is invalved
("the concept of a Person is the concept of an individual
whose history is a history of intentional action elaborated
into the format of PII").

However, it is an occupational

hazard for philosophers and psychologists (if not scientists
generally) that they are likely to develop methodological
reflexes which lead them to respond unthinkingly to any
declarative sentence with the explicit or implicit equivalent
of "Prove it!"

Such an attitude has kept a number of readers

from ever getting beyond the shocking fact that certain
declarative sentences in the descriptive account~ not
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shown to b e ~ statements.
how d' you do.

Here, indeed, is a pretty

could one ever effectively question the con-

tribution of Truth to behavior and to our understanding of
behavior if the first and decisive test that had to be passed
by such an attempt were that it should consist of putatively
true statements?

But anyone on whom that technical Semantic

concept exercises such a fascination would be well advised
to reflect on the fact that the assumption that an adequate
account of behavior must be given in putatively true statements is an ~ssumption which not merely has never been shown
to be true, but is one for which we have no evidence whatever
(what would be evidence here?).
One approach to the problem (a pragmatic approach which
is embodied in the descriptive account) would be to treat that
implicit semantic test with the open contempt that it deserved
and then hope that the point would get across before the
lynching was fairly under way.

The point, that is, that no-

thing is missing from the basic account of behavior when the
contribution of Truth is l~ft out.

(Compare:

Arithmetic is

not. "true", nor yot "false", but w e ~ it effectively, and
it codifies what we do.)

Only then, and at some danger

of negating prior understanding by appearing to ~enege,
could one hope to communicate

any~hing useful by adding

"And in every way, so far, it appears that the individuals
we normally accept as persons are exemplars of the concept
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of a Person".

For that is to say that "we", not primarily

"they", are Persons, and the saying is both a reminder and
an invitation to increased participation, not a resurgent
claim to Truth.

(Presently in preparation is a more detailed

examination of the apparent possibility that reference to
acting on the belief that "F(X)" is true is literally replaceable, in the strong, pragmatic sense described in Part I,
by reference to rule-following and the use of concepts.)
Here agait1, the difference between analytic philosophy
and Descriptive Psychology is crucial.

In analysis, a pos-

itive statement is either (a) something taken for granted,
(b) directly an invitation to agreement, or (c) backed up
by a delimitation of alternatives and the elimination of the
alternatives.

Since the appeal is to established usage,

the material required for eliminating alternatives is presumably always available,though it may require considerable reworking, and so the task is by no means easy.

In contrast,

in the construction of a descriptive account of psychological
subject matter, the criterion for selecting statements is
simply whether they can function as parts of such an account.
(Compare:

The criterion for selecting automobile parts from

an extensive assortment of parts is whether the part in question
can serve as a part of a functioning automobile composed
of other parts selected on the same basis.)

Consequently,

the elimination of apparent alternatives in the way it is
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accomplished in philosophical analysis is not a necessary
requirement for the descriptive account, though it would
provide a sufficient condition if it could be accomplished.
(These two carburetors might be equally good, considered
merely as carburetors, but perhaps only one of them goes
with other available parts to make a functioning automobile.
And if one were apparently defective, that would settle the
question of which one to try first.)
In brief, the sentences in the descriptive account
to which a critical reader might propose "unexamined" alternatives and from which he might thereby conclude that some
assumptions had been made, are not accompanied by any prior,
independent truth claims.

Pragmatic stage directions for their

use would be not be "'P' is true", but rather "Here is an
ingredient, a component, which has such and such a part to
play."

To present such considerations is to present reasons

for choosing one component as against alternatives.

To

present such reasons is to indicate that the selection was
not made, e.g. by flipping coins, counting votes, or consulting authorities (not even philosophical authorities).
Since having reasons, giving reasons, and asking for
them is an integral part of the concept of a Person, the
foregoing pragmatic account of the presentation of that
concept in the present effort is subsumable under the content
of what is said in that presentation, and this is part of .
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saying that "everything is out in the open".

That this

should be so is, in turn, part of the linguistic aspect of the
concept of a person.
To complicate matters somewhat, the arguments presented
for certain statements become part of the implications of
selecting those statements, so that following the argument
is at the same time practicing the application of the descriptive account.

For example, if the inferential account of

observation is rejected as leading to an infinite regress
and a confusion of causes with achievements or reasons, to
follow that argument is also to appreciate what is being
•
built into the descriptive account and therefore it is to know
better how the descriptive account can be used.

This is

quite the opposite from~ situation in which the concept of
a person was somehow a result of such arguments.

(Compare:

Carburetors are what they are for us because we already
know about internal combustion engines and the part that
a carburetor would play in such an engine if it had a carburetor; ·we do not construct the concept of an engine out
concepts such as the concept of a carburetor in the way that
we construct engines out of parts such as carburetors or the
way we construct a description of an engine out of descriptions of parts such as carburetors.

But we may come to

know about motors by first being shown or told how a carburetor works, and then how a~ •• ; the pragmatic distinction
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between the illustrative and the deductive use of language runs
parallel to the distincticn between observation and inference
as the basis for behavior.)

When the concept of a person is

finally given, it is such that a person who used that concept
and knew what he was doing thereby could construct such arguments according to the demands of particular situations.

It

is the arguments which "follow" from the Person concept, not
vice versa, and they "follow", not as deductive consequences
or as conclusions

of any kind, but rather, as being~

restricted exercises of the same skill (cf Appendix B).

The

discussions of experimentation, theorizing, and explain~ng
subsequent to the initial presentation of the Person concept
provide further illustrations of the use of the concept.

Some

number of illustrations is all that can be given, for there is
not a definite list of uses of the concept, because there is
no end to the uses of the concept, and to help clarify how
and why this is so is one of the uses of the concept of a Person.
Still, it might be said, claiming the complete absence
of assumptions must somehow be a something-for-nothing proposition, the conceptual equivalent of a perpetual motion machine.
Perhaps in the long run, this is so, if only to the extent that
we might always be able to talk about assumptions, even though
such talk was quite superfluous.

But the claim need not be

taken absolutely in order to be taken seriously.

The point of

making the claim is primarily to call attention to the basic
difference .between rule-following and truth-seeking (which is
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a very special case of the former), and between following a
methodological policy and making substantive assumptions.
To give a descriptive account of a phenomenon involves
being as conservative as possible in what we say, given the
task at hand.

It is to eschew interpretation, elaboration, and

explanation as much as we can, given the task at hand.

(I

might answer the question "What object is that?" by saying
what color it was.

That might be more conservative, e.g., if

it was the judgment that could be made with the greatest confidence or justification.

But it would also be to evade the

task of saying what object it was.

If we do not use the task

as a standard, it is always more conservative to say nothing.
Note, however, that it is sometimes more conservative to assert
than to doubt, e.g., when we are "reading off the features" pf
what we observe.) To eschew interpretation, elaboration, and
explanation as much as possible, given the task at hand is,
clearly, to follow a methodological policy.

The most instructivE

locution here would be a maxim or slogan, not a purported
statement of fact (but it might well be put in a declarative
sentence).

Hence any talk about assumptions here is simply

superfluous and misdirected.

There is not even the assumption

that there is some point to following that policy.

Instead,

following that policy is part of following the more general
policy of doing what there is apparently the greatest point in
doing, and when we fail, it is the result of inability, not
the consequence of assumptions (except, again, as a very
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special case of the fozmer).
To be sure, persons might differ'. in their judgments as
to what constituted being as conservative as possible in a
particular circumstance, and two people might give different
descriptions of "the same"thing.

But that would be an excellent

basis for supposing that they did not have the same concept,
and, as indicated previously, a primary value of descriptive
efforts is precisely to bring such differences out into the open
where they can be negotiated or allowed for.
Following a policy of methodological conservatism involves
the refusal to take sides on controversial issues (in part
because that would be to assume that there was an answer, and
that would be less than conservative-it would be extremely
rash, unless, of course, one could present such an answer).
In addition, however, it provides the basis for selections
which may appear arbitrary in other respects and hence may give
the appearance of taking sides.
For exarnple 7 the fact that person descriptions have not
been shown to be replaceable by other types of locution is
sufficient basis, given this policy, to formulate the concept
of a person as an independent,
system.

or distinctive, descriptive

For a casual reader or a Truth-oriented reader, this

might well appear to be a case of taking sides in favor of
the "no reduction" viewpoint.
here.

But there is really no alternativ,

To have done otherwise would be to have succeeded already

in doing what no one could reasonably expect to be accomplished
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within the next millenium and what many would say was clearly
logically impossible.

It is one thing to say "Maybe person

descriptions could be replaced; after all, it hasn't been
proved, and could never be proved that it can't be done."

It

is quite another thing to use this so-called possibility in
giving a description of persons.

Should we, by virtue of this

possibility', describe persons as being possibly something other
than persons?

Ridiculous!

Talk is cheap, but when it comes

to paying off on verbal claims, here, as elsewhere, we face
the reality constraints, not of what is True, but of what
we know and know how to do.

We do not know how to describe

persons adequately except in person descriptive terms, and it
is a discouraging task even then, and anyone who might claim
otherwise will be called upon t o ~ it, not merely say so.
Conversely, if it were shown tomorrow that the concept of a
person is reducible to other sorts of concepts, would the descriptive account presented below thereby be invalidated?
at all.

Not

What would be different is that we would have a new

way of saying the same thing, and perhaps we could say more in
addition, though that is already extremely speculative.

If we

had not already achieved an acceptable descriptive account, it
is difficult to see how any claim to successful reduction could
be very compelling, for there would seem to be the same difficulty then in showing that there couldn't be a non-reducible
person description as there is now in showing that there cannot be a reduction of person descriptions.
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As in the case of giving reasons, the policy-following
pragmatic account of the presentation of the person concept is
subsumable under the content of what is said in that presentation, so that everything is still out in the open.

That is,

a reader who understood the presentation, for example, by
having read it as plain English rather than as philosophy,
would be able to say that policy-following rather than truthseeking was what had gone into the writing of it, and he would
understand why, independently of the purely formal consideration
that concepts cannot be true or false.
It should be mentioned, however, that more effort than
may appear evident has been devoted to doing justice to the
facts which incline us to talk about truth-seeking and assumptio
making. Briefly, this is accomplished by distinguishing between knowing (or believing) on the one hand, and demonstrating,
proving, or justifying truth-appraisals on the other hand.

The

former is an essential component of the concept of intentional
action (rule-following) but not logically independent of it,
whereas the latter consists of a series of standard-governed
intentional actions and is thus a derivative concept.

This

formulation enables us to see why, if we failed to make the
distinction and used "assumption" for both beliefs and truth
appraisals, we might well be drawn into arguments about actions
or rule-following or an account of either, involving "assumption
To see the distinction is to see why those arguments would be
fruitless and why the "question" would have no answer, for the
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only formal possibility of an answer would be "sometimes, and
in a way, yes, and sometimes, in a way, no", and that is no
answer.
This formulation is taken to be preferable to the current fashion in the empirical justification of truth-appraisals,
especially in the characterization of experimental science.
A major difficulty with the Truth appraisals is that the procedure is one which leaves us with the dilemma of an infinite
regress or an arbitrary stopping point.

We say, in effect,

that we will say that "P" is true if and only if it can be
shown to be true.
to:

For any item of evidence, "shown" amounts -

We perform an operation, R, for confirming "P'! we shall

also have to ask whether it is true that R has occurred.
"R has occurred" must itself be shown to be true.

Thus,

So there

must be a second class of operations, Q, for showing that R has
occurred.
Q

But then, when the question is raised about whether

has occurred ••• ad infinitum.

The regress is a vicious one

for a truth-seeker, for without those prior assurances, what
assurance could he possibly have about "P"?

Classically, we

stop the regress by saying "Well, you have to make some assumptions" (which helps to explain the common reaction that any
claim to making no assumptions at all must involve some sleightof-hand}.

We are well-trained in the etiquette of such situ-

ations, and so we stop-it does not.
further question "Is it -~
tions?

For it calls for the

that we have to make some assump-

And is it true that it is true etc., etc."
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Even if we add the usual assurance, "But of course,
any such assumption can itself be tested, by making still
other assumptions," the conceptual situation is still
that of the world resting on the shoulders of Atlas, who
stands upon the back of the elephant, who is supported
on the back of the tortoise swimming in the eternal sea.
Is it really any comfort to think that the characters
in this peculiar tableau might sometimes exchange roles?
Nor will it do to pin our faith on the objectivity supposedly guaranteed by "agreernent 11 -

11

If we (observers) agree

that operation R has occurred, why then "P" has been
confirmed, and that's the end of it".

For we shall have

to ask, is our agreeing itself merely a matter to be
settled by our agreeing that we agree (ad infinitum)?
Or does it have to be true that we agree (ad infinitum)?
Or do we have to assume that we agree (ad infinitum)?
That such a paradoxical state of affairs has not
prevented scientists from keeping to their appointed
rounds is not to say that it is a satisfactory state of
affairs or that we ought not to do away with it if we can
retain the substance without the paradox.

One major

difficulty with describing behavior as resulting from
making assumptions is that that way of talking suggests
that there are always real alternatives.

-

(An

assumption

is the assumption that this, rather than that, is the case.)

--
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The significance of having made an assumption is that there
is a truth test which (a) was not made, and (b) there
was some point in making, and (c) there was a real possibility of making, not merely a logical possibility.
If there was no point in making the test, there is no relevant point to be made by saying that that assumption was
made.

If, as may be the case for many of our beliefs, we

don't know how to make a truth test, then to talk about
assumptions is not only pointless but also misleading.
It misleads us into feeling dissatisfied at lacking something
(the Truth suggested by the verification locution) and
aspiring to its possession, when there is nothing lacking
and nothing to be possessed.

The pragmatic formulation

permits us to see and to say that nothing of that sort
is lacking and to give a different, unparadoxical account
(rule-following and "knowing how") of behavior generally,
and especially in those cases where talking about assumptions
is particularly embarrassing intellectually.
In general, then, the assembling of conceptual components for the purpose of giving a description of persons
and human behavior has involved something that could be
called borrowing from philosophers and others.

What is

borrowed, however, is concepts and reasons, not putative
Truths.

The components of the concept of a Person are

not deduced from one another, nor are they derived from
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some hidden "major premise" with the help of some equally
hidden minor premise.

There is no "foundation", and so

there is no "superstructure", either.

Instead, the account

proceeds on the basis of being maximally conservative in
regard to what is said, and when we have accounted for
what is said in this way we do not need to advert to other
grounds, e.g., "making assumptions", in order to have
an adequate account.

What is given in the descriptive

account is not an account of persons which requires that
the world first be of a certain kind (assumptions) in
order to make a special place for persons.

Rather, it

is an account of a world in which the concept of a person
has a place which hasn't been explained away !E_ advance.
(Such an account is taken to be more conservative than one
in which persons are explained away in advance by giving
explanatory priority to physical or physiological terminology.)

Hence it is an account simultaneously of persons,

actions, language, standards, learning, bodies, and concepts
in which each depends upon and contributes to the others.
It is therefore a "Copernican" or "relativistic" viewpoint
as against the monolithic, absolutistic, "Unity" viewpoint.

It is schematic partly because of the limitations

of any single author and partly because it is designed
to be used flexibly~ persons and refined and elaborated
through explicit use, as has begun to happen in those
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areas for which it was designed, i.e., clinical practice,
assessment, psychological research and conceptual formulations contributing to that research.

It is decidedly

not to be done up in fine print and hung up on the wall
to be admired.

It is formally completely autonomous but

it is conceptually and empirically linked to other sciences
and disciplines.

The formulation of the descriptive account

is designed to keep the reduction cum Unity game honest,
not to run it out of town.
There is one sense, illustrated briefly above, in
which the present concept of a person appears to be more
than merely garden variety assumption-free.

Ordinarily,

a self-contained descriptive system, e.g., a calculus,
is said to be assumption-free.

Yet a number of important

things are left unsaid within the system even when (in
the semantic terminology) a "model" for it is found.
What is left unsaid (hence "assumed") is why it should be
applicable sometimes and not at other times (it is the
methodologist, talking about "models" and "theories",
and "language", etc. who says that, and he says it whithin
a different linguistic system).

What is left unsaid is

that it is persons who must use the descriptive system if
it is to have the application that it has and make the
difference it makes, and that is leaving a great deal
unsaid and a great deal (the concept of a person) implicit,
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hence "assumed".

Likewise, the presentation of a philo-

sophical argument depends for its significance and intelligibility upon a nu.~ber of background circumstances,
including circumstances which involve persons in an essential
way (for example, the formulation of the "problem" which
philosophers currently accept), none of which are anything
but implicit and a .s sumed.
The foregoing should not be mistaken for a "sociology
of Knowledge" argument in which the validity of philosophical (or other) arguments and conclusions is challenged.
It is a much simpler notion that is involved, namely that
to describe the activities of philosophers, entomologists,
neurologists, etc. is not a philosophical, entomological,
or neurological task, hence there should be no presumption
whatever that an adequate performance in this task depends
in any way whatever on the philosophical (etc.) state
of the art in respect to generating questions or answers.
Such a task seems unquestionably a psychological task
and it is because the performance in such a task is one
of the activities which it is part of the task to describe
(and part of an adequate description is to do justice to
~ ) that reflexivity and recursiveness are both a central
problem in psychological methodology and a necessary feature
of an adequate substantive conceptualization of human
behavior.

This point may be put informally in the form
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of a criterion of adequacy for any general account of
behavior:

An adequate account cannot merely be an account

of a phenomenon under which the giving of the account can
be subsumed-it must codify its reflexivity by saying
or showing that that is so rather than leaving that feature
implicit and dependent upon the application of the account
~

persons.

The formulation of the concept of a Person

meets the requirement of bringing such features out into
the open, and accomplishing this without the use of any
auxiliary or ad hoc devices.

For example, that the ap-

plication of the descriptive system (the concept of a Person)
is fully intelligible only if it is an application~
a Person and to a Person (i.e., the paradigm case) is a
fact which is itself made intelligible by the concept
of a Person.

Likewise the conditions of its application

(guiding behavior) and the difference it makes (guiding
behavior) are formalized, however schematically, in the
concept itself.

What is being done in applying the concept

is also part of the concept. Etc. Etc. Etc.
Because of this completeness and coherence, it appears to
be extremely difficult, if not impossible, to criticize
the present formulation in any general way (as contrasted
to the specific ways mentioned above).

The most common

attempts at criticism (making assumptions, taking sides,
talking loosely, and dodging the "real issues") are based
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on assumptions which are not only explicitly and nonarbitrarily retjected, but are actively challenged.

It

is one thing to be unhappy about the present formulation
of the Person concept, since if accepted it would require
giving up some preconceptions.

To present a mere rejection

as legitimate methodological or substantive criticism,
however, would be to beg whatever question was at issue.
What this apparent invulnerability ought to suggest
to philosophers is that if they insist on assimilating the
Person concept formulation to the philosophical literature
(and both the Person concept and the empirical results
reported in Part III emphasize the impossibility of preventing them from doing so, no matter what the "primary"
subject matter was) they should begin by placing it in the
category of descriptive metaphysics and only thereafter
inquire about its relationship, if any, to philosophical
analyses.
It is curious, but perhaps not too surprising in the
light of our recent positivistic heritage, that philosophers
should need to be reminded that metaphysics is philosophy,
too, but apparently that is necessary.

And it is doubtful

whether any metaphysician has ever questioned that the concept of human being was a metaphysical concept.

Or that

the concept of a physical object was also, or the concept
of a concept ("universal").
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In respect to Strawson's 1958 essay, the present
concept of a Person appears to have a simple relation-it
offers a schematic representation of the totality of
P-predicates (or at least a good start in this) and a way
of relating P-predicates to M-predicates that goes at least
somewhat beyond saying that for persons, both are applicable.
However, the concept of a person is more closely related to Wittgenstein (1953) than to Strawson.

To those

whose understanding of the "Investigations" is a casual
one, it may well appear paradoxical that an account which
so clearly h a s ~ relationship to the Oxonian style
of analysis should emerge as a metaphysical conceptualization.
The best suggestion that can be made here is essentially
Wittgenstein's own:

"Don't say to yourself that i t ~

be so, but look." And also, reflect on such a statement
as "What has to be accepted, the given, is-so one could
say-forms of life".

Following such a suggestion might

enable one to see that there is no inconsistency here.
And of course, the question of consistency or inconsistency
would only be bothersome to someone who had already made
the prior error of supposing that the presentation of the
Person concept involved the application of (or the prior
philosophical validity of) certain philosophical arguments.
For a Truth-seeker, metaphysics is a matter of truthclaims so general that no acceptable pattern of justification
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for them exists (and so a frustrated Truth-seeker might
then call them ''meaningless").

For a scientist of this

sort, it becomes important to justify the claim that science
requires no metaphysical assumptions, and many believe that
this has been accomplished (cf Pap,1953 ).

For a rule-

follower, metaphysics is a matter of attitudes so general
that no pattern of justification exists.

But there is

no analogy here to the difficulty with unjustifiable truth
claims, and a philosophical analyst is not immune-his
activities may well express such an attitude.
Given this conclusion, the demonstration that scientific
activities do not require metaphysical assumptions is
seen to be peculiarly empty-as empty as the objective
procedure of settling a truth claim by flipping a coinbecause that was never the crucial issue.

The person concept

formulation makes it clear that no behavior requires any
particular ~.ssumptions, and so it is a trivial derivation
that particular sorts of behavior (scientific) require
no special (metaphysical) assumptions.

The important

question is whether scientists and philosophers can avoid
having metaphysical attitudes which significantly and systematically affect what they do as scientists or as philosophers.
As a matter of fact, it appears that they cannot, though of
course, there is no proof of this.
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To say that the person concept, in a philosophical
framework, is a metaphysical concept is by no means to say
that it is therefore something new to psychology as it
is currently conceived and practiced.

The difference

lies in which metaphysics, not in the presence rather
than absence of metaphysics in our professional lives.
That we have one, and that it is compounded equally of
Semantic theory and material objects is entirely clear.
In metaphysics, as in psychotherapy and psychological theory,
it is the confrontation of an alternative which was there
all along and was ignored that helps us to see our commitments (and those of others).!! commitments, rather than
as a simple reflection of the way the world is, and that
may provide us with reasons for changing.

Part of the func-

tion of the Person concept formulation is to encourage such
change.

Another part is to make such change intelligible

rather than "merely emotional" ("context of discovery",
"purely psychological", etc.), and a part of this is to
make "emotional" intelligible.

Finally, it is a function

of the Person concept to encourage such change~ making
it intelligible rather than merely persuasive, for that
is a paradigm case of treating Persons as Persons.
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:-.;ormal and Abnormal Behavior

One of the most consistent bases on \•1 hich philosophical
theses with respect to the "rule-following model" have
been criticized by psychologists (and thereafter echoed
by positivistic philosophers) is that it cannot deal with
abnormal behavior.

Philosophers such as Ryle (1949) and

Peters (1958) have suggested that "psychological" explanations
(i.e. technical explanations provided by psychological theories)
are not at all necessary in those cases where the rule-following
model provides an explanation.

The response of those psycholo-

gists has been to say that the same basic principles must
apply in both normal and abnormal behavior (or perception,
or learning, etc.) and that it is precisely the attempt to
formulate those basic principles that distinguishes scientific
psychological theory from common sense and from rational
philosophy (or philosophic rationalizing, or muddleheadedness, etc.).
There are at least two issues here.

The first is the ques-

tion of what it is that Ryle, Peters, and others have denied.
The second is whether underlying-process theories in psychology
do in fact have a broader explanatory range than the rulefollowing model.
(a) What is denied?
Ryle, Peters, et al have sometimes been taken to deny
that underlying-process accounts of normal behavior!!!. psychoB-1

logical explanations.

That thesis has then been subjected

to refutation by counterexample.

For example:

(a) Freud

explained normal learning by reference to the process of displacement; (b) Freud's account is an underlying-process account;
(c) Freud's account is accepted as a psychological explanation;
(d) hence any general assertion that underlying process theories
do not provide explanations of normal behavior is simply wrong.
That such an argument is formally "correct" is perhaps
its greatest merit.

So, also, is the following argument:

(a) P explained normal learning by reference to bumps on
people's heads; (b) P's explanation is a nonsensical account
of normal learning; (c) P's explanation is accepted as~
psychological explanation (though one that happens to be
outdated); (d) hence any general assertion that nonsensical
accounts do not provide explanations of normal behavior is simply
wrong.
Given the historical context of the issue, it is not
clear whether such a "refutation" is better described as
disingenuousness or a simple failure to see that the issue
is the pragmatic one of success in meeting the standards
for being an explanation and not the semantic one of whether
"explanation" is being used in one of its possible meanings.
A Rylean thesis may be stated as follows:

Underlying-

process "explanations" do not normally function as explanations
of normal behavior because they do not provide answers to
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questions

which we normally have about human behavior and,

a forteriori, do not provide answers to questions which we
must ask or are implicitly asking.

Instead, those supposedly

"basic" questions are like the question "What's trumps?"·in
that they are questions which can be asked intelligibly only
under certain circumstances by certain people engaged in
special activities.

It follows that the answers to these ques-

tions do not provide an account of "what really happens"-they
do not provide a more authoritative account of human behavior.
Thus, in relation to the thesis that underlying-process
theories, because they get at "basic principles", give us a
general, authorative account of human behavior, including
normal behavior, the Rylean (et al.) position is not a counterthesis with an equal-and-opposite claim to truth, but rather
a methodological appraisal of the status of the underlying-process thesis.
(b)

The relative scope of rµle-following and underlying processes
There is a residual argument to the effect that even if

an underlying-process theory were not needed in regard to
normal behavior, it is not literally inapplicable in the
normal case, hence its applicability in the abnormal cases as
well gives it a greater generality, hence a superiority over the
rule-following model.

For this thesis there is a certain

amount of historical justification, stemming from the
fact that the "rule-following" model, though it is often
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referred to, has not previously been presented in explicit form.
In general, prior references to the rule-following model
have been largely restricted to what is encompassed in the
present account by the paradigm of intentional action.

Dis-

cussions of "emotion", insofar as they have not involved the
intentional action type of emotion, have tended to contrast
emotions with rule-following, thus lending support to the
notion that there is more to behavior than is dreamed of in
rule-following.
In this respect, the present descriptive account may,
once again, be regarded as an effort to "do justice to the
facts of the matter" in regard to a controversial "issue".
The central place of the paradigm of intentional action codifies
a variety of considerations adduced with respect to rulefollowing by Ryle, Peters, et al.

The further elaboration of

PII, the paradigm for the concept of a Person reflects a
recognition that there is more to Persons than to intentional
action.

The descriptive concepts of trait, interest, attitude,

ability, state, etc. provide a systematic conceptual and
descriptive repertoire which appears to include all of the
formal resources of underlying process theories and to be
more comprehensive in this respect than any single such theory
(for example, psychoanalytic theory appears to have no adequate systematic place for individual differences in ability
or capacity, for it appears that only those which are accounted
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for by differences in personal learning history are manageable
within the theory).

In particular, the concept of pathology

itself is shown to be an integral part of the concept of a
Person, and the descriptive account makes intelligible what
must surely rank as one of the more paradoxical features of
present explanations of psychopathology, i.e. the existence
of a variety of lists of "basic human needs", each list having
a st.:1tus akin to "revealed Truth" and being used b y ~
psychologists to account for psychopathology.

In effect, then,

i t is not that the ·rule-following model is an inadequate
framework for understanding both normal and abnormal behavior,
but rather that to date it has been so far from being adequately
formulated that its scope has been substantially misapprehended.
But this is not, in any simple way, to uphold the psychologists' thesis that the rule-following model, as it has been
presented in the literature, is inadequate.

For the basic

place of intentional action even in the context of the second
paradigm shows that intentional action provides an explanation
of human behavior in a way that the "personality variables"
cannot duplicate, and t h a t ~ descriptions of the latter
sort would not be possible in the absence of intentional
action descriptions.

The fact that the personality variables

cannot do the explanatory job performed by intentional action
descriptions and the fact that a given action, even when
classified as to type, is selectively assigned to the PII
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concept types (including "state" and "pathology
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concepts)

are consistent with the thesis that (a) underlying-process
"determiners" of something called "behavior" do not provide
the kind of answer we normally want and require in asking
"why did he do that?" and (b) do. not give an answer to any
question that we must ask, or that we are implicitly asking,
or that is more "basic" than the normal "Why did he do that?"
It is not clear that any issue remains here.

If there

is, that must await further clarification, and it may be hoped
that the present formulation has contributed toward that.
Once again:

the presentation of something which qualifies

as an actual resolution despite possible deficiencies, in
contrast to the alternative procedure of merely talking about

-

what issue the issue is or what a resolution would have to be
like, illustrates the difference between a Descriptive Psychology concerned with people and an Analytic Philosophy
concerned with "mind", concepts, and "issues".
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Appendix C
Psychological Theory,
Persons, and
Linguistic Theory

~ppendix C.

Psychological Theory, Persons, and Linguistic
Theorv

F'or those who have sorne knowledqe of linguistic theory,
it rnay be of some interest to note the strong analogy between
the use of the naradiqm case foI'I"lulation for the Person concept
and the characteristic nroceoures of a (transformationalist)
linquist in presentinq a grammar of a lanquaqe.
If we invent a "B" (hUJT1an behavior) to correspond to
the linquist' s "5 '' (sentence), then the next step would be to
replace "B" by

"t·T -

K - KH -

Ol'-1'

(intentional action) in the

same wav that "S" is replaced by "NP - VP" (noun phraseverb phrase).

l'nd just as substitutions for NP or VP provide

alternative •kinds of noun nhrases and/or verb phrases, hence
alternative kinds of sentence, substitutions for Nor Kor
I<H or 01'- or combinations thereof would identify alternative
types of intentional action (the analvsis of ''He did it
because he was afraid " in Part I illustrates this).

Further,

the choice of an individual ~ifference characterization of
an intentional action of a given type (recall that the latter
is the central ele~ent in the individual difference system,
~II) would correspond to the anplication of a particular
linguistic transformation to an articulated NP - VP exemplar
of the kind referred to by Bever, Podor, and ~eksel (1965)
as a basic underlying structure.

The order in which trans-

fo?'J"lations were applied, which is a significant aspect of
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the linguistic theorv, would corresnona to the indirect
descriotions, or "mutual assimilation" of PII concept types,
described in Part II.

The result in the first case would be

a fully (structurally) articulated, hence graffll'Tlatically
intelligibl~ sentence type, and in the second case it would
be a fully intelli~ible piece of human behavior.

Finally,

a part-description corresponds to what would doubtless be
called a "deletion transformation".
r•Jhat is left out in these analogies is, among other
things, the crucial reflexi"e character of the Person concept,
which is a consequence of the pragmatic structure of the
latter.

Because of this, the nresentation can be adequately

co~prehended as a set of actions by an author, not as a set
of statements.

But we may sav that the "syntactic
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aspect

of that performance and its product exhibits much the same
methodological characteristics as a transformational grammar
which merely is a syntax.

That this should be so is not

surprising, for there is continuity here and not merely
analogy.

Since saving something by uttering words, phrases,

and sentences is one of the things that people do, i.e., is
a class of intentional actions, "S '' would, in the most common
case, appear in some of the substitutions for "KH" (Know how).
That is, in those actions in which something is said, a
statement of those competences of the person which were in-

volved in that action would include reference to the particulai
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one of knowing how to utter a sentence which is
in that it "says'' what the person says.

0

0n target"

(Compare:

In those

actions in which something is kicked, one of the relevant
cornoetences is that of knowing how to kick a selected target,
rather than just knowing how to kick and in contrast to being
unable to kick at all.)
It is because there are human oractices. that are correctl}
described as kicking something that certain performances may,
via a part-description, be correctly characterized as merely
If we had no such practices
kicking.
(r,•1hat we now call "merely kicking" would not then
be what it is now, and we would not have the reasons we do, anr
perhaps no reasons or ability at all, to distinguish anything as being that sort of performance.)

Likewise, it is be-

cause there are human practices of saying something that it
is possible, via a part-description, to characterize certain
performances as merely uttering words or merely uttering a
sentence.

~n1at characterizes merely kicking is thAt the

performance is one which would have qualified as kicking
something had there been something there to be kicked.

Like-

wise, what characterizes the mere uttering of a sentence is
that the performance is one which would have qualified as
saying something if there had been something of the sort to
be said there (cf .~ ustin' s and others' examples .of "misplaced"
performatives).
Performances describable as "kicking'' could be systemC-3

atically articulated and redescribed by mapning them into a
geometric frame of reference.

We could then distinguish one

kick from another, identify kicks that had never been
accoM~lished, or else recognize "the same" kick, under the
geornetric description.

Our level of competence at applying

a geometric descriotive system in this fashion would be an
empirical matter and would change in the course of our social
history (it might increase, decrease, fluctuate, or vanish).
However, whereas we should want to ask how a person learned
to kick something, we should hardly want to ask what it was

---- -

he learned that enabled him to satisfy particular geometrical
.

descriptions.
r1e should hardly want to ask that because we should not
know what we uere asking or whether we were asking anything
in asking that.

Unless we had also invented a peculiar new

form of answer (perhaps, talking about an underlying process)
which might make an honest question out of that dubious
locution.
given.

For the only answer that makes sense was already

That is, what he learned was how to kick something, •·

and having an answer (if there is such a thing) to our new
question (if that is what it is) is not a condition for

-

understanding or exolaining
that.
.

If the new question-and-

answer activity gives greater significance to the fact of his
having learned to kick something, that will be an unusual
success.

Failures in this regard are commonly called "pure
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science".
To be sure, it miqht be of some interest to plot empirically the course of a person's learning to kick something,
using a geometric frame of reference for.·.· plotting the data,
but it would be highly misleading then to turn around and
suggest that his having learned how to kick something is
accounted for by his having learned what we plotted in the
geometric framework.

And if the empirical inforr.tation could

be suf.'marized in a general formula (a "mathematical model"),
it would make no more sense then to say that his having learned
to kick something is accounted for by his having learned
whatever it is that we say the formula signifies.
Psychologists coIT\JTlonly take the kind of position that
is illustrated by the thesis that there has to be an answer
to the "question" of what the kicker learned that enabled him
to satisfy those geometric descriptions, and that we must
have such an answer in order to understand or explain the
phenomenon.

(See, for example, Hiller's [1965} concurrence

with linguists' demands that psychologists provide "performance models" that account for the language user's ability
to use the language he uses~)

But this appears to be a simple

logical error the nature of which is well codified in the
literature of logical theory as the problem of the "substitutability of truth".

In that literature there is no serious

challenge to the conclusion that if (a) I believe that that
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object is a lion: and (b) that lion is in fact harmles~, i~
doe~~ follow that (c) I believe that that object i~ har~less.

This feature of not preserving truth under substitution

is a common characteristic of "mental" or "intensional"
phenomena.

For example, the human activities which we

describe by reference to "believe~", ' knows",
1

"wantsn have this characteristic.

intends", or

The logical error lies i:1

not recognizing that "knows how to do X
X" also have this feature.

11
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c1.nd "learned to do

Note that in none of the following

does (c) follow from (a) and (b):
(1)

a.
b.
c.

(2)

a.
b.
c.

(3)

a.
b.

c.
(4)

a.
b.

. . ~ •~·n

c.

I learned that that object is a lion
That lion is in fact harmless
I learned that that object is harmless
I know how to treat that object as a lion
That object is in fact harmless
I know how to treat that object as being harmless
I know how to kick that ball
To kick that ball is to satisfy the geometric
description "z".
I know how to satisfy the geOIT\etric description "z"

I learned how to kick a ball
To kick a ball is to satisfy the geometric
desc::iption "z ..
I learned how to satisfy the geometric description "z"

The alternative to sup-posing that psychologist!:: who have
opted for underlying processes have made a crude logical
blunder is to say that in fact they have tried to deny the
failure of "mental" phenomena to preserve truth under subs ti-·
tution, without knowing that this is what they have been doing.
This is to say that they have tried to treat persons a~
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non-persons, and more soecifically, as material objects, since
it is in statements dealing with material objects that we do
find truth preserved under substitution.

But that is part of

the point of saying (cf l'\ppendix A) that current psychology
clearly does have a metaphysics and that it is compounded
equally of affection for material objects and the semantic
theory of Truth.
In a similar vein, we could say that performances which
are describable as ·•saying something" could be systematically
articulated and redescribed by mapping them into a set theoret
cal frame of reference.

r-Te could then distinguish one case

of "saying" from another, identify cases of "saying" that have
never been achieved, or else recognize "the same" case,
under a gra.'tlfflatical description, which might be as elaborate
and cumbersome as we please.

However, whereas we should want

to ask how a person learned to say something, we should hardly
want to ask what it was he learned that enabled him to satisfy
that grammatical descriotion.

For if there is any answer to

that, then, considering the derivation of the grammar from
linguistic performances, it is already qiven--he learned to
say something.

To be sure, it might be of some interest

to use the grarnmatical descriptive system as a framework
within which to plot empirically the course of his learning
how to say things.

That would be like plotting the course

of a person's Rorschach responses over a neriod of years,.
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using the set of age norms for content, movement, form level,
etc. as our frame of reference.

But it would be a highly

misleading procedure then to turn around and suggest that his
having learned to satisfy certain grammatical descriptions
is what enables hi?!'. to say things or is what accounts for
his being able to say things.

If the empirical information

could be sUlTU'larized in a general formula (a grammatical rule,
or a set of them) we might summarize our findinqs by talking
about what rules the nerson learned, but there would then
be no more point than previously in asking what it was the
person learned that enabled him to follow that rule or that
brought it t o ~ that he followed that rule.
The present formulation has some significance for the
psychological study of language (cf Part V, discussion of
psycholinguistics).

It has been suggested that the task of

psychology in the study of language is to provide an account
of the mechanisms whereby linguistic structures are acquired
and those whereby they are manifested in linguistic performances.

Indeed, it has even been strongly recommended (Bever,

Fodor, and f·Jeksel, 1965) that accounting for the ac~uisition
of syntactic structures be made a prirna facie standard of
adequacy for theories of learning in psychology.

The pre-

ceding discussion should provide an indication of the way in
which the concept of an underlying structure is the methodological Siamese twin of the concept of an underlying process,
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which was discussed in Part IV.

A further elucidation of the

methodological confusion expressed by any general demand for
underlying structures and underlying processes requires the
prior clarification of a set of concepts which include "skill",
"ability", "being able to", "achievement", and "performance",
and their systematic interrelationships.

Such an analysis is

undertaken in a forthcoming paper, but one result may be
briefly stated:
ment analysis.

The structural theory of "S" is an achieveThe question of how something got done or

what a oerson learned that enabled him to do it is a question
about a performance and calls for a performance analysis.
i

Performance analyses, based on the exercise of skills, and

) achievement analyses, based on the manifestation of abilities,
~re two radically different methods for identifying or classifying ranges (spectra) of achievements.

Only in exceptional

cases would the two methods produce identical classifications.
And there is no formal basis for supposing that any set of
achievements identified by reference to skills can be mapped
into a set identified by reference to abilities by means of
any rational function.

Hhat relationships exist between

such sets is something to be established empirically (cf the
11

/2" discussion in Part IV), and there being any recog-

nizable relationship is not a criterion for the adequacy of
anything--it is merely our potential good fortune if we find
any.
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The similarity between transformational grammar and the presentation of the Person concept may help to clarify further
the reason why it is the philosophical analyses of "mental"
concepts which "follow from" the Person concept, rather than
the reverse.

(See Appendix A)

For in contrast to the

positivistic semantic model of science as hypothetical and
deductive (we make hypotheses about the True state of affairs
and test the deduced consequences), transformation grammar
may be clearly seen (perhaps less so by its proponents than
by those who have had some reservations about it) as being
descriptive in spirit and illustrative in its procedures.

In

much the same way, the presentation of the Person concept is
descriptive .in spirit and the procedure is illustrative, so tha
the "philosophical" arguments and analyses merely illustrate,
in a restricted way, what is "already" given by the Person
concept in a general way. Thus, the relation between the two
may be clarified by saying that those arguments and analyses
are no more a "foundation" upon which the Person concept
rests than ";~" and "VP" are the foundation upon which "S"
rests.
The similarity between the Person concep_t formulation
and a transformational grammar is not surprising because there
is a continuity between the two.

That this should be so is

itself not surprising, for transformational grammars have explicitly been framed as theories of linguistic competence
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as contrasted with theories of linguistic performance.

It

is hardly surprising, therefore, that such theories should
find a formal niche within a more fundamental conceptualization in which "skill" and "ability" are structural components.
(Because of the pragmatic reflexive character of the Person
concept, it is no contradiction to no~e an additional similarity: the Person concept formulation is also a theory of
competence, i.e., competence in the use of the Person concept.)
But it should be noted, too, that although the most common
role of "S'' is as a substitution under "RH" (know how), it may
be substituted under "OA" (overt attempt) as well, and, for
grammatically knowledgeable persons, under "K" (know) and
11

~'1" (want) •

For a grammatically sophisticated person would

do more than merely know how to say things by speaking correctly in English (or etc).

He might, for example, know the

difference between a noun and a verb, and if he did, then he
might have reason to (might want to) "choose the right verb",
give the nominal counterpart of a verb, etc.

In general, he

might have reasons to utter certain sentences or phrases,
as contrasted with having reasons for saying cGrtain things.
Because the paradigm of intentional action is the paradigm
of a performance, it provides the general descriptive account
of linguistic performances.
Bever et al (1965) make the following pronouncement with
respect to linguistic performances:
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"Progress in linguistic

analysis of natural language has depended on the careful
separation of the theory of the language ("lange

11

or ' com1

petence") from the theory of the use of language ("parole"
or "performance").

In this way the linguist has insulated

himself from the fact that the variables determining the
character of speech behavior reflect features other than the
formal structure of the spoken language.

For instance, the

fact that some sentences are difficult to say, to remember,
or to understand is obvious.

Evidently such facts are the

consequence of interactions between linguistic variables and
variables of memory, perception, motor integration, etc.
To fail to so represent these facts would render impossible
the representation of either the systematic character of
language~ the systematic character of speech behavior."
Several comments are apropos her~.

First, the statement

would seem to illustrate the garden variety of reification
discussed previously.

Nhat began as a redescription of some

aspect of the phenomenon (people saying things) has somehow
acquired the status of a causal influence which "interacts"
with other influences to produce the phenomenon.

Second,

the reference to the use of language illustrates the misconception discussed previously (Introduction) in relation to
the use of concepts.

As indicated previously, the use of a

concept is quite unlike the use of a tool in essential respects
The use of language is equally so, and for much the same
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reasons, though that is less apparent.

Third, so long as

the use of language is seen as essentially the same
as the use of a tool, to talk this way and also to talk about
"linguistic variables" "determining the character of the
speech performance" is to use two disparate descriptive systems
(action and mechanism) conmingled in a confusing and misleading
way.
Not surprisingly, Bever et al attempt to justify their
stand by appealing to an analogy with physics:

"It is not at

all surprising that the analysis of speech behavior should
proceed from two empirical and theoretical sources.

Indeed,

distinguishing among the different kinds of data that constitute superficially homogeneous phenomena is absolutely universal in scientific explanations; it occurs wherever considerations of simplicity and explanatory power require that
the observations be presented as interaction effects.

Consider

for example, the analysis of a block sliding down an inclined
plane.

There are two kinds of variables that interact to

determine the block's behavior--first, the forces acting
downward on the body and determining the acceleration for
an ideal system; second,the reactive forces (e.g., friction)
due to the character of the particular body and plane under
study.

The observed behavior is susceptible of systematic

explanation only on the view that it is the product of interaction between these distinct systems."
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Even a sympathetic reader might question the value of
this particular analogy.

For example, the distinction be-

tween the downward forces and the reactive forces is not a
distinction between descriptive systems which are distinct
in the way that a grarr,mar and a theory of learning are distinct
~hat the example presents is a componential analysis of forces
within a single descriptive system.

The calculation of the

reactive force would depend on the magnitude of the downward
forces (more accurately, the downward resultant force), but
it will also depend on the horizontal resultant forces,
and on the resultant forces in
to the other two.

t!-le· direction orthogonal

The physicist might well regard any classi-

fication of forces on the basis of their direction as entirely
superficial and removed from the laws of force and energy
that he uses.

If his theory of force and energy had to be

adjusted in the light of observations he made it is hardly
plausible, and certainly not necessary, that his adjustments
would follow this particular typology.

The "other variables"

mentioned by Bever et al (memory, perception, motor integration) are all species of competence.

Thus, a general theory

of competence which would subsume linguistic, mnemonic, perceptual, and motor abilities is what would be required in order
to breathe life into the analogy with physics.

But even the

mention of such a general system may serve to make it quite
clear that then there would be nothing sacred about the
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linguistic portion and that attempts to account for observed
phenomena might as easily lead to adjustments in the linguistic portion as elsewhere.

This is in sharp contrast to

the position, taken by Bever et al, that what belongs to
Linguistics belongs to the ages, whereas what belongs to
Learning is negotiable and expendable.
The analogy may become somewhat embarrassing for the
extreme linguistic position if it serves to remind us of
certain relevant, though commonly overlooked, considerations.
There is no question that the notion of frictional forces has
been~ fruitful one for physics.

Bever et al ~ention it in

a way that could not but suggest that the distinction between
frictional and other forces is good because it provides a
superior description.

But even an informal acquaintance

with the history of physical science should provide compelling
reasons for doubting this.

The value of the distinction has

lain not nearly so much in its merely descriptive use as in
its behavior-guiding function.

The distinction has been

highly important in permitting physicists and engineers to
construct instruments and other artifacts which are dependable,
manageable by persons, and perform novel functions which serve
novel further ends.

'1e have adapted our practices to this

technology and assimilated it to our practices, too, in such
degree that it is easy to overlook the extent to which the
"physical" world, even that portion which does not consist
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of artifacts, is a world of our own devising.

Thus, the

methodological force of saying that reference to frictional
forces provides descriptive simplicity and generality is not
the simple guarantee of value that Bever et al apparently
take it to be.
after the fact.

"Parsimony

11

is a critic's terminology, applied

It is not the name of a mechanism which selects

methodologically superior statements or sets of statements.
"Parsimonious", when applied to the concept of frictional
force, is a sumIT?ary appraisal of our success in using the
concept.

It is not a piece of evidence in favor of notational

simplicity as such (cf the discussion of parsimony in Part IV}.
In contrast to the situation in physics, there is apparently nothing dramatic in the way of linguistic technology or
successful follow-through which is attributable to transformational grammars.

Perhaps some day there will be (e.g.,

methods of teaching grammar, linguistic data processing), and
then it will be differ.ent.

For the present, however, the

characteristics of transformational grammar which Bever et al
present in such ringing phrases as
and power",

11

11

theoretical simplicity

fruitfulness", "fundamental mechanisms", and

"[deeper] explanatory power" would seem to be subsumable,
with at most minor loss, under the category of notational
simplicity.
The consequences of applyi_ng the concept of "parsimony"
in a mechanical way are illustrated by the form in which Bever
er
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et al reject an alternative theory: " .•• this analysis is
blocked for English on empirical grounds.

f•Je have shown

briefly that at very least such a solution would involve an
unnecessarily complex system since there is a simpler analysi$
which accounts for the relevant facts.

In this way we show

[it] ••• to be logically possible but empirically unacceptable. "
••• "The difficulty with playing fast and loose with simplicity constraints is that, once having started, it is hard to
find a way to stop."
One of the difficulties with pretending that "simplicity"
has a simple descriptive use is that it makes it all too easy
to make the transformation from

11

someone else's theory

"unparsimonious" to "empirically unacceptable".

11

to

This is a

pragmatic difficulty, of course, and so its methodological
force (and its heuristic value, too) may be largely lost on
practitioners of science who feel constrained to stay within
the traditional semantic framework.
If there were really no reason for rejecting a more
complex account in favor of a less complex account other than
its notational complexity, and if it were really so difficult
to "find a way to · stop", then why should we not admit that·
there is no important difference and no important issue
associated with complexity.
needing

~

If it were merely a question o-f

basis for choosing among alternative accounts

(and we may suspect that that "necessity" has been grossly
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overstated), then it would seem to be a rational procedure
to decide by flipping a coin or using a random selection
device, for in the long run we would have a systematic and
genuinely empirical check on the value of particular rules
of thumb such as the familiar one which we apply a priori
and which favors notational simplicity.
A complex formulation which proves to be more useful
than a notationally simpler alternative becomes the simpler
of the two.

And one which is more complex or less useful

within a narrow context (e.g., linguistic competence) is not
unlikely to become simpler or more useful in a wider context
(e.g., linguistic performance).

This is why an appraisal of

"parsimony" is an appraisal of current success with respect
to selected criteria; its prognostic value for success in the
future and in other contexts may always be questioned, and
in that majority of cases in which we can give no answer,
our subsequent actions are the course that we have chosen.
In their polemics with other linguists it has typically
been pointed out by transformational linguists that to require of a scientific theory that it provide a "discovery
procedure" (i.e., a technique for getting the right answers)
would wipe out science, since no theory can or could possibly
provide that (any promise of that sort would violate our
empirical conscience).

Thus, they make a strong distinction

between having a discovery procedure and having a criterion
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for evaluating the empirical adequacy or "goodness of fit"
of a theory.

The theorist's having such a criterion is what

makes his theory aempirically testable".
pirical" is the magic word hera.

Observably, "em-

But "empirical" is not a

magic word--it guarantees nothing and it promises nothing.
r~hat is missing is the notion that the criteria for evaluating
e~pirical adequacy ought to be rational criteria.

(No doubt

there will be some reader who at this point will still believe
that it constitutes a penetrating criticism of the foregoing to say "But you haven't said what it takes to be a
rational criterion!" and fail to see that to say this is to
beg the question of what it takes to be a rational criterion.)
Once we begin · to play fast and loose with that criterion,
it is indeed hard to find a way to stop, and we have gone
a substantial distance along that road when we try to present
a theory about some subject matter (e.g., "behavior" or
"language") for which we have no descriptive account.

What

else could serve as a criterion for discovery rather than
invention?

Flipping a coin would offer objectivity, empiri-

cism, and simplicity par excellence a~ a way of evaluating
the empirical adequacy of a set of experimental results.
That is too obvious, however, and we do not do it that way.
But an arbitrary rule could do just as well.

And a trivial

rule could come as close as possible to guaranteeing in
advance that a theory will have "empirical consequences" or
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that it will be "empirically adequate".

(Something to be

kept in mind, too, in regard to "mathematical models" in
psychology, particularly when the systematic application of
a borrowed computational technology is presented as the
"empirical"

11

test" of a "theory•; or as "basic science", or

whatever.)
Paradoxically, the overconcern with being

11

e.'Ylpirical

and

11

"parsimonious" in the semantic sense leads to procedures
which are perhaps no more than a hair's breadth removed from
an irrational discovery procedure.

It has been well known

at least since Darwin that given an appropriate selection
mechanism the correlative problem of generation or production
may be entirely dispensible. for the selection may be exercised on variation which is essentially random.

Ne find

this also in the more restricted circumstances in which we
"shape behavior" and thereby effectively "produce" behavior
by manipulating a selective mechanism.

If we think of nota-

tional simplicity as a selective mechanism and think of it
as being applied constantly and without deliberation in
carrying on scientific practice, the net result envisioned
would be something like the shaping of behavior with an
idiot's hand at the controls.

That feature of our scientific

behavior has not yet been presented in a rational light.

It

is a feature which provides us with something that could come
as close as we might wish to being a discovery procedure~
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for what we "discover" and accept will be largely a function
of that procedure.

1\11 of which argues for keeping "parsimony"

as a summary term for current appraisal and abandoning it as
a guide for our scientific activities, at least in the extreme
or stereotyped ways which we rnay see Bever et al as illustrating.
Thus, we do not need to disagree with Bever et al that
transformation grammars are more "parsimonious" than certain
alternatives with respect to selected aspects of verbal performances in order to see how~ little is implied by that,
or in order to see the methodological dubiety of trying to
justify the rejection of existing alternatives on this ground
at the present time.

But neither do we have to agree.

Ne do

not have to present a grammatical criticism of such grammaticnl
theorizing in order to reject the notion that it should have
any more than a suggestive significance for a psychologist
interested in the psychological study of linguistic behavior.
It would not be surprising if, following the example of
Bever et al, logicians began to demand that learning theories
be considered inadequate if they could not supply an account
of the psychological "mechanisms" underlying the acquisition
and manifestation of the "ul".derlying structures" of the propositional calculus.

That, too, is a framework onto which

our knowing how to say something might be projected.

Sub-

sequently, we might expect that physicists would demand of
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learning theory that it provide an account of the psychological mechanisms underlying children's "intuitive" mastery
of the systems of differential equations which describe their
locomotor competence.

At that point, perhaps even those

psychologists who think wistfully of Unity as the road to
scientific respectability would have beg\.:n to appreciate the
necessity of accepting the responsibility of oracticing
psychology as a formally autonomous science in order to be
empirically open to the findings of other disciplines.
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